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Summary
In this work, the properties of strained tetrahedrally bonded materials are explored theoretically, with special focus on group-III nitrides. In order to do so, a
multiscale approach is taken: accurate quantitative calculations of material properties are carried out in a quantum first-principles frame, for small systems. These
properties are then extrapolated and empirical methods are employed to make
predictions for larger systems, such as alloys or nanostructures. We focus our attention on elasticity and electric polarization in semiconductors. These quantities
serve as input for the calculation of the optoelectronic properties of these systems.
Regarding the methods employed, our first-principles calculations use highlyaccurate density functional theory (DFT) within both standard Kohn-Sham and
generalized (hybrid functional) Kohn-Sham approaches. We have developed our
own empirical methods, including valence force field (VFF) and a point-dipole
model for the calculation of local polarization and local polarization potential.
Our local polarization model gives insight for the first time to local fluctuations of
the electric polarization at an atomistic level.
At the continuum level, we have studied composition-engineering optimization
of nitride nanostructures for built-in electrostatic field reduction, and have developed a highly efficient hybrid analytical-numerical staggered-grid computational
implementation of continuum elasticity theory, that is used to treat larger systems,
such as quantum dots.

A mi madre,
y a la memoria de mi padre.

Why is it that when one man builds a wall,
the next man immediately needs to know
what’s on the other side?
GEORGE R. R. MARTIN

Preface

This thesis consists, for the most part, of a collection of published and unpublished
manuscripts that have been the subject of my work as a PhD student in the Tyndall
National Institute from April 2009 until June 2013, under the supervision of Prof.
Eoin O’Reilly and Dr. Stefan Schulz. The published papers have been revised to
be appropriate for this thesis, making small corrections with respect to the journal
versions, replotting some of the figures, restructuring the sections, etc., but remain
basically the same. Chapter 3 on built-in field control consists of Refs. [1, 2] and
Chapter 4 on elastic properties of semiconductors has been compiled from the work
contained in Refs. [3, 4], as well as some later additions that were presented at the
Total Energy and Force Methods workshop in ICTP, Trieste in January 2013.
The unpublished manuscripts have been included in a format more suitable
for a work of this kind than for final journal form, and will probably undergo
further modifications that are normal to the peer-reviewing process. Chapter 5
on local polarization was motivated by the initial work on alloy fluctuations in
InGaN alloys presented in Glasgow at the 9th International Conference on Nitride Semiconductors (ICNS9) in July 2011, summarized in a short paper later
in 2012 [5]. The work now included here is however much deeper in scope, comprehensive and structurally formal, with very few inclusions taken directly from
Ref. [5]. The manuscript to be submitted for journal publication will eventually
include tight-binding calculations performed by Stefan Schulz on the electronic
structure of InGaN alloys, particularly the band gap bowing, when the local strain
and polarization potential are taken into account. Chapter 6 contains the theoretical foundations and some technical details behind my code for strain energy
minimization in a staggered-grid formalism, hush (Hybrid Utility for Strained Heterostructures).1
1

The original name I chose was husr, or Hybrid Utility for Strained Relaxation, which I
decided to change after a meeting in which my supervisor misread the correct name for what
sounded to me at the time as a much cooler one.

i

Preface
In addition to the research chapters, this thesis also contains the usual Introduction, where I motivate the work, and Conclusions, where I give an idea of its
relevance and what are the immediate objectives related to this project. There is
also an introductory chapter with details of some of the theory and methods used
throughout the rest of the thesis that were not appropriate for the original papers.
It contains, together with basic “textbook” theory, a practical guide to calculate
polarization in the context of the Berry-phase technique.
I resort to a short abstract at the beginning of each of the chapters, in the
fashion of journal papers. In my opinion this improves in readability given the
fact that these chapters are, although closely related to each other, rather selfcontained, and can be read on their own. An outline of the thesis is given at the
end of the Introduction.
Credit is due as collaborating authors to Eoin O’Reilly and Stefan Schulz on all
of my papers, to Sorcha Healy (who acted as my co-supervisor for a few months
before she decided to get a real job) on the early work on field control, and to
Andreas Amann on the staggered grids. Also to Oliver Marquardt with whom I
collaborated on a number of articles on quantum dots with Stefan Schulz as the
main author, where we employed hush for some of the calculations [6–8].
This is my humble contribution to science, my attempt to catch a glimpse of
–in the words of George Martin quoted a couple of pages back– what lies on the
other side of the wall. I feel privileged for having the opportunity to get paid
for doing what I like, and can only wish for more exciting projects to come in the
future. My hope is that, besides gathering dust on the bookshelf of a proud mother
who cannot understand a word of what her son wrote (even if it was written in
Spanish), this work will be of use to someone, somewhere. If that is the case, don’t
forget to cite!

Cork, June 24, 2013

Miguel A. Caro
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Introduction

The group-III nitrides, or more correctly group-IIIB nitrides, comprise the compounds of nitrogen (N) and the elements in the first column of the p-element block
of the periodic table, boron (B), aluminium (Al), gallium (Ga), indium (In) and
thallium (Tl).1 The most technologically important of these compounds are GaN,
InN, AlN and their alloys. BN presents structural and electronic properties that do
not follow the trends of GaN, InN and AlN, and is most interesting in solid-state
physics for nanotube applications [15, 16]. There is a possibility that TlN could
be used alloyed with the other nitrides given some similarities in their electronic
properties [17]. However, perhaps partly because Tl is extremely toxic and its use
in industry or research raises health issues [18], there exist very few studies on the
properties and potential uses of TlN. Therefore, whenever we use the terminology group-III nitrides throughout this thesis, we implicitly refer to the binaries
GaN, InN and AlN, the ternaries InGaN, AlGaN and AlInN, and the quaternary
AlInGaN.
The use of nitrides as versatile semiconductor materials has driven significant
advances over the last two decades in the field of optoelectronic applications. This
is mainly due to the fact that the wurtzite (WZ) III-N materials are all direct
band gap semiconductors. By alloying GaN (Eg = 3.43 eV), InN (Eg = 0.64 eV)
and AlN (Eg = 6.14 eV) one gains potential access to the whole visible spectrum,
as well as near infrared (IR) and ultraviolet (UV) [21], as we show in Fig. 1.1
in a direct comparison with other III-V materials. Although zinc-blende (ZB)
nitrides might in principle appear as an alternative to their WZ counterparts, the
truth is that growth of ZB nitrides is complicated and single-phase crystals are
1

The other group-III nitrides are compounds of N and the transition metals in group-IIIA,
mainly scandium (Sc) and yttrium (Y). Other transition metals in group-IIIA are rather more
exotic and include some radioactive elements: lanthanum (La), lutetium (Lu), actinium (Ac) and
lawrencium (Lr). There are ongoing investigations on the properties of Sc-containing nitrides,
that present interesting features in the context of functional materials research [9–14].
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Figure 1.1: Band gap Eg of the technologically important III-V binaries as a function of
lattice parameter (in-plane lattice parameter in the case of WZ nitrides). Solid circles
indicate a direct gap material while empty circles indicate an indirect gap. The curves
show the band gap for some of the ternaries, where solid lines indicate direct gap and
dashed lines indicate indirect gap. The data for the cubic III-Vs has been taken from
Ref. [19], except for ZB nitrides, which is from Ref. [20]. The data for the WZ nitrides is
from Wu’s review paper [21]. The band gap of the ZB ternaries has been calculated as the
minimum of the gaps at Γ, X and L from the respective band gap bowing parameters
provided in Refs. [19, 20], using Eq. (3.8). The variation of Eg with composition for
the WZ nitride ternaries has been calculated using the same equation from the bowing
parameters recommended by Wu [21]. See Chapter 3 for a discussion on III-N bowing
parameters, AlInN in particular. A linear interpolation (Végard’s law, see Ch. 3) is
assumed for the lattice parameters of the ternaries. All data is for the zero-temperature
limit T = 0.
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very difficult to achieve [22]. There is no other material system that allows light
emission over such a wide spectral range, while at the same time maintaining a
direct gap. GaN-based heterostructures have been successfully employed in the
commercial fabrication of violet and blue light-emitting diodes (LEDs) [23,24] and
laser diodes (LDs) [25]. Other emerging applications of the nitrides include the
extension of LEDs towards longer [26] and shorter [27] wavelengths, and their
use in high electron mobility transistors (HEMTs) [28] and as multijunction highefficiency solar cells [29]. Group-III nitrides emerged during the last decade of the
twentieth century as a solution to the production of blue and green light. Shuji
Nakamura, at Nichia Corporation in Japan, worked on the development of GaNbased light-emitting diode (LED) and laser diode (LD) technology from 1989 until
1999 [25]. This allowed Nichia to produce and commercialize blue LEDs (1993),
green LEDs (1995) and violet LDs (1999) [25].
However, and in spite of their evident success, there are still dark areas in
the field of nitride research, and the booklet of properties of these materials is
ever expanding. This is well illustrated by the fact that Vurgaftmann and Meyer
published a revised version of their review, for the nitrides only [20], scarcely two
years after the publication of their almost-biblical anthology on band parameters
of the III-Vs [19]. A quantity as fundamental as the energy gap of InN was
revised between the two versions by more than a factor of two, from 1.99 eV
to 0.78 eV. It seems that its zero-temperature value has been finally established
at around 0.69 eV [21]. In this context, the (eventually enormous) success of
the Nichia/Nakamura tandem is very striking: the most suitable substrate for
GaN, sapphire (Al2 O3 ), presents a lattice mismatch of 16%, meaning that GaN
grown on sapphire exhibits a large dislocation density. Dislocation densities of
the order of 109 cm−2 are typical in InGaN quantum wells (QWs) [30], with lower
–but still relatively high– values achievable by techniques such as epitaxial lateral
overgrowth (ELOG) [31]. However, dislocations act, in principle, as non-radiative
recombination centres and dislocation densities as low as 103 cm−2 are known to
quench light emission in other III-Vs, such as GaAs [24, 26, 32]. To date, the
reason or reasons behind this unexpectedly high efficiency of GaN-based devices
remain a matter of debate. Some researchers have attributed it to the presence of
alloy fluctuations, In-clustering and the associated local variations in the carrier
confinement potential [33,34], while others have suggested QW width fluctuations
as the origin of the observed high efficiency [32].
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Other important issues regarding growth of nitrides with high In content (including InN itself) are strain and miscibility. High In content alloys are needed
in order to extend device operation energies towards longer wavelengths. While
the ternary AlGaN can be grown practically at any desired composition, there are
severe limitations as to how much In can be incorporated into InGaN and AlInN
alloys [35,36]. Nitrides are usually grown by either molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)
or metal-organic vapour-phase epitaxy (MOVPE). MOVPE was the technique originally used by Nakamura at Nichia, and has since remained the method of choice
because of advantages regarding device efficiency and growth rate, compared to
MBE [37, 38].2 InN and GaN have very different optimal growth temperatures,
and InGaN alloys are grown on GaN templates, which means, given the lattice
mismatch between InN and GaN (see Fig. 1.1), that the strain in the InGaN layer
will significantly increase as the In molar fraction increases (we give a brief account of these limitations and the current capabilities regarding In incorporation
in Section 3.3.4).
One of the main problems that are encountered when dealing with nitride
heterostructures, and one that severely affects device efficiency, is the existence
of built-in electrostatic fields. Although the other III-V materials also present
piezoelectric properties due to their cubic ZB structure, the WZ crystal structure in which III-N materials crystallize is compatible with the existence of both
spontaneous and piezoelectric polarization. Additionally, the increased ionicity of
the III-N compared to the other III-V accounts for a much stronger effect. The
discontinuity of the polarization vector between two nitride materials that differ
in composition and/or strain state leads to a strong polarization potential, with
effects on the electronic properties of these systems.
The study of strain effects in III-N materials, including electric polarization in
particular, is the central theme of this thesis. The first studies that we carried
out, and that eventually motivated the rest of this work, were on polarization field
control in nitride QWs and quantum dots (QDs). They are presented in Chapter 3,
where we propose composition engineering as a route towards suppression (or
reduction) of the strong built-in electrostatic fields present in III-N QWs and QDs.
During the time in which that work was carried out, we encountered several aspects
of the description of nitride materials that, in our opinion, needed improvement.
2

More recently, plasma-assisted MBE seems to have taken a leap forward and is improving in
quality upon more traditional MBE techniques [38].
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Specifically, the description of the electric polarization in nitride alloys previously
available (and used in our calculations of Chapter 3) was based on the assumption
that its value only depends on macroscopic strain and average composition in the
sample. However, we challenge this simplified virtual crystal model and show that
the local atomic landscape matters and has a large impact on the computation of
average properties.
In this context, we build a comprehensive description of the electric polarization
in nitrides from the bottom up. In Chapter 4 we study elastic properties and
internal strain of tetrahedrally bonded materials under deformation. Then, in
Chapter 5 we construct our theory of local polarization in crystalline solids and
link it to macroscopic and internal strain. We have also developed computational
methods for the calculation of the corresponding local polarization potential in
nanostructures with a large number of atoms. Our model is based on and validated
against calculations performed in the frame of first-principles density functional
theory (DFT) and the Berry-phase formalism, which are outlined in Chapter 2.
As discussed through Chapters 4 and 5, an atomistic description of material
systems is always preferable in terms of capturing the discrete nature of matter.
However, it is not always practical to adopt this level of theory because of computational considerations. For example, the optimization procedure that we carry
out in Chapter 3 would become prohibitively expensive if performed at the atomic
level. Moreover, in some cases, such as nitride systems where alloys are not present
(e.g. GaN/AlN QDs [7]), the atomistic effects are of secondary importance and
continuum calculations provide additional insight into material or device characteristics. Therefore, the development of efficient strategies to treat strain at the
continuum level is vital in the context of simulation of device-sized structures that
contain of the order of millions of atoms, such as QDs. In Chapter 6 we present
an efficient hybrid (analytical/numerical) implementation of continuum elasticity
theory for the calculation of strain fields in device-size crystal structures. Our
method shows good performance improvement upon purely numerical methods,
without compromising accuracy.
Finally, the conclusions on the present work and prospects for future and ongoing projects are outlined in Chapter 7.
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2

Theory and methods

The scope of this chapter is to provide the theoretical background to some of the
methods, principles and techniques that are employed throughout the remainder
of this thesis. Some of these are, because of practical considerations, not explained
or introduced in the pertinent chapters.
This thesis is devoted to the study of the properties of deformed crystals.
Therefore, in Section 2.1 we introduce the fundamental formulas and definitions
involved with some of the properties of strained crystals: elasticity and piezoelectricity in crystalline solids, and the definition of strain itself.
In Section 2.2 we present a brief overview of density functional theory (DFT),
as well as the different approximations commonly in place for realistic calculations:
functionals for exchange and correlation, pseudopotentials and plane waves.
Finally, in Section 2.3 we give an introduction to the modern theory of polarization, based on the Berry-phase technique. Since the Berry-phase technique
has been developed in the context of ab initio calculations, we believe it is more
appropriate to introduce it after the DFT section rather than as a part of the
general piezoelectricity discussion of Section 2.1.
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2.1 Strain effects in periodic solids
A crystalline solid is characterized by a periodic repetition of a set of interacting
atoms that adopt a particular spatial configuration. The specific arrangement in
which these atoms are positioned is referred to as the crystal lattice [39]. Experimental access to the crystal structure of a particular material can be obtained, for
example, using x-ray diffraction techniques [39]. Theoretical determination of crystal structures for a specific mix of chemical elements can be carried out using total
energy ab initio methods such as different implementations of density functional
theory (Section 2.2). The latter are very useful in cases where the experimental
techniques fail or where material samples are not available, or even to make structure predictions. Ultimately, the crystal structure for any given ensemble of atoms
is given by their energetic interaction. The energy surface as a function of all of the
atomic coordinates will present minima corresponding to stable (global minimum)
or metastable (local minima) configurations given the physical conditions, e.g. of
pressure or temperature. For vanishing external pressure, the global minimum of
the energy surface corresponds to the equilibrium lattice structure. In group-III
nitrides, as we have already discussed, the global minimum at equilibrium corresponds to the wurtzite (WZ) lattice and there exists also a local minimum that
corresponds to the metastable zinc-blende (ZB) lattice.
Deviations from a crystal’s equilibrium atomic positions introduce what is
known as strain. The strain gives the displacement of the atoms from equilibrium
(per unit length) as one moves along the different Cartesian directions [39, 40].1
The strain, as defined in textbooks in terms of a homogeneous (or slowly varying
between neighbouring unit cells) displacement field u, is a macroscopic property
of the crystal. For convenience, in this introduction we will work under that assumption, but always keeping in mind that this situation is just a simplification
only valid for homogeneously deformed crystals. Inhomogeneous strains in a fully
atomistic picture and a position-dependent continuum frame are treated in Chapters 5 and 6, respectively. Therefore, we forget about the atomic nature of matter
and think about a volume element of our crystal as the solid box given in Fig. 2.1.
Before deformation, the box is a perfect cube [Fig. 2.1 (left)]. The most general
1

This means that the strain components will be in general reference frame dependent, given
the different possible orientations of the crystal; see for instance Section 4.3.4 or our work on
[111]-oriented ZB systems [6].
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Unstrained box

Strained + rotated box

Strained box (symmetrized)

Figure 2.1: Box (cube) before and after random deformation, including also the effect
of rotation.

transformation that can be applied to a solid is a change in shape followed by
a rotation [Fig. 2.1 (middle)].2 In such a general situation, the displacement of
the material points contained in the box with respect to their original positions
(which are represented by the cube of dashed sides) as one moves along the different
Cartesian directions is described by the following derivative [39, 41]:
˜ij =

∂ui
,
∂j

(2.1)

where i and j represent the usual Cartesian directions, characterized by the usual
x, y, z. A material point in the box whose position before the transformation was
r ≡ (rx , ry , rz ) has a new position r0 given by
 


rx0
1 + ˜xx
˜xy
˜xz
rx

 0  

1 + ˜yy
˜yz   ry  .
 ry  =  ˜yx
rz0
˜zx
˜zy
1 + ˜zz
rz


(2.2)

Although Eq. (2.2) is the most general transformation (except for a translation),
rotations do not affect the shape of the box [Fig. 2.1 (right)]. In a crystal, it is
the change in shape and volume that determines the distortions of interatomic
distances and angles: the physical properties of the crystal are unaffected by rotations. Therefore, in order to define a physically meaningful property of the
2

One can also apply a trivial translation which we will neglect for reasons that will become
clear later on: a translation of the crystal as a whole does not show in the calculated derivatives
of the displacement field.
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crystal, we proceed to separate the transformation in Eq. (2.2) into its symmetric
and antisymmetric components. The symmetric part
ij =

1
(˜ij + ˜ji )
2

(2.3)

gives the change in shape, and it is known as the strain, whereas the antisymmetric
part
¯ij =

1
(˜ij − ˜ji )
2

(2.4)

gives the rotational part of Eq. (2.2) [39]. We therefore define the strain tensor 
as



xx xy xz


 =  xy yy yz  ,
xz yz zz

(2.5)

which has only 6 independent components. Because of this, it is common practice
in the context of solid-state physics to contract the indices so that they become
xx → 1, yy → 2, zz → 3, yz → 4, xz → 5 and xy → 6. This simplification is
known as “Voigt notation” [41] and will be extensively used throughout this thesis.
In the case of the strain tensor, the exact correspondence is 1 = xx , 2 = yy ,
3 = zz , 4 = 2yz , 5 = 2xz and 6 = 2xy .
As mentioned, strain affects the crystal properties because it modifies the distances and angles between the interacting atoms in the crystal. In particular, strain
will induce an increase in the crystal’s energy since, as we have already discussed,
the unstrained configuration corresponds to a global or local energy minimum.3
Understanding the relation between total energy and strain is important because
it allows to gain access to the elastic properties of the crystal. These determine
how difficult it is to compress or expand a material, or perform any arbitrary shape
deformation in general. They also permit to know how a material will respond
to strain if it is allowed to relax in a particular direction (see for instance the
discussion on pseudomorphic growth of nitride quantum wells in Chapter 3). The
3

This statement is always true for infinitesimal strain. However, for finite strain it could
happen that a material that undergoes a deformation along a particular path encounters other
minima along that path (e.g. stress-induced phase transitions).
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y
F+
y

+
Fyy

+
Fyx
+
Fxy

F+
x

−
Fxx

z
F−
x

+
Fxx

x

−
Fxy
−
Fyx

F−
y

−
Fyy

`

Figure 2.2: Section of the volume element V across the xy plane, indicating the (external)
forces acting on it after deformation.

next section is therefore devoted to the elastic properties of crystalline solids.

2.1.1 Elasticity
When a volume element V of a crystal undergoes strain, there must be an internal
force acting on it, related to the energetic states of the volume element before and
after deformation. If the volume element is in mechanical equilibrium with its
surroundings, the external forces acting on the element are equal to the internal
ones. For simplicity, we consider in Fig. 2.2 a section of V perpendicular to z and
assume that all components of the forces along z vanish (although in the following
our equations will be general). We call the forces acting on the different faces F+
x,
−
+
−
Fx , Fy and Fy , as indicated in the figure. If the volume element is in mechanical
equilibrium, the forces acting on opposite faces must be of opposite sign, therefore
−
+
−
F+
x = −Fx ≡ Fx and Fy = −Fy ≡ Fy . We define the components of these vectors
as
Fx ≡ (Fxx , Fxy , Fxz ) ,
Fy ≡ (Fyx , Fyy , Fyz ) ,
Fz ≡ (Fzx , Fzy , Fzz ) ,
11

(2.6)
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where in our simplified example Fxz = Fyz = 0 and Fz = 0. Furthermore, the
torque due to the forces acting on the centre of the faces τ = ` (Fxy − Fyx ) ẑ
(where ` is the side length of the cube and ẑ is a unit vector along z) must also
vanish. Hence, Fxy = Fyx . We now make use of Hooke’s law [39], which describes
the restoring force4 for small displacements of an elastic material as F = κ δr,
where κ is a tensor of constants and δr represents a small deformation. As we
have discussed, any crystal deformation is perfectly defined by the strain tensor.
Therefore if we allow each of the components of Fx , Fy and Fz to depend upon
all of the components of the strain tensor, the rank of κ is four. This is the most
general form of Hooke’s law for three-dimensional solids [39, 41]. In this context,
we can write the forces in terms of the strains as
Fij± = ±

X

Cijkl kl `2 ,

(2.7)

kl

{z

|

σij

}

where we have rescaled κ so our new tensor C is given in units of force per unit
area. Since the forces act on the faces of our volume element (that is, on a surface),
this ensures that C does not depend on the size of V and is therefore a well defined
bulk property of the crystal. The Cijkl are the components of the stiffness tensor
or tensor of elastic constants, and σij is the stress tensor. It follows from our
discussion of torque that the stress tensor is symmetric. The work done by Fij±
upon an infinitesimal deformation from the unstrained structure is
dW ± = ±

X

Fij±

ij

`
dij ,
2

(2.8)

with the total work, or elastic energy, being dE = dW + + dW − . This can be
readily written in terms of the stress tensor σij as
dE = V

X

σij dij ,

ij

4

In our case, we are actually interested in the force opposite to the restoring force.
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where V = `3 is the volume of the box. Alternatively, Eq. (2.9) can be written in
terms of the stiffness tensor Cijkl as
dE = V

X

Cijkl kl dij .

(2.10)

ijkl

Differentiating with respect to the strains, we arrive at [41]
1 ∂ ∂E
= Cijkl .
V ∂kl ∂ij

(2.11)

The fact that one can obtain Cijkl as the second derivative of the energy with
respect to ij and kl means that the stiffness tensor Cijkl is symmetric upon exchange of ij ↔ kl. Integrating Eq. (2.11) making use of that fact, one arrives at
the expression for the strain energy for small deformations [41]:5
E=

V X
Cijkl ij kl .
2 ijkl

(2.12)

Further expressions for the elastic energy in Voigt notation are given in Chapter 4.
In that chapter we deal with how to perform calculations for the Cijkl in the context
of density functional theory. Additionally, a detailed description of internal strain,
which has not been reviewed in this section, is given.
2.1.2 Piezoelectricity
Piezoelectricity, which originates from the Greek words “piezen” (to squeeze) and
“elektron” (amber, which has electrostatic properties) refers to the property of
certain crystals to exhibit an electric polarization as a response to deformation. As
a macroscopic quantity, the piezoelectric vector Ppz can be related (to first order)
to the stress and strain tensors via the piezoelectric moduli dijk and piezoelectric
coefficients eijk , respectively [41]:
Pipz =

X

=

X

dijk σjk

jk

eijk jk .

(2.13)

jk
5

The integration of Eq. (2.11) is most straightforward when performed in Voigt notation,
because the variables in the integrand (the strains) are explicitly independent [41].
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It is explicit in Eq. (2.13) that different deformations of the crystal give rise to
different piezoelectric responses. The general form of the response can be deduced
based on the symmetries of the crystal. For instance, crystals with an inversion
centre cannot display this effect [41]. All the non-centrosymmetric crystal structures can in principle exhibit piezoelectricity. Nye [41] obtained all the non-zero
elements of the linear piezoelectric tensor and established their equivalences. The
most relevant for this work are the piezoelectric tensors of the wurtzite (WZ) and
zinc-blende (ZB) crystal lattices. In Voigt notation, they are:


0
0

WZ
eij ≡  0
0
e31 e31

0 0

eZB
ij ≡  0 0
0 0


0
0 e15 0

0 e15 0 0  ,
e33 0
0 0

0 e14 0
0

0 0 e14 0  .
0

0

0

(2.14)

e14

More recently, Grimmer [42] has found all the non-zero elements of the secondorder piezoelectric tensor. Here, we will only mention the existence of second-order
piezoelectricity without going into further detail. Its importance in the context of
III-V materials is briefly commented in Chapter 5.
In this section we have given a very basic description of piezoelectricity which
mostly consists of introducing the formula linking it to strain. Details regarding
the calculation of the polarization vector and the meaning of polarization itself,
in the context of the “modern theory of polarization”, are given in Section 2.3.
Phenomena arising from the piezoelectric properties of crystals manifest themselves strongly in heterostructures, where discontinuities of the polarization vector
across surfaces separating different materials lead to polarization charge accumulation and associated electrostatic fields. We extensively deal with these issues for
group-III nitrides in Chapter 3.
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2.2 Density functional theory
The fundamental tenet of density functional theory is that any
property of a system of many interacting particles may be viewed as a
functional of the ground state density [...]. The existence proofs for
such functionals [...] are disarmingly simple. However, [...] no exact
functionals are known for any system of more than one electron. DFT
would remain a minor curiosity today if it were not for the ansatz
made by Kohn and Sham [...].

R. M. Martin [43]

Density functional theory (DFT) constitutes one of the biggest achievements of
physics during all of the twentieth century. Its success is due to the ability to make
quantitative predictions about many of the properties of matter ab initio, that is,
without experimental input. This allows access to properties that are difficult to
measure in a laboratory, modelling of materials that have not been grown or for
which high-quality samples are not available, and complementing and explaining
experimental results. For instance, the description of internal strains and electric
polarization conducted in Chapters 4 and 5 of this work can hardly be achieved in
the lab with today’s technical capabilities. Although current implementations of
DFT are approximations, and there are several notable failures such as the band
gap problem [44], the Hohenberg-Kohn theory is exact at heart, as summarized
by Richard Martin in the quote above. In this chapter we will introduce the
basic theoretical concepts of DFT that concern some of the successive chapters
of this thesis: standard Kohn-Sham DFT and the local density and generalized
gradient approximations (LDA and GGA, respectively); generalized Kohn-Sham
DFT and hybrid functionals to overcome the band gap problem; and practical
implementations of DFT in a plane-wave formalism and its implications for the
obtained results. Finally we will give a brief overview of the package we have used
to perform our ab initio calculations: vasp.
15
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2.2.1 Kohn-Sham DFT
We will present a basic overview of the Kohn-Sham formulation of DFT that is
largely based on the text by Martin [43].6 The starting point for any method to
calculate the electronic structure of matter is to write down the total energy of the
system. In a non-relativistic system made up of an arbitrary number of interacting
electrons and nuclei, the Hamiltonian operator can be written [43]:7
1 X ZI e2
1 X
e2
~2 X 2
∇i −
+
Ĥ = −
2me i
4π0 i,I |ri − RI | 8π0 i6=j |ri − rj |
−

~2 X 2
1 X ZI ZJ e2
∇I +
,
2MI I
8π0 I6=J |RI − RJ |

(2.15)

where lower case subscripts denote electrons and upper case denote nuclei. ZI denotes the nuclear charge in units of the elementary charge e. All the other symbols
are standard. In accordance with Martin’s notation [43], we rewrite Eq. (2.15) in
a more compact form:
Ĥ = T̂ + V̂ext + V̂int + T̂nuc + EII .

(2.16)

The first term in Eq. (2.16) T̂ is the kinetic operator for the electrons; V̂ext is
the attractive electrostatic potential acting on the electrons due to the nuclei; V̂int
gives the repulsive electron-electron electrostatic interaction; T̂nuc is the kinetic
operator for the nuclei; and EII is the repulsive nucleus-nucleus interaction. The
total energy of the system is thus given after Eq. (2.15) by the expectation value
of the Hamiltonian operator:
E = hψ|Ĥ|ψi ≡ hĤi,

(2.17)

where |ψi, which we assume to be normalized, is the wave function characterizing
the state of the system.
Once our very fundamental equation, Eq. (2.15) has taken an explicit form,
6

Our treatment will include spin effects only implicitly, as we perform spin-unpolarized calculations in successive chapters. By implicit we mean that the orbital ψi (r) is characterized by
a subscript i ≡ [(1, ↑) , (1, ↓) , (2, ↑) , . . .] that denotes also the spin.
7
Although Martin uses atomic units, he defines the electrostatic factor as 4π
0 , whereas the
1
standard electrostatic factor in SI units is 4π0 (see, for instance, Jackson [45]). In order to avoid
confusion, we will keep an explicit notation in SI units throughout the text.
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one can start making approximations in order to simplify the problem of solving
it. The first approximation is to consider the movement of electrons and nuclei
separately: the more massive nuclei move rather slowly compared with the fast
motion of the electrons. In this scenario, the wave function can be separated into
parts containing the nuclear and electronic degrees of freedom independently:
|ψi = |ψielec × |ψinuc .

(2.18)

This is known as the Born-Oppenheimer approximation [46]. We are mostly interested in |ψielec , which for simplicity we denote by |ψielec ≡ |ψi. In this context,
we neglect the term in Eq. (2.15) containing M1I , that is T̂nuc , and the nuclear
degrees of freedom become parameters, with the nuclear-nuclear electrostatic interaction EII becoming a constant term, important only for the matter of total
energy calculations that concern geometry optimization (see Chapter 4).
The calculation of hV̂int i, as will become clear in the remainder of this section,
is one of the main difficulties in DFT. While in a classical picture it would be
obtained simply as a space integral involving the electronic charge density, in
a quantum-mechanical frame one must pay attention to the quantum nature of
electrons. To simplify the problem, hV̂int i can therefore be expressed as the sum of
the classical electrostatic energy and the rest. If we denote the electronic charge
density by
n (r) = |ψ (r) |2 ,

(2.19)

then we can write the total energy as a function of explicit integrals of the density:
Z
E = hT̂ i +

1
dr Vext (r) n (r) +
8π0
|

Z Z

n (r) n(r0 )
dr dr0
+ Exc +EII ,
|r − r0 |
{z
}

(2.20)

hV̂int i

where the exchange-correlation energy Exc (the rest) is given as the difference between the energy of the quantum-mechanical electron-electron interaction and that
corresponding to the classical electrostatic electron-electron interaction (Hartree
energy EHartree ), which in Eq. (2.20) is given by the double integral over the charge
density. An initial attempt to solve Eq. (2.20) was made by Thomas [47] and
Fermi [48]. In the Thomas-Fermi model, hT̂ i was assumed to be a functional of
17
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the density hT̂ i = T [n (r)], with the explicit form given by the kinetic energy of a
non-interacting uniform electron gas:
TTF

2
3~2
3π 2 3
=
10me

Z

5

dr [n (r)] 3 .

(2.21)

Initially, the exchange-correlation term Exc was neglected, only to be included later
by Dirac [49], who proposed a local density approximation (LDA), to which we
shall come back further on. As it turned out, the Thomas-Fermi approximation for
the kinetic energy led to much larger error than neglecting the exchange-correlation
term.8 Thus, in order to overcome the limitations introduced by the approximation
imposed to the kinetic energy functional, Kohn and Sham [51], building upon
the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems [52],9 proposed an independent-particle approach
where the density is given by a set of independent wave functions (or orbitals):
n (r) =

N
X

|ψi (r) |2 ,

(2.22)

i=1

where i runs over all occupied states (1, . . . , N ). In the Kohn-Sham (KS) formalism, it is assumed that all the many-body effects are contained within the
exchange-correlation functional. Eq. (2.22) allows to conveniently express the kinetic energy in terms of the independent-particle orbitals |ψi i:
TKS

N
~2 X
hψi |∇2i |ψi i,
=−
2me i=1

(2.23)

so that we can write
EKS

Z Z
Z
N
n (r) n (r0 )
~2 X
1
2
dr dr0
=−
hψi |∇i |ψi i + dr Vext (r) n (r) +
2me i=1
8π0
|r − r0 |
+ Exc [n (r)] + EII .

(2.24)

8

However, and in spite of its limitations, there is renewed interest in the development of kinetic
functionals for use in multiscale simulations, in the context of orbital-free density functional
theory (OFDFT), given the much reduced computational requirements compared to Kohn-Sham
DFT with explicit orbitals [50].
9
The Hohenberg-Kohn theorems establish that (i) the external potential is uniquely determined, except for a constant, by the density and (ii) that there exists a universal energy functional
of the density E [n (r)] such that the density which minimizes the functional is the density of the
ground state.
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The only task left at this point is the non-trivial one of finding an exchangecorrelation functional; this will, in practice, limit the accuracy of the method.
With the definitions given above, Exc can be directly expressed as the difference
between the exact many-body interacting system and the independent-particle
approximation:
Exc = hT̂ i − TKS + hV̂int i − EHartree .

(2.25)

Applying a variational principle to the energy EKS , for instance that it be invariant
with respect to changes in the wave function [43],10 one arrives at the Kohn-Sham
eigenvalue equation:
ĤKS ψi (r) = i ψi (r) ,

(2.26)

where the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian is given by the kinetic operator and the KS
effective potential:
ĤKS = −

~2 2
∇ + V̂KS (r) .
2me

(2.27)

The effective KS potential V̂KS is given by
V̂KS = V̂ext (r) +

δEHartree
δExc
+
.
δn (r)
δn (r)

(2.28)

From Eq. (2.25) it is manifestly clear that when solving Eq. (2.26), the success of
the Kohn-Sham approach must greatly rely on finding an accurate functional for
Exc .

Local density and generalized gradient approximations
The most straight-forward approximation for an exchange-correlation energy, and
the first one to come to mind, is to use that corresponding to the homogeneous
electron gas (HEG). The local density approximation (LDA) is based on that, and
therefore only the local value of the charge density enters the expressions for both
The variational equation, δEKS /δψi∗ = 0 can be solved using the method of Lagrange
multipliers subject P
to the condition of orthonormality for the wave functions hψi |ψj i = δij :
δEKS /δψi∗ − δ/δψi∗ j j (hψi |ψj i − δij ) = 0, which leads to Eq. (2.26).
10
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exchange and correlation energies. For a homogeneous system of density n, we
define the Wigner-Seitz radius rs , which gives the radius of a sphere containing
the charge corresponding to one electron:
4π 3
rs n = 1
3


→

rs =

3
4πn

 13
.

(2.29)

1
.
rs

(2.30)

The exchange energy of the HEG per electron is then [43]:
ExHEG
1 3e2
= HEG
=−
x
Ne
4π0 4π



9π
4

 13

The LDA for the exchange part is realized following Eq. (2.30) by substituting the
constant charge density n of the HEG by the local charge density n (r) of the KS
independent-particle system:
ExLDA

Z
[n (r)] =

dr n (r) HEG
(n (r)) .
x

(2.31)

While the integrand in Eq. (2.31) for the exchange energy has a convenient analytmust be parametrized, relying
ical dependence on n (r), the correlation part HEG
c
on auxiliary numerical data. One of the most widely used parametrizations, and
the one employed for the results obtained in this work within the LDA approximation, is that due to Perdew and Zunger (PZ) [53]. The PZ parametrization is a fit
to quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) data for the energy of the HEG, performed by
Ceperley and Alder [54]. Within this scheme, the correlation energy per electron
PZ
c is given, in terms of r̃s , by

A ln r̃s + B + C r̃s ln r̃s + Dr̃s
for
PZ
c (r̃s ) =
γ

√
for
r̃s ≥ 1,
1 + β1 r̃s + β2 r̃s

r̃s < 1,
(2.32)

where r̃s is the Wigner-Seitz radius given in units of the Bohr radius, and with
A = 0.846 eV, B = −1.31 eV, C = 0.054 eV, D = 0.316 eV, γ = 3.872 eV,
β1 = 28.65 eV and β2 = 9.072 eV [53].11 The total exchange-correlation energy in

These interpolation coefficients are for the unpolarized case. r̃s = ars0 , with a0 ≈ 0.529177 Å.
The coefficients A, B, C, etc. were originally given by Perdew and Zunger [53] in atomic units,
we apply the conversion 1 a.u. = 27.211 eV.
11
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the LDA is then expressed as
LDA
Exc

Z
[n (r)] =


(n (r)) ,
(n (r)) + HEG
dr n (r) HEG
c
x

(2.33)

where HEG
has an exact analytical form, as given by Eq. (2.30), and HEG
has
x
c
a non-analytical (but exact) form that can be parametrized into an analytical
expression, e.g. the PZ parametrization given in Eq. (2.32).
While Eq. (2.33) gives the exact exchange-correlation energy for a system where
the charge density remains constant, in real systems the density changes with
position. It is then natural to expect that the value of xc (r) depends not only on
the density itself n (r) but also on the successive spatial derivatives of n (r), that is,
its gradients. The simplest approximation within this gradient expansion picture
is to assume that xc (r) is a functional, in addition to n (r), of the magnitude of
the first order gradient |∇n (r) |:
GGA
Exc

Z
[n (r)] =

dr n (r) GGA
(n (r) , |∇n (r) |) .
xc

(2.34)

The approximation implied by Eq. (2.34) is referred to as the generalized gradient
approximation (GGA). A careless implementation of a GGA might lead to some
inconsistencies. Therefore, to improve upon LDA, a GGA must take these issues
into consideration [43]. Many GGAs exist that improve some of the predictions of
the LDA for numerous systems. We will limit ourselves to the parametrization of
Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE) [55], since that is the GGA employed in the
calculations of the present work. The form of the PBE GGA for the exchangecorrelation energy is cast in terms of an enhancement factor Fxc over the HEG
local exchange energy, that portrays the non-localicity of Exc as a function of the
charge gradient. In particular, the PBE approximation is:
PBE
Exc

where s ∝

∇n
r
n s

Z
[n] =

PBE
dr nHEG
(n) Fxc
(rs , s) ,
x

PBE
is a dimensionless relative charge gradient, and Fxc
is given by:12

PBE
= FxPBE (s) +
Fxc

12

(2.35)

HEG
+ H (rs , t)
c
,
HEG
x

For a full spin-polarized treatment, refer to Ref. [55].
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√
where t ∝ ∇n
rs a0 is another dimensionless gradient. Physically meaningful
n
PBE
Fx
and H (rs , t) are realized by requiring them to satisfy several conditions. In
particular, for the slowly varying limit (s, t → 0), Fx → 1 and H → 0, recovering
(strong
the LDA limit. For the rapidly varying limit (s, t → ∞), H → −HEG
c
confinement leads to reduced interaction between electrons) and Fx → const.,
which satisfies the Lieb-Oxford bound.13 Several other requirements establish the
precise analytical form of FxPBE and H (rs , t) [55].
Depending on the particular properties of the system at hand, either LDA or
GGA can lead to better agreement with experiment. In particular, it is known
that LDA tends to overbind while GGAs tend to underbind. In practice this leads
to theoretical bond lengths and lattice parameters that are too short (LDA) or
too long (GGA) (see for instance Zoroddu et al. [57] for a comparison of both
methods for nitrides). Another not-so-well-known difference between methods
is that LDA seems to predict piezoelectric coefficients in better agreement with
experiment than GGA, at least for the III-Vs (see Beya-Wakata et al. [58]). The
main issue, which affects both approximations, is related to the prediction of the
band gap for semiconductors and insulators. The KS eigenvalues of Eq. (2.26),
within the standard KS DFT theory, do not give the correct energy difference
between the highest occupied and lowest unoccupied states [44]. In particular, both
LDA and GGA underestimate band gaps, which leads to the incorrect theoretical
prediction of conducting states for materials that are insulating in practice. This
is a considerable problem in the case of narrow gap semiconductors, such as the Incontaining III-Vs. In order to correct these issues, several approaches to generalize
KS theory have been proposed. In the next section we deal with the hybrid
functional approach, which we employ later in the text, that leads to improved
agreement between theory and experiment for bond lengths and energy gaps.
2.2.2 Generalized Kohn-Sham approaches: the HSE hybrid functional
The fundamental band gap Eg of a semiconductor or insulator is given by energy
differences when adding and removing electrons from an N -particle system. If N
is the number of electrons in the ground state, then Eg = E(N + 1) + E(N −
1) − 2E(N ) [44, 59]. Naively one would expect that this energy finds a direct
13

The Lieb-Oxford
bound [56] establishes that Exc must be bound from below, Exc ≥
R
4
2
3
−1.679e dr n . Since for the rapidly varying limit the correlation energy vanishes, this sets a
direct bound on Fx within this limit.
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correspondence with the KS eigenvalues of Eq. (2.26) as Eg = N +1 − N , at least
if the exact exchange-correlation functional Exc was known. Surprisingly, Perdew
and Levy [44], and Sham and Schlüter [59, 60], showed independently that there
is no direct correspondence between both quantities due to a discontinuity of the
functional derivative of Exc with respect to the number of electrons. This sets a
fundamental limitation to the ability of exact KS theory to correctly predict band
gaps of semiconductors and insulators.
In order to overcome this limitation of the standard KS formalism, so-called
generalized Kohn-Sham (GKS) approaches have been proposed [61]. The main
idea underlying this generalized formalism is to introduce exact Hartree-Focklike exchange into the exchange-correlation energy. An example of such a hybrid
functional is the Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof (HSE) screened-exchange functional [62,
63], that we will employ in Section 4.4. In the HSE scheme, the Coulomb operator
for the exchange part of the energy is split into short-range (SR) and long-range
(LR) components:
erfc (ω|r − r0 |) erf (ω|r − r0 |)
1
=
+
,
|r − r0 |
|r − r0 |
|r − r0 |
|
{z
} |
{z
}
SR

(2.37)

LR

where ω is a tunable screening parameter. Within the HSE approximation, only
a portion of short-range exchange is Hartree-Fock (HF), the rest of the exchange,
including all of the long-range exchange, as well as the correlation energy, is given
HSE
by the PBE functional. Schematically, Exc
can be written as
HSE
Exc
= aExHF,SR (ω) + (1 − a) ExPBE,SR (ω) + ExPBE,LR (ω) + EcPBE ,

(2.38)

where a is the mixing parameter that determines how much exact exchange is
included in the calculation.14 In order to obtain the HF short-range part, an

14

The current standard implementation of the HSE functional, called HSE06, employs a =
0.25 and ω = 0.11a0 −1 , where a0 is the Bohr radius [64]. The screening for the PBE part is
introduced through scaling the PBE exchange hole [43]. The latter is then integrated to obtain
an enhancement factor, as given in Eq. (2.36), that includes the Coulomb screening [62].
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explicit double integral over the orbitals has to be calculated:
ExHF,SR

Z Z
0
1 X
0 ∗
∗
0 erfc (ω|r − r |)
dr dr ψi (r) ψj (r )
ψi (r0 ) ψj (r) .
(ω) = −
0
4π0 j>i
|r − r |
(2.39)

Although the screening effects are included in the HSE functional in order to
minimize the computational requirements of the calculation, it can be anticipated
from Eq. (2.39) that the inclusion of the HF exchange will add to the computational
load compared to PBE. As for the results, HSE leads to the desired improved
agreement with experiment for the band gap and structural and elastic parameters
for a wide range of semiconductors [3,64–67]. In Section 4.4 we present an accurate
calculation of structural and elastic properties of group-III nitrides using the HSE
functional.
So far we have studied the different approximations made to simplify the calculation of the electron-electron interaction in DFT. We turn now to approximations
to the nucleus-electron interaction or, more precisely, core-electron interaction,
which are in place in the context of frozen-core and pseudopotential theory.
2.2.3 Pseudopotentials and the projector augmented-wave method
In this section we will briefly introduce pseudopotentials and the related projector
augmented-wave method (PAW) implemented in vasp and used in the calculations
of Chapter 4. For a more exhaustive review, the reader is referred to the book by
Martin [43] and the paper by Blöchl [68].
A pseudopotential is an effective potential designed to substitute the all-electron
potential of Eq. (2.15), and is constructed to reproduce the effects of the all-electron
system on the valence states beyond a certain cutoff distance from the ionic core.
In a pseudopotential calculation, the “core” consists of the nucleus and the inner
electrons, which are highly localized around the nucleus. Outside the core region
(that is, beyond the cutoff), the potential matches the Coulomb interaction between the core (whose ionic charge Zcore equals that of the nucleus minus the inner
electrons) and each of the valence electrons. Inside the core region, the Coulomb
potential is replaced by a smooth function which is more easily representable, for
instance, by plane waves. Pseudopotentials are constructed so that the wave functions of the valence electrons outside the core region match those of an all-electron
24
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Figure 2.3: Valence orbitals of C (2s and 2p) calculated in an LDA-DFT all-electron
scheme (red solid curves) and the corresponding pseudo wave functions (green dashed
lines). The (norm-conserving) pseudopotentials were generated with the Quantum
Espresso pseudopotential generator tool [69, 70], with the constraint that atomic allelectron and pseudo wave functions match at and beyond the cutoff radius rc = 2.5a0
(∼ 1.322 Å).

calculation, in a calculation for the isolated atom. To illustrate this, in Fig. 2.3
we show the radial part φ(r) of the 2s and 2p orbitals of atomic C together with
the corresponding pseudo wave functions obtained with pseudopotentials we have
designed to make them match at rc = 2.5a0 (∼ 1.322 Å).
The main argument underlying the use and success of pseudopotentials is the
fact that most chemical properties of atoms can be accurately modelled taking
account of the interacting valence states alone. The core states, much lower in
energy, have little interaction with valence states of the same or surrounding atoms.
A notable exception to this are elements with “shallow core” or “semicore” states,
which are high enough in energy so that they influence the chemical properties
of those elements. These states, for instance 3d and 4d orbitals in Ga and In,
respectively, are close in energy to the valence orbitals, and must be included in
accurate calculations [71]. As an example, we show a band structure calculation for
ZB GaN in Fig. 2.4, using both 3d states explicitly as valence states and without
them. The semicore states can be identified as the curves with flat dispersion at
the bottom of the figure. It can be observed that these states interact with the
lowest valence band that originates from the original atomic valence orbitals. The
effect of this interaction is a shift of all the higher bands and a poor description
of the lowest valence band if the Ga 3d orbitals are not explicitly included in the
calculation.
The most common types of ab initio 15 pseudopotentials are “norm-conserving” [43]
15

There exist also “empirical” pseudopotentials, which are fitted to experiment.
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Figure 2.4: Band structure along high symmetry directions for ZB GaN for two different
cases: including the semicore 3d states as valence states (red solid lines) and omitting
them in the calculation (green dashed lines). Results obtained with vasp using the
PAW-LDA library [72].

and “ultrasoft” pseudopotentials [73]. The advantage of norm-conserving pseudopotentials is that the orthonormality condition for the pseudo wave functions is
preserved, leading to an eigenvalue equation analogous to Eq. (2.26):
PS PS
ĤKS
ψi (r) = i ψiPS (r) ,

(2.40)

where PS indicates that the system’s Hamiltonian and the corresponding wave
functions have been obtained by the introduction of a pseudopotential. There
are a series of conditions that a norm-conserving pseudopotential must comply
with [43]. These conditions improve the transferability of norm-conserving pseudopotentials from one problem to another. On the other hand, ultrasoft pseudopotentials introduced by Vanderbilt [73] offer better computational efficiency at the
cost of complicating the formulas. The “hardness” of a pseudopotential refers to
how smooth or soft the potential looks in real space, in particular how rapidly the
corresponding pseudo wave functions vary in the core region. In the context of
plane wave calculations, functions that are smooth in real space can be represented
in reciprocal space by a lower number of plane waves, compared to more rapidly
varying functions.
In more recent times, the projector augmented-wave method (PAW) [68, 74]
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has gained popularity due to its providing further computational advantages compared to the norm-conserving and ultrasoft pseudopotential methods. The general
aspects of the PAW method will be introduced next.

The projector augmented-wave method
Here we give a general description of the projector augmented-wave (PAW) method
based on Blöchl’s original paper [68]. The starting point for the PAW method is
to consider a linear transformation T that relates the valence all-electron wave
function |ψi and the smooth pseudo wave function |ψ PS i:
|ψi = T |ψ PS i.

(2.41)

T is chosen to be unity outside the augmentation region ΩR , which in the context
of pseudopotential theory corresponds to the core region. That is, |ψi and |ψ PS i
are identical outside ΩR , with T = 1 + T̂R defining a transformation operator T̂R
that acts only within ΩR . The operator T̂R is determined by two sets of partial
waves |φk i (all-electron partial waves) and |φPS
k i (pseudo partial waves) that give
PS
|ψi and |ψ i within ΩR :
|ψi =

X

PS

X

ck |φk i within ΩR ,

k

|ψ i =

ck |φPS
k i within ΩR ,

(2.42)

k

where the ck are coefficients determined by the projector functions hpk |:
ck = hpk |φPS
k i,

(2.43)

with hpk | satisfying the condition
X

|φPS
k ihpk | = 1 within ΩR .

(2.44)

k

Finally, the transformation T can be written as
T =1+

X


i
hpk |,
|φk i − |φPS
k

k
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and the all-electron and pseudo wave functions can be related as
|ψi = |ψ PS i +

X


PS
|φk i − |φPS
k i hpk |ψ i.

(2.46)

k

That is, within the PAW method, the all-electron wave function |ψi can be retrieved from the pseudo wave function as given by Eq. (2.46). When using the
pseudo wave functions as variational parameters in an actual calculation, the allelectron operators need to be transformed into pseudo operators. Guidelines for
this as well as explicit expressions for the charge density and total energy of the
system have been given by Blöchl [68].
Technical details regarding the practical implementation of the method and
how to generate PAW data sets (partial waves, projector functions, etc), in particular in the context of plane waves and the vasp package, can be found in the
paper by Kresse and Joubert [74].

2.2.4 Plane-wave formalism
The convenience of formulating the electronic structure problem in a plane wave
frame stems from the periodic nature of crystals. For any function f (r) with the
same periodicity as the lattice,16 its Fourier transform vanishes at all points k in
reciprocal space except for those that are given by the reciprocal lattice vectors G.
The corresponding integral needs to be performed only over the unit cell volume:
1
f˜ (G) =
Vcell

Z

dr f (r) e−iG·r ,

(2.47)

Vcell

where the tilde indicates the Fourier transform.
In a system where the Hamiltonian is given by the kinetic energy operator and
an effective potential Veff (r), the independent-particle Schrödinger equation can
be conveniently written as [43]:
X
G

HG,G0 (k) ci,G0 (k) = i (k) ci,G (k) ,

(2.48)

0

where the matrix elements of Ĥeff in the momentum basis |qi = |k + Gi, |q0 i =
16

This means f (r) = f (r + R), with R any lattice vector.
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|k + G0 i are given by
HG,G0 (k) =

~2
|k + G|2 δG,G0 + Ṽeff (G − G0 ) ,
2m

(2.49)

and the ci,G (k) are the Fourier expansion coefficients of the single-particle states
ψi,k (r). That is, there is one eigenvalue i (k) per k point and per band i. To obtain
properties such as total energy accurately, a summation in k-space (restricted to
the first Brillouin zone) must be performed. Since for macroscopic crystals the
allowed values for k form a quasi-continuum [39,43], one can replace the summation
by an integral. For a parameter ξi (k), the corresponding integral giving its average
is
Z
Vcell
¯
dk ξi (k) .
(2.50)
ξi =
(2π)3
BZ

Additionally, the summation over bands for parameter ξ involves occupancies
fi,k , which in the zero-temperature limit are 1 (occupied band) or 0 (unoccupied
band):17
Z
Vcell X
¯
ξ=
dk fi,k ξi (k) .
(2π)3 i

(2.51)

BZ

Because the Schrödinger equation [Eq. (2.48)] must be solved at each k point,
evaluating Eq. (2.50) very accurately might become prohibitive in realistic calculations, and k-space sampling must be performed for a limited amount of k points.
In Chapter 4 we present an overview of how some of the calculated crystal properties, in particular elastic properties, behave depending on how accurately the
integral in Eq. (2.50) [or Eq. (2.51)] is approximated.
In addition to sampling in k-space, the number of plane waves (corresponding
to reciprocal lattice translations G) used to approximate the different Fourier
expansions will also limit the accuracy of calculations. This effect is also reviewed
in Chapter 4. Expressions for the total energy and stresses in the plane-wave
formalism are given there too.
17

In the case of non spin-polarized calculations, all the bands are degenerate and the occupancies are 0 or 2. Also, for the finite-temperature case, the occupancies can be partial, and vary
continuously from 0 to 1 (or 0 to 2, for spin-unpolarized); see Section 2.2.5.
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2.2.5 The VASP package
vasp, or the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package [72, 75], is a powerful computational tool for total energy calculations using a plane-wave basis set. In vasp,
the Schrödinger equation is solved self-consistently by iteratively optimizing the
charge density that determines the KS Hamiltonian that then, in turn, determines
the single-particle eigenstates. These eigenstates are used to calculate the new
charge density that will serve as an input for the following iteration. The total energy difference between one iteration and the following will progressively decrease
as convergence (and hence self-consistency) is achieved. Once the energy difference between two consecutive iterations falls within the desired precision range,
the iterative process comes to an end: the single-particle eigenstates determine a
charge density which gives rise to those same eigenstates (within the convergence
requirements).
For the calculation of total energy, charge density and, in general, any parameter whose calculation involves an integration over k points [Eqs. 2.50 and 2.51], the
contribution of each band i needs to be weighed with the occupancy of that band
at each k point fi,k . For energies close to the Fermi level, the occupancies might
vary for the same band at different k points. This can be particularly problematic
in the case of metals and narrow-gap semiconductors, for which a large number
of k points might be needed to reconstruct the Fermi surface [76]. To accelerate
convergence with the number of k points, one of the possible strategies is to use
a smearing method, introduced originally by Fu and Ho [76]. In this scheme, the
energies of each of the eigenstates are smeared using, for instance, a Gaussian
distribution, and the Fermi energy is calculated from the density of states (DOS)
given by the smeared energies. Then, the partial occupancy of each band equals
the portion of its smeared value lying below the calculated Fermi energy [76]. In
this context, the total energy E is replaced by a generalized free energy F , whose
extra term resembles the entropy term of the finite-temperature case. Substituting
the integral over the Brillouin zone by a summation over k points we have [72,75]:
F =E−

X

wk σS (fi,k ) ,

(2.52)

i,k

where wk is a weight arising from having replaced the integral by a summation
(which can also take into account which k points are equivalent depending on the
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Initial charge density nin (r) and wave functions ψi,k (r)

Construct Hamiltonian from nin (r)

Diagonalization, obtain i,k and ψi,k

Calculate partial occupancies fi,k and free energy F
Obtain charge density P
from wave functions:
nout (r) =
fi,k |ψi,k |2
i,k

Set up new nin (r)
from nout (r) (charge
density mixing)

Have we achieved the
required accuracy?

no

yes
Electronic ground state

Figure 2.5: Flux diagram showing the basic procedure that vasp performs towards
obtaining self-consistently the electronic ground state. See the vasp Manual online for
further information [72].

crystal symmetries), σ is the smearing parameter and S is an entropy-like term
that depends on the partial occupancies [75].
Taking all this into account, we show in Fig. 2.5 a simplified flux diagram
highlighting the essentials of vasp’s self-consistency loop for convergence to the
electronic ground state [72]. The global ground state also involves geometry optimization, and therefore the calculation of forces acting on ions and stresses acting
on the cell. These are calculated by vasp as the derivatives of the free energy with
respect to the ionic degrees of freedom, once the electronic (instantaneous) ground
state for the particular ionic arrangement has been obtained.
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2.3 Modern theory of polarization: the Berry-phase technique
A non-vanishing dipole moment for a given charge distribution arises from the lack
of radial symmetry of the distribution [45]. In the context of the description of
periodic crystals, it is more convenient to work in terms of the dipole moment per
unit volume, that is, the density of dipole moment, or polarization. Crystals whose
symmetry allows an inversion centre cannot present a net dipole moment [41]. For
crystals without an inversion centre, except point group 432,18 certain deformations
of the crystal lattice give origin to net dipole moments, known as the piezoelectric
effect. In addition to this, the subset of those crystals that present an anisotropic
direction in the lattice, called polar, are compatible with the existence of net dipoles
even in the unstrained state, which is referred to as spontaneous polarization. The
WZ crystal structure belongs to the latter class and therefore WZ nitrides present
both piezoelectric and spontaneous polarization [41].
Calculating the polarization of a periodic crystal might seem at first a trivial
problem, with a possible intuitive definition being given by the charge density of
the unit cell. However, there is no way of unambiguously defining the polarization
vector using such a method, with an array of possible values arising from different
choices of origin [77]. Consider the case of Si, for instance. In Fig. 2.6 we show
the charge density of the Si unit cell. The arrows show the direction and (relative)
magnitude of the electronic polarization calculated from the charge density using
the different points shown on the plane as the origin from where the unit cell
vectors are spanned. The polarization calculated with such a method is clearly
dependent on the reference frame used, which means that the charge density does
not lead to a useful definition of polarization.
A rigorous frame for the computation of polarization in periodic solids was not
available until as recently as the 1990s. The main developments were presented in
the seminal papers by Vanderbilt and King-Smith [78, 79], building up on an idea
originally suggested by Resta [80], where the foundations of the Berry-phase theory
of polarization, or modern theory of polarization [81], where laid. This theory
allows a calculation of the dipole moment of the unit cell of a periodic insulating
18

432 is the Hermann-Mauguin symbol; using the Schoenflies system, the equivalent point
group is O (orthorhombic symmetry). While point group 432 does not present linear piezoelectricity, Grimmer has shown that it is compatible with second-order piezoelectricity [42].
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Figure 2.6: Charge density along plane [11̄0] of a Si unit cell, calculated with vasp [72].
The arrows indicate the direction and relative magnitude (in arbitrary units) of the
electronic polarization of the unit cell calculated as an integral of the charge density
over the unit cell, when the lattice vectors are spanned from each of the points indicated
by black dots.

system, which is well defined modulo eR (where e is the elementary charge and R is
a lattice vector). The latter ambiguity can be removed in different ways, such that
a meaningful value for the polarization can be obtained [78, 79, 82]. In this section
we will introduce the fundamentals of this approach. We will pay special attention
to the practicalities of applying the corrections to the electronic (Berry-phase)
and ionic parts of the polarization. This is a fundamental part of Berry-phase
calculations especially when the lattice vectors change, with the corrections being
typically larger than the change in polarization itself. Our impression is that the
subtleties concerning these corrections have been only vaguely mentioned in the
literature [79, 82], and that it might be helpful to give here a practical guide to
actual Berry-phase calculations based on our experience.
2.3.1 Fundamentals of the Berry-phase formalism
In the Berry-phase theory of polarization, the concept of absolute polarization
is abandoned, and only differences in polarization between two states of an insulating material are meaningful [77]. These two states could be, for instance,
a centrosymmetric (CS) structure and its symmetry-broken counterpart. In the
specific case of zinc-blende III-Vs, the former state corresponds to the unstrained
structure while the latter state corresponds to strain-induced shear deformation.
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The corresponding change in polarization ∆P = Pnon-CS − PCS , and not the end
points Pnon-CS or PCS by themselves, is the quantity under consideration. In the
context of the modern theory, the polarization of the CS system PCS can be assumed to vanish only based on symmetry arguments, but not as a result of an
actual calculation [77]. If the adiabatic evolution of the system is parametrized
through λ, which varies between 0 and 1, then ∆P can be expressed as [77]
Z
∆P =

1

dλ
0

dP
.
dλ

(2.53)

As explained earlier, if λ = 0 corresponds to the CS structure, then it might be
justified to take the liberty to define the absolute value of the polarization through
the integral in Eq. (2.53). However, this would mean in practice that one must
devise a path in parameter space that brings the system from the CS structure
to the structure of interest adiabatically [79, 82]. We will come back to this in
Section 2.3.2 when dealing with the example of the spontaneous polarization of
GaN. We will focus here on the electronic part of the polarization Pele , since the
ionic part Pion (given by the dipole moment of the nuclei) can be dealt with in a
classical frame. How to compute the ionic part will be explained in Section 2.3.2.
In an experimental context, ∆P would be determined by measuring the total
charge flow associated with a transient electrical current, as schematically shown
in Fig. 2.7, inspired by Resta’s example [77]: a piezoelectric sample that has
been shorted gives rise to a finite transient current flow after it is strained. If
= j(t) and the current flows during a time interval
the current is given by dP
dt
∆t, then the difference in polarization in the sample between the unstrained and
R ∆t
strained situation is ∆P = 0 dt j(t) [77].19 Pele (λ) is therefore obtained as an
integrated current [Eq. (2.53)] which, in the context of quantum mechanics, bears
a connection to the phase of the wavefunction. Following the work by King-Smith
and Vanderbilt [78,79], we express Pele (λ) as an explicit sum over occupied bands:
N Z
ie X
(λ)
(λ)
Pele (λ) = −
dk huik |∇k |uik i,
3
(2π) i=1 BZ

(2.54)

(λ)

where uik are the cell-periodic functions given by the Bloch theorem. The quantity
19

As pointed out by Resta and Vanderbilt [77], in the adiabatic limit ∆t → ∞ and j(t) → 0,
while the integral remains finite.
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Strain
=⇒

Figure 2.7: Example of experimental measurement of piezoelectric polarization: a sample
of piezoelectric material is placed between two electrodes. When the strain state of the
material is changed, a pulse of electric current can be measured. The current will
stop flowing after the charges accumulated at the electrodes counteract the induced
polarization. Based on Fig. 3 of Resta and Vanderbilt [77].

(λ)

(λ)

ihuik |∇k |uik i is known as a Berry connection and its integral over the Brillouin
zone is the Berry phase [77, 83]. For an extension of Eq. (2.54) to discrete space
and an alternative formulation in terms of Wannier functions the reader is referred
to Refs. [77, 79].
It is vital to note that a closed-loop integral of the form of Eq. (2.53) need not
vanish [79]:
I
dλ

dP
eR
=
,
dλ
Vcell

(2.55)

where R is a lattice vector. This is related to the fact that two quantities whose
phases are equal modulo 2π portray the exact same physical information. Consequently, within the Berry-phase formalism the polarization is only well defined
modulo eR/Vcell . This is sometimes referred to as the “quantum of polarization” [77]. We will explain its practical implications and how to deal with them
in the following section.

2.3.2 Practical considerations: removing the uncertainty in P
As we have previously mentioned, Pele is well defined only modulo eR/Vcell . Therefore, when calculating differences in polarization using Eq. (2.53), one can in prin35
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ciple only calculate
∆P̃ele =

P1ele
|

−
{z

P0ele

∆Pele


+e

}

R0
R1
− 0
1
Vcell Vcell


,

(2.56)

1
0
where R1 and Vcell
, and R0 and Vcell
are a lattice vector and the unit cell volume
in states 1 and 0, respectively. To access the quantity of interest, namely ∆Pele ,
one must subtract the last term in Eq. (2.56). Note that in principle not only
do we have to correct the results if the primitive lattice vectors change between
calculations (e.g. for applied strain): R1 and R0 are lattice vectors that could
also correspond to two different lattice translations generated with the same set of
primitive lattice vectors. The question now is, how do we know how many lattice
translations to subtract from the result of our calculation? Although Pele is much
smaller than eR/Vcell , the truth is that for materials with a strong piezoelectric
1
0
response, ∆Pele and e (R1 /Vcell
− R0 Vcell
) are comparable.

To deal with this issue one must figure out the branch in which the polarization
is being computed, that is, which specific lattice vectors R1 and R0 must be
subtracted to achieve the final results. In order to do this, one makes use of the
fact that Pele << eR/Vcell upon direct inspection of the results, provided that a
fortunate choice of origin has been made. The meaning of “fortunate choice of
origin” will be made clear at the end of this section.

We now turn our attention towards the ionic polarization. In the context of
the frozen-core approximation, the ionic dipole moment of the unit cell can be
computed classically as that of an ensemble of point charges (the cores) at specific
distances from the origin (see e.g. Jackson [45]). The charge of each of the cores is
equal to the number of valence electrons of the corresponding atom. For the ionic
polarization, there is an uncertainty similar to the one existing for the electronic
part: the value of the ionic dipole moment will depend on which set of atoms are
taken as the crystal’s asymmetric unit and how the origin is chosen (see Vanderbilt
and King-Smith’s discussion on “ionic basis” [79]). In the most general case, we
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can write
e X
1
Vcell

Zi τi1 −

i

e X
0
Vcell

P1ion
|

−
{z

Zi τi0 =

i

P0ion

∆Pion

}


+e

qa1 a1 + qb1 b1 + qc1 c1 qa0 a0 + qb0 b0 + qc0 c0
−
1
0
Vcell
Vcell


,

(2.57)
where Zi are the ionic (frozen core) charges and τi are the position vectors of the
ions within the unit cell. The different q are the coefficients accounting for the
amount that must be subtracted, and a, b and c are the lattice vectors for states
0 and 1, as indicated by their respective subscripts.
For consistency between calculations, one must give all the core distances relative to the position of one of the cores, which has to remain the same for both
0 and 1. The simplest way to do this is by placing that core at the origin. Additionally, one must ensure that the summation is carried out over the same set
of atoms between calculations, that is, no atom should be replaced by any of its
periodic replicas. If these conditions are fulfilled, then qa1 = qa0 , qb1 = qb0 and
qc1 = qc0 . However, in order to determine any one of them we must rely on either
0 or 1 corresponding to the CS structure. As a convention, we have assumed 0
is the CS structure. Therefore, for λ = 0 the (corrected) ionic polarization must
vanish:
X

Zi τi0 − qa0 a0 − qb0 b0 − qc0 c0 = 0

⇐⇒

λ = 0 → CS.

(2.58)

i

Equation (2.58) leads to three additional equations, each allowing to determine
one of the q. For all the CS structures that we considered, we always found qa0 ,
qb0 and qc0 to be fractional numbers.
Since all this might seem a bit cumbersome, we will resort to a practical example: the spontaneous polarization of WZ GaN.
Spontaneous polarization of GaN
In the spirit of Eq. (2.53), we need a CS reference to give sense to the spontaneous
polarization calculated for WZ GaN. Therefore we choose a 12-atom [111]-oriented
ZB GaN unit cell as the CS structure. This allows the construction of the smallest
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reference cell which is commensurate to the WZ one: both have hexagonal symmetry and, for ideal WZ, share the same primitive lattice vectors. If aZB is the lattice
constant of ZB GaN, and aWZ and cWZ are the lattice constants of WZ GaN, then
the three unit cells used in this example are the ones given in Fig. 2.8.
The calculation of the Berry phase contribution to the electronic part of the
polarization has been implemented by Martijn Marsman in vasp [72].20 vasp’s
output for this PAW-LDA calculation is given in terms of the dipole moment of
the unit cell, and is the following:
[111]-oriented ZB:
Lattice vectors:
a_ZB = 3.1524234518858663

0.0000000000000000

0.0000000000000000

b_ZB = 1.5762117259429331

2.7300787928189911

0.0000000000000000

c_ZB = 0.0000000000000000

0.0000000000000000

15.4436578206071378

p[elc]=( -0.00985 -0.00569 15.44113 ) electrons Angst

Ideal WZ:
Lattice vectors:
a_idWZ = 3.1524234518858663

0.0000000000000000

0.0000000000000000

b_idWZ = 1.5762117259429331

2.7300787928189911

0.0000000000000000

c_idWZ = 0.0000000000000000

0.0000000000000000

15.4436578206071378

p[elc]=( 0.00000 0.00000 -15.30572 ) electrons Angst

Real WZ:
Lattice vectors:
a_reWZ = 3.1539999999999999

0.0000000000000000

20

0.0000000000000000

We have used this module to obtain ab initio values of spontaneous polarization, piezoelectric
coefficients and Born effective charges of group-III nitrides, as well as to test our theory of local
polarization. The results of these calculations will be presented in Chapter 5. For simplicity,
we will overlook for this example the technical details of the calculations, which can be found in
Chapters 4 and 5 for the structural optimization and polarization, respectively.
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b_reWZ = 1.5770000000000000

2.7314441235361193

0.0000000000000000

c_reWZ = 0.0000000000000000

0.0000000000000000

15.4230000000000000

p[elc]=( 0.00000 0.00000 -14.94106 ) electrons Angst

Attending to the fact that Pele << eR/Vcell , it is straight-forward to see that the
electronic part of the dipole moment is offset by minus the third lattice vector,
for the ZB cell, and plus the third lattice vector, for the two WZ cells.21 After
calculating the cell volumes from the lattice vectors, the electronic contributions
to the total polarization along the polar c-axis (z-axis in the convention of Fig. 2.8)
are:22
ZB
Pele
= 0.0003 C/m2 ,
idWZ
Pele
= −0.0168 C/m2 ,
reWZ
Pele
= −0.0581 C/m2 .

(2.59)

Note that, without the correction, the difference between the real and ideal WZ values would have been -0.0573 C/m2 rather than the calculated value of -0.0413 C/m2 .
For the ionic part, we place atom A (Ga) at the origin and sum over distances
for the other atoms [Eq. (2.57)], with ZGa = 13 and ZN = 5 given by our choice
to treat the d semicore electrons of Ga explicitly. Following the LDA structural
parameters of GaN (Chapter 5) and the positions of the atoms within the different
unit cells (Chapter 4), the ionic contributions P̃ion without correction are:
ZB
P̃ion
= 91.4444 C/m2 ,
idWZ
P̃ion
= 91.4444 C/m2 ,
reWZ
P̃ion
= 90.6902 C/m2 .

(2.60)

ZB
idWZ
The corrected values Pion
and Pion
should vanish by symmetry, and one can
verify that the uncorrected values above correspond to exactly 195e/4Vcell times the
third lattice vector, which is the quantity that must be subtracted. Therefore we
21

Note that the units used by vasp are electrons rather than elementary charges, and hence
the sign of the results must be reversed.
22
Note that the in-plane components of the polarization of the ZB cell do not vanish because of
the finite k -sampling and the fact that the cell used to represent the crystal (hexagonal) does not
have the crystal symmetry (cubic). Increasing the number of k points allows to systematically
reduce these numerical artefacts.
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apply the correction −195e cZB /4VZB . The same quantity (with the corresponding
reWZ
volume and lattice vector) must also be subtracted from P̃ion
, which has been
computed using the same convention for the sum. The corrected values are:
ZB
Pion
= 0,
idWZ
Pion
= 0,
reWZ
Pion
= 0.0279 C/m2 .

(2.61)

The uncorrected difference in this case between ideal and real WZ would have been
huge (and of opposite sign) compared to the actual difference. Finally, the spontaneous polarization of ideal and real WZ GaN can be obtained as the difference
between those structures and the reference CS structure:
idWZ
idWZ
ZB
Psp
= Pele+ion
− Pele+ion
= −0.0171 C/m2 ,
reWZ
reWZ
ZB
Psp
= Pele+ion
− Pele+ion
= −0.0305 C/m2 .

(2.62)

In this case the corrections were relatively simple to apply. There is a pertinent
question that yet remains unanswered: why is the CS reference cell needed if it is
clear from the results in Eq. (2.59) (see also footnote 22 in the same page) that
its polarization vanishes? The answer is: it vanishes only because we made a
“fortunate choice of origin”.
A fortunate choice of origin
The results of Eq. (2.59) where obtained from vasp for calculations where the
atoms were positioned exactly as in Fig. 2.8, with the origin placed at atomic site
A. Obviously, any translation from the origin of all 12 atoms contained within the
unit cell by an arbitrary vector (even one that places them outside the unit cell)
leads to the same physical system. Would such a transformation affect the results
of a Berry phase calculation? The answer is yes, and not by a small amount. In
Fig. 2.9 we show how for a standard 4-atom ideal WZ GaN unit cell the (electronic)
spontaneous polarization varies linearly as the positions of all the atoms are shifted
along the c-axis. The variation is cyclic and brings the polarization from the branch
corresponding to R = (0, 0, +c) (where c is the lattice constant along the c-axis) to
the branch corresponding to R = (0, 0, −c). We do not fully understand the reason
for this behaviour, although it is clear that the period of a cycle equals c/Nbands ,
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Figure 2.9: Uncorrected Berry-phase results for the electronic part of the polarization
of a 4-atom ideal WZ GaN unit cell in which the atoms are shifted from the origin along
the c-axis (z direction in Fig. 2.8). Blue dashed lines are linear fits to each of the data
series, and green dashed lines indicate the quantum of polarization of the three branches
spanned in this example.

where Nbands is the number of occupied bands (18 in the case of this GaN spinunpolarized calculation). It is clear from the figure that an “unfortunate” choice
of origin, for example corresponding to 1/4 or 3/4 of a cycle, leads to the result
being placed halfway between the R = (0, 0, 0) branch and branches R = (0, 0, +c)
or R = (0, 0, −c), respectively. Removing the uncertainty in P then becomes a
serious issue, since there is no obvious way to assign the result to a particular
branch. Therefore, in actual Berry-phase calculations one should focus on a first
stage on finding a “nice” origin for the particular system at hand.
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Built-in field control in nitride nanostructures
Abstract
In this chapter we investigate the degree to which the built-in electric
field can be suppressed by employing polarization-matched barriers in IIIN quantum well and dot structures grown along the c-axis. Our results
show that it is possible to take advantage of the opposite contributions to
the built-in potential arising from the different possible combinations of
wurtzite GaN, InN and AlN when alloying the materials. We show that,
for a fixed dot/well band gap, optimal alloy compositions can be found
that minimize the built-in field across the structure. We discuss and study
the impact of different material parameters on the results, including the
influence of nonlinear effects in the piezoelectric polarization. Structures
grown with unstrained barriers and on GaN epilayers are considered, including discussion of the effects of constraints such as strain limits and
alloy miscibility. We apply the principle underlying built-in field control
to study in more detail ultraviolet structures. For that spectral region, we
assess the large impact on the results of the value of the AlInN band gap
bowing parameter.

3.1 Introduction
Group III nitrides have attracted great attention over the last few years due to their
potential for optoelectronic applications given the wide energy range over which
their band gap Eg spans [26]. Alloying InN, GaN and AlN can in principle allow
access to a wide spectral range, from near infrared (IR) to the ultraviolet (UV),
spanning from an energy gap of 0.64 eV in InN to 6.16 eV in AlN [21]. InGaN-based
devices have been demonstrated and proven to be a reliable solution for lighting
applications in the blue part of the spectrum (Eg ∼ 2.7 eV) [23, 24]. However,
technical challenges still remain present, including for example the growth of high43
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quality In-rich InGaN systems, which would allow the implementation of efficient
solutions for green, yellow and amber light emitting diodes (LEDs) and lasers
(Eg ∼2.0–2.5 eV) [24, 35, 84]. UV radiation sources (Eg > 3.4 eV) [26] are of
interest for various applications such as optical storage, medical diagnostics and
treatment, and sterilization processes [27,85]. In this spectral range, nitride-based
structures might be either a good candidate for the replacement of traditional lowefficiency devices, or the only available solution in environments where it is not
possible to implement any alternative approach [27, 85, 86]. Although there have
been great improvements in the quality of nitride-based materials and structures
during the past two decades, there is still need for further improvement towards
the goal of high efficiency devices [24, 37].
Even though it is possible under certain conditions to grow III-N materials in
the zinc-blende phase [22,87], good crystal quality is only achieved in the wurtzite
structure. One of the particularities of this structure for group-III nitrides is the
existence of spontaneous electric dipoles along the [0001] direction (c-axis) of the
lattice, due to the highly ionic character of the bonds and the lack of an inversion
plane perpendicular to the c-axis [88]. Along with this spontaneous polarization,
additional dipoles are created when the material undergoes strain, generating the
so-called piezoelectric polarization [89]. Piezoelectric polarization is typically large
in nitride nanostructures due to the high lattice mismatch between the binaries
(14% between InN and AlN). The total polarization differs for different nitrides,
thus giving rise to the accumulation of interfacial electric charges in nitride-based
heterostructures. This accumulation is particularly important in the cases where
the crystal growth axis coincides with the c-axis. Because it is more difficult
to achieve crystals of high quality for nitride systems grown on non-polar substrates [90], c-plane nitrides remain the usual choice when trying to construct
semiconductor nanostructures such as quantum wells (QWs) and quantum dots
(QDs). Therefore, the charge accumulation remains a problem.
The main consequence of this interfacial charge accumulation is the large
built-in electric field present in heterostructures where wurtzite nitrides are employed [91]. Among other explanations, including Auger recombination [92] and
defect-related delocalization of carriers [93], it has been suggested that these builtin fields are the origin of carrier leakage that leads to the dramatic efficiency droop
observed as the drive current is increased in GaN-based multiple quantum well
LEDs [94, 95]. The built-in field leads to spatial separation of the electrons and
44
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Figure 3.1: Schematic band diagram representing the electron and hole spatial separation
in a GaN/AlN QD when a strong built-in field is present. z is assumed parallel to the
c-axis.

holes in heterostructures, and to a dramatic reduction in the optical recombination rate [91, 96, 97], as schematically shown in Fig. 3.1. In order to overcome this
charge carrier separation, Kim et al. [94] proposed the use of polarization-matched
barriers and InGaN QWs. Later on, the same group of researchers reported an
enhanced performance of those structures by using partially polarization-matched
barriers [98–100]. We present here a generalization of that concept and investigate
the potential for polarization-matching and minimization of built-in fields in III-N
QW and QD structures, based on the results given in our previous papers [1, 2].
We start in Section 3.2.1 with a brief introduction to the methods we use to
calculate the built-in fields in QW and QD structures. A discussion of different interpolation methods for the relevant material parameters in nitride alloys
(including the elastic and piezoelectric properties) is presented in Section 3.2.2.
Section 3.3 overviews the principles behind the concept of built-in field control
and then presents the field suppression results for nitride systems grown both with
unstrained barriers and also with barriers strained to the in-plane lattice constant
of an underlying GaN substrate. This analysis is extended in Section 3.3.4 to
consider experimentally observed constraints, including strain relaxation and alloy
miscibility issues. A detailed study of the UV spectral region and the impact of
the AlInN band gap bowing is given in Section 3.3.5. Finally we summarize and
present our conclusions in Section 3.4.
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3.2 Calculation of the built-in field
3.2.1 Built-in potential in quantum dots and wells
In the case of a QW, simple arguments can be employed to obtain the polarization potential ϕQW (z) along the growth direction ([0001] direction or c-axis) as a
function of both spontaneous and strain-related piezoelectric polarization vectors.
Assuming that stress is applied in the basal plane only, both the spontaneous
Psp = Psp ẑ and piezoelectric polarizations Ppz = Ppz ẑ are constant vectors along
the [0001] direction within the QW and within the barrier [89]. In the following,
the z axis will be always considered to be parallel to the [0001] direction. The
total built-in potential ϕQW (z) within the QW is given by:
QW
ϕQW (z) = ϕQW
sp (z) + ϕpz (z)
)
(
W
B
W

(Psp
− Psp
) + Ppz
|z|
−
|z
−
h|
,
=
20 W
r

(3.1)

where the QW is of height h, with interfaces at z = 0 and z = h, W
r is the
W
QW dielectric constant, and the piezoelectric polarization vector Ppz in the QW
is given by [89]
W
W
Ppz
= 2xx eW
(3.2)
31 + zz e33 .
with
zz = −2

W
C13
 .
W xx
C33

(3.3)

The well and the barrier are denoted with the indices W and B, respectively,
xx = (aB − aW )/aW is the basal strain, zz the strain along the c-axis, eij are the
piezoelectric coefficients and Cij are the elastic constants.
The calculation of the total built-in potential ϕ in a QD is more complicated
because the piezoelectric polarization vector is no longer a constant vector along
the [0001] direction within the QD and within the barrier. To calculate the polarization potential in nitride-based QDs we apply a real-space surface integral
approach developed by Williams et al. [101]. This method admits analytical solutions in certain cases and provides an extremely useful insight into the parameters
that influence the magnitude and the shape of the polarization potential. In this
work, we use the solutions obtained in Ref. [101] for a linescan of the poten46
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tial ϕQD (z) along the z direction through the center of a truncated-cone shaped
QD. Using the notation of Ref. [101], ϕQD (z) can be found along the central axis
(x = y = 0) by evaluating the following surface integrals:
#
D
B
Psp
− Psp
+ K I2 ,
(z) = JI1 +
4π0 r
"

QD

ϕ

(3.4)

where
Z
I1 =
QD

Z
I2 =
QD

(z − z 0 )2

0

 2
 3 ẑ · ds ,
x0 + y 0 2 + (z − z 0 )2 2
1
0
 2
 12 ẑ · ds ,
2
0
0
0
2
x + y + (z − z )

(3.5)

and where D refers to the dot and B to the barrier. The analytical solution for
these integrals, as well as an expression for the material- and strain-dependent
coefficients J and K, are given in Ref. [101].
Finally, the built-in field E(z) corresponding to the potentials given in Eqs. (3.1)
and (3.4) is calculated as the derivative of ϕ with respect to the variable z:
E(z) = −

dϕ(z)
.
dz

(3.6)

Because the piezoelectric potential arises from the strain-induced polarization,
it is crucial to correctly identify which are the straining and strained layers. In
Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 we consider the ideal case in which only a well (or dot)
and barrier are present in the structure. Since the dot is completely embedded
in the barrier, the relaxation mechanisms in QDs and their consequences for the
piezoelectric potential are complex and have to be modeled using Eq. (3.4). In
contrast, the description of strain relaxation and its consequences is much simpler
for a QW, with the well relaxing along the c-axis as in Eq. (3.3) and with the
barrier remaining strain-free. In Section 3.3.3 we extend the analysis to consider
the case where the structures are grown on a GaN buffer layer and, therefore, both
barrier and well (or dot) experience a modified strain to account for the lattice
mismatch with respect to the substrate.
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3.2.2 Nitride alloy material parameters

Although the calculation of the potentials in Eqs. (3.1) and (3.4) is straightforward, the value of the material-dependent constants involved in those equations is not so well established. In their review paper from 2003, Vurgaftman and
Meyer [20] give a range of parameter values found in the literature for the nitride
binaries and propose a best choice. Even though their compilation has probably
been the set of parameters most widely used by the community over the last few
years, the progress in the knowledge of the properties of nitride materials make
some of these values inevitably obsolete and a certain degree of revision is desirable.
Some controversy surrounds the sign of the piezoelectric coefficient e15 , which
is of relative importance in the calculation of the piezoelectric potential in QDs.
Further discussion on this issue as well as experimental evidence that supports the
use of a negative value for e15 has been given by Schulz et al. [6, 8, 102] and by
Shen et al. [103]. Here, we apply the piezoelectric coefficients of Shimada [104], who
derives a negative sign for e15 and obtains values of e31 and e33 in line with those
reported by Vurgaftman and Meyer [20]. The spontaneous polarization values
are also taken from Ref. [20]. The dielectric constants are taken from Wagner
and Bechstedt [105] for GaN and AlN, and Furthmüller et al. [106] for InN. The
parameter values which we use for nitride binaries are listed in Table 3.1. Further
comment on the AlInN band gap bowing parameter will follow in Section 3.3.5.
The parameters for ternary and quaternary alloys are in general less well known.
In the absence of knowledge on the dependence with composition of a particular
parameter, it is usual to take a linear interpolation of the binary values:
ξ(Alx Iny Ga1−x−y N) =xξ(AlN) + yξ(InN) + (1 − x − y)ξ(GaN).

(3.7)

Equation (3.7) is known as Végard’s law. It is widely used for the calculation of
general nitride parameters, such as the lattice constants [20,107], and has also been
used to estimate built-in fields in Ax B1−x N QDs [101, 108]. Where more detailed
information is known, it can be useful for some Ax B1−x N parameters to use a
quadratic interpolation between the values of the binaries AN and BN via the
introduction of the so called bowing parameter bABN [20, 89, 109], which describes
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Table 3.1: If not indicated otherwise, all material parameters for the wurtzite nitride
binaries are taken from Ref. [20]. The energy gap of GaN and AlN at T = 300 K is
estimated by using the Varshni formula and the parameters reported in Ref. [20].

Eg (eV) at T =300 K

GaN
3.44

AlN
6.16

InN
0.641

a (Å) at T =300 K
c (Å) at T =300 K

3.189
5.185

3.112
4.982

3.545
5.703

Psp (C/m2 )

-0.034

-0.090

-0.042

e15 (C/m2 )
e31 (C/m2 )
e33 (C/m2 )

-0.382
-0.452
0.832

-0.412
-0.452
1.542

-0.442
-0.522
0.952

145
106
398
105

137
108
373
116

115
92
224
48

9.63

8.53

7.24

C12
C13
C33
C44

(GPa)
(GPa)
(GPa)
(GPa)

r (F/m)
1

2

3

4

Ref. [21]. Ref. [104]. Ref. [105]. Ref. [106].

Table 3.2: Bowing parameters for wurtzite III-N ternaries used in this paper, taken from
Ref. [20] unless otherwise specified.

InGaN
Eg (eV)
1.41
2
Psp (C/m ) -0.037
1

AlGaN
0.7
-0.021

AlInN
5.01
-0.070

Ref. [21].

the variation of the parameter ξ as
ξ(Ax B1−x N) = xξ(AN) + (1 − x)ξ(BN) − x(1 − x)bABN .

(3.8)

The key bowing parameters which have been proposed for wurtzite ternary III-N
compounds are listed in Table 3.2.
For quaternary alloys, Glisson et al. [110] proposed an expression to interpolate the values of the ternaries, including bowing, in order to obtain a better
approximation than the one provided by a simple Végard’s approach. This interpolation formula has been commonly used in previous works to deal with the
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quaternary [19, 110, 111]. We use the notation introduced by Chen [111]:
ξ(Alx Iny Gaz N) =

xyξ u (AlInN) + yzξ v (InGaN) + xzξ w (AlGaN)
,
xy + yz + xz

(3.9)

with
ξ u = uξ(InN) + (1 − u)ξ(AlN) − u(1 − u)bAlInN ,
ξ v = vξ(GaN) + (1 − v)ξ(InN) − v(1 − v)bInGaN ,
ξ w = wξ(GaN) + (1 − w)ξ(AlN) − w(1 − w)bAlGaN ,
1−y+z
1−x+z
1−x+y
,
v=
,
w=
u=
2
2
2

and

x + y + z = 1.

There is no data available in the literature that provides a reliable way to include any nonlinear dependence of the elastic constants Cij or the piezoelectric
coefficients eij into the interpolation formulas. Fiorentini et al. [89, 112] presented
a model for ternary compounds that provides in principle a more accurate description of the piezoelectric polarization in a QW as a second order function of the
applied basal strain xx . They provide quadratic formulas to obtain the piezoelectric response for the binaries, and propose the application of Végard’s law to those
formulas in order to calculate the piezoelectric polarization in the ternaries. As
discussed in further detail in Ref. [89], their results for GaN and InN are only valid
for compressive strain (xx < 0), whereas the results for AlN are applicable also
for tensile strain.
Figure 3.2 compares the piezoelectric polarization derived from the formulas
given in Ref. [112] by Fiorentini et al. to the one expected from Eq. (3.2) for a
QW using the piezoelectric coefficients calculated by Shimada [104]. The elastic
constants reported in Ref. [20] are used. From these results one can conclude
that, up to relatively high strain (|xx | . 6%), the two approaches do not differ
significantly. Therefore, given the large uncertainties concerning the calculation of
accurate polarization-related parameters in III-N materials, and the fact that the
expressions derived by Fiorentini et al. [112] cannot be used for QD systems, we
apply here Végard’s law to calculate the piezoelectric constants eij of the alloys
using the values of the binaries reported in Ref. [104] by Shimada.
To calculate the band gap of the materials, we assume xx = yy 6= zz and
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AlN
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Figure 3.2: Piezoelectric polarization in nitride binaries. Solid lines indicate the
quadratic formulas given in Ref. [112] and dashed lines are Eq. (3.2) using the piezoelectric coefficients and elastic constants found in Table 3.1.

choose the smaller of the following transition energies [113]:
EA/B =EA/B (0) + (acz − D1 − D3 )zz + 2(act − D2 − D4 )xx ,
EC =EC (0) + (acz − D1 )zz + 2(act − D2 )xx .

(3.10)

Here EA/B denotes the transition energy between the conduction band and the A
(heavy hole) and B (light hole) valence bands. Since we have neglected the weak
spin-orbit coupling, in the unstrained system, the A- and B-valence bands are
degenerate at the Brillouin zone centre [EA (0) = EB (0)] [114]. For the unstrained
material, the transition energy between the conduction band and the crystal-field
split-off band (C valence band) is given by EC (0) = EA/B (0) + ∆cr , where ∆cr
denotes the crystal-field splitting energy. The valence band deformation potentials
are denoted by Di , while the conduction band deformation potentials are given by
acz and act . The values are taken from Yan et al. [113]. For the crystal-field
splitting energy ∆cr we use values of Vurgaftman and Meyer [20] (cf. Table 3.3).
Végard’s law [Eq. (3.7)] is applied to obtain the deformation potentials of the
ternary and quaternary compounds.
As previously mentioned, in the case of a QD the strain components vary
throughout the structure. In line with the surface integral approach [101] employed
for the calculation of the piezoelectric potential, we can also use a surface integral
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Figure 3.3: (a) Strain components xx (solid line) and zz (dashed line) through the
centre of a QD along the z direction (parallel to c-axis) for a GaN/AlN truncated-cone
shaped dot with height h = 3.5 nm, base radius Rb = 8 nm (located at z = 0) and
top radius Rt = 2 nm (located at z = h) and (b) for a QW of the same height and
composition.
Table 3.3: Deformation potentials for nitride binaries, from Yan et al. [113]. Crystal-field
splitting values taken from Vurgaftman and Meyer [20].

acz − D1 (eV)

GaN
-5.81

AlN
-4.31

InN
-3.62

act − D2 (eV)

-8.92

-12.11

-4.60

D3 (eV)

5.47

9.12

2.68

D4 (eV)

-2.98

-3.79

-1.74

∆cr (eV)

0.010

-0.169

0.040

approach to obtain the strain in a QD [115,116]. For a truncated-cone shaped dot
which is under compressive strain (e.g. GaN/AlN1 ), xx and zz follow the trends
shown in Fig. 3.3(a), where a substantial difference can be observed between the
strain at the bottom and top interfaces, in contrast to the constant strain across a
QW [Fig. 3.3(b)]. To account for this effect, the values of the strain components
xx and zz are taken as the value at a half of the dot’s height when calculating the
band gap in QD structures. For the barrier, the band gap value for the “relaxed”
barrier (i.e. far enough from the dot, so that xx = zz ≈ 0 is valid) is used.

3.3 Built-in field reduction
In this section we present a detailed study of the built-in field reduction which
can be obtained in ternary and quaternary structures by applying polarization1

The convention here is to refer to the dot or well before the barrier, i.e. “GaN/AlN” refers
to either a GaN dot or well embedded in an AlN barrier.
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matched barriers. In a first step, Sec. 3.3.1, we introduce the principles behind the
concept of polarization matching. In Section 3.3.2 we show the field suppression
results for QW and QD systems grown on ideally unstrained barriers, while results
for systems with barriers strained to the in-plane lattice constant of an underlying
GaN substrate are discussed in Sec. 3.3.3. All calculations are performed at room
temperature. Quantum size effects, which will decrease the effective band offsets
and increase the effective transition energies, are not included in this analysis.
The exact calculation of these energy shifts is not straightforward as they show a
strong dependence on the carrier effective masses as well as the conduction band
to valence band offset ratio. The conduction band to valence band offset ratio
is still a matter of discussion, with a broad range of different values reported in
the literature [20, 21, 111, 117–120]. In addition to this broad spectrum of different
values, the interpolation procedure is not well established for quaternary alloys,
including the effect of bowing. In view of these uncertainties, we therefore do
not attempt to estimate band offsets in this thesis. Conventional InGaN/GaN
and GaN/AlGaN systems display Type-I band alignment [121, 122]. Hums et
al. [123] report a transition from Type-I to Type-II alignment in GaN/AlInN systems above 25% In content. Since we will be focusing mostly on nearly lattice- and
polarization-matched structures, transitivity holds and the band alignment of the
presented InGaN/AlInGaN structures is expected to be Type-I up to at least 25%
In in the barrier, following Ref. [123]. For InGaN/AlInGaN systems above this
limit, and AlGaN/AlIn(Ga)N systems (which have not been sufficiently studied to
date), Type-II transitions cannot be excluded a priori. Taking all these issues into
account, further theoretical and experimental investigations on the band offsets in
nitride systems are required. This is beyond the scope of the work in this thesis.
Therefore, we present here the energy gap Eg of the QW (QD) material and the
difference in the energy gap ∆Eg between the QW (QD) and the surrounding barrier material as a guide to a particular spectral region, and focus on the relation
between built-in field and alloy composition, which is independent of quantum size
effects.

3.3.1 GaN/AlInN heterostructures
Figure 3.4 shows the built-in field for a GaN QW (QD) embedded in an AlN (a)
or InN (b) matrix, calculated using Eqs. (3.1) and (3.4). It can be seen that the
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Figure 3.4: Built-in field along the c-axis for (a) GaN/AlN and (b) GaN/InN QD and
QW. (c) Built-in field along the c-axis for GaN/Alx In1−x N QW and (d) QD, as the
barrier composition is varied from x = 1 to x = 0.7. QW and QD of typical dimensions
(well: height h = 3.5 nm; truncated-cone dot: base radius Rb = 8 nm, top radius
Rt = 2 nm and height h = 3.5 nm).

resultant built-in field is of opposite sign in the GaN/InN structure compared to
the GaN/AlN case, leading to the idea that an ad hoc superposition of the curves
shown in Figs. 3.4(a) and (b) could lead to effective cancelation of the built-in
field [94]. We illustrate this principle here by considering GaN as the well or dot
material and Alx In1−x N as the barrier material. It can be seen in Figs. 3.4(a) and
(b) that the calculated built-in field is in both cases reduced in the QD structure
compared to the QW case. This occurs both because of the reduced surface area of
a dot compared to a QW (reduced area of induced surface charge) and also because
of the reduction in the magnitude of xx and zz in the QD structure [124, 125],
as seen in Fig. 3.3. The growth of QDs can therefore provide an additional route
to field reduction in c-plane III-N heterostructures [125, 126]. A recent experimental work reported reduced efficiency droop employing InGaN/GaN QDs [127],
although it should be noted that the QDs studied presented a very large aspect
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Figure 3.5: Variation of the band gap difference ∆Eg (at room temperature) between the
GaN QD or QW and the Alx In1−x N barrier (QB) as x decreases in the GaN/Alx In1−x N
system. The same dot dimensions are assumed as in Fig. 3.4.
Ec
Ec
Ev
Ev

Figure 3.6: Schematic band diagram of a “traditional” nitride QW with a strong built-in
field (left) and its counterpart, optimized in terms of built-in field reduction, with the
same band gap within the active layer but reduced band offsets.

ratio. Figs. 3.4(c) and (d) depict the calculated built-in field in GaN/Alx In1−x N
QW and QD structures, showing that a complete suppression of the built-in field
can be achieved for x ≈ 0.7 in both QW and QD structures, at the expense of
reducing the initial energy gap difference between dot and barrier from ∼ 2.5 eV
to ∼ 0.3 eV (Fig. 3.5). Figure 3.6 schematically highlights the principle behind
built-in field control, which is achieved at the expense of reducing the band offsets.
This reduction of the band offsets is a drawback to polarization matching, and a
consequence of the fact that there is a close relation between band gap and lattice constant in nitride materials. Because of this relation, two nitride alloys that
present a low lattice mismatch (necessary in order to achieve a reduced piezoelectric component of the total polarization) have also similar band gaps. However,
Ref. [100] has shown how the loss of confinement is not critical compared to the
benefits obtained from field reduction.
3.3.2 Quaternary structures: Unstrained barriers
We turn now to show how the use of unstrained quaternary barrier structures
can enable field reduction for a very wide range of QW and QD band gap en55
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Figure 3.7: (Left) Calculated built-in field for an In0.3 Ga0.7 N/Alx Iny Ga1−x−y N QW
system and (right) energy gap Eg , at room temperature, of the In0.3 Ga0.7 N layer as the
barrier composition (and hence strain) varies. The thick solid lines indicate the band
gap difference ∆Eg between well and barrier.

ergies, supporting efficient optical emission across a wide wavelength range. We
use the interpolation formulas from Section 3.2.2, and illustrate the method by
considering the range of polarization-matched barriers which can be achieved with
an In0.3 Ga0.7 N/Alx Iny Ga1−x−y N QW system. The coloured contours in the left
panel in Fig. 3.7 show the calculated built-in field across an In0.3 Ga0.7 N QW as a
function of unstrained barrier quaternary composition, while the contours in the
right panel show the calculated energy gap of the In0.3 Ga0.7 N QW strained to the
barrier lattice constant. The solid lines in both panels show the difference in energy gap, ∆Eg between the QW and surrounding barrier layer. A whole range of
barrier compositions (characterized by the white area in the left panel) is found
to effectively suppress the field, and the energy gap of In0.3 Ga0.7 N is observed to
be fixed around 2.25 eV for that range (right panel).
In the most general case, a quaternary alloy can be employed in both well
(dot) and barrier. Doing so, the system gains additional degrees of freedom that
allow, for a given band gap Eg , to minimize the built-in field value and maximize
the band gap difference ∆Eg between well and barrier. Figure 3.8 (top) shows a
schematic illustration of the optimization procedure used to calculate the system
composition, compatible with certain Eg and ∆Eg , for which the built-in field is
minimum. As an example, the calculated minimum built-in field as a function of
energy gap difference, ∆Eg , between a strained QW or QD with 2.25 eV energy
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Figure 3.8: (top) Flux diagram explaining how, for a certain combination of Eg and
∆Eg at room temperature, the compositions of the Alx Iny Ga1−x−y N/Alx0 Iny0 Ga1−x0 −y0 N
system that minimize the built-in field are obtained and (bottom) smallest built-in field
that can be obtained for a QW and a QD system where Eg = 2.25 eV as the band gap
difference ∆Eg between the barrier and well (or dot) increases.

gap and an unstrained barrier layer is shown in Fig. 3.8 (bottom). In this case,
it is possible to achieve a maximum offset close to 0.3 eV in both the QD and
QW cases. We note for larger offsets that the absolute value of the minimum
built-in field achievable is generally smaller in the QD than the QW case, as
expected from the earlier discussion of Figs. 3.4(a) and (b). Table 3.4 shows the
calculated QW/barrier and QD/barrier compositions of built-in field-free systems
which maximize the offset ∆Eg between the strained QW (QD) structure and
unstrained barrier layers, as a function of increasing strained QW (QD) energy
gap. In the case of Eg = 2.25 eV this corresponds to the last zero-field point in
Fig. 3.8 (bottom). The table also shows the lattice mismatch between the QW
(QD) and barrier materials. In the case of the QW, the lattice mismatch equals
xx and in the case of the QD it equals the in-plane initial misfit strain 0,a [101].
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0.24
0.22
0.20
0.21
0.27
0.32
0.31
0.30
0.28

∆Eg (eV)

(0.42,0.58)/(0.32,0.52)
(0.00,0.36)/(0.37,0.47)
(0.00,0.28)/(0.41,0.42)
(0.00,0.20)/(0.46,0.37)
(0.01,0.13)/(0.49,0.32)
(0.00,0.05)/(0.58,0.29)
(0.04,0.00)/(0.62,0.25)
(0.17,0.00)/(0.65,0.22)
(0.30,0.00)/(0.68,0.18)

(0.46,0.54)/(0.25,0.46)
(0.51,0.49)/(0.32,0.42)
(0.55,0.45)/(0.36,0.38)
(0.00,0.13)/(0.43,0.34)
(0.01,0.06)/(0.51,0.30)
(0.02,0.00)/(0.52,0.24)
(0.13,0.00)/(0.58,0.22)
(0.23,0.00)/(0.64,0.20)
(0.33,0.00)/(0.70,0.18)

QW
(x, y)opt /(x0 , y 0 )opt

Well
-5.2
-3.9
-3.0
-2.2
-1.4
-0.6
0.1
0.4
0.7

QD
Lattice mismatch (%) ∆Eg (eV)
(x, y)opt /(x0 , y 0 )opt
Unstrained barriers
-0.4
0.32
(0.43,0.57)/(0.03,0.32)
-0.3
0.31
(0.50,0.50)/(0.27,0.37)
-0.3
0.29
(0.54,0.46)/(0.32,0.34)
1.3
0.27
(0.58,0.42)/(0.36,0.30)
1.5
0.25
(0.62,0.38)/(0.42,0.27)
1.5
0.24
(0.66,0.34)/(0.48,0.24)
1.4
0.22
(0.69,0.31)/(0.51,0.21)
1.2
0.20
(0.72,0.28)/(0.53,0.17)
1.1
0.18
(0.76,0.24)/(0.62,0.16)
Pseudomorphic growth on GaN
Barrier
-4.8
0.18
(0.42,0.58)/(0.24,0.53)
-4.2
0.19
(0.47,0.53)/(0.31,0.48)
-3.6
0.19
(0.51,0.49)/(0.28,0.40)
-2.9
0.19
(0.56,0.44)/(0.38,0.37)
-2.3
0.19
(0.60,0.40)/(0.43,0.33)
-1.8
0.19
(0.63,0.37)/(0.36,0.23)
-1.3
0.20
(0.67,0.33)/(0.49,0.24)
-0.9
0.20
(0.71,0.29)/(0.51,0.18)
-0.4
0.18
(0.75,0.25)/(0.56,0.14)

Dot
-5.2
-4.6
-4.1
-3.4
-2.9
-2.5
-2.0
-1.5
-1.0

Barrier
-5.1
-4.4
-3.7
-3.1
-2.6
-1.7
-1.5
-0.8
-0.2

-1.7
-0.9
-0.8
-0.8
-0.7
-0.7
-0.7
-0.8
-0.6

Lattice mismatch (%)

Table 3.4: List of QW and QD Alx Iny Ga1−x−y N/Alx0 Iny0 Ga1−x0 −y0 N systems compatible with zero built-in field that, for a given
Eg at room temperature, maximize the band gap difference ∆Eg between well (dot) and barrier. The lattice mismatch is (aB −
aD/W )/aD/W for the unstrained barrier case, and (aGaN − aD/W )/aD/W for the dot or well and (aGaN − aB )/aB for the barrier in the
case of pseudomorphic growth on a GaN buffer layer.

2.00
2.25
2.50
2.75
3.00
3.25
3.50
3.75
4.00

0.31
0.29
0.30
0.32
0.34
0.37
0.39
0.36
0.31

Eg (eV)

2.00
2.25
2.50
2.75
3.00
3.25
3.50
3.75
4.00
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3.3.3 Pseudomorphic barriers on a GaN substrate
In addition to the structures with unstrained barriers, we consider here also systems where both the barrier and the QW (QD) materials are grown pseudomorphically on a substrate with a different lattice constant. Therefore, this analysis gives
an insight into the behavior of the built-in fields when the barrier exhibits residual
strain due to an underlying substrate. Since nitride-based heterostructures are
commonly grown on a GaN buffer layer, we investigate here the compositions and
strains required for field-matched QW/barrier and QD/barrier structures grown
on an unstrained GaN epilayer. A similar approach was also used in Refs. [94]
and [111]. In general, both the barrier and QW (QD) layers will be strained in
such structures, so that the piezoelectric charges and hence the built-in field will
be modified compared to the previous case.
Since the barrier material is strained to the GaN buffer layer, the total built-in
polarization of the barrier material is no longer given by the spontaneous polarization only. Here, the (spontaneous) polarization of the barrier material in Eqs. (3.1)
and (3.4) has to be replaced by
B
B
B
Ptot
= Psp
+ Ppz
.

(3.11)

B
can be obtained from Eq. (3.2), assuming that the basal strain applied to the
Ppz
barrier is given by

B
xx =

aGaN − aB
0
,
aB
0

(3.12)

GaN
where aB
refer to the a lattice constant of the fully relaxed barrier
0 and a
material and of GaN, respectively. To obtain the piezoelectric polarization in the
well, only the consideration that it is strained in the basal plane to the GaN lattice
constant aGaN instead of aB
0 has to be made:

W
xx =

aGaN − aW
0
.
W
a0

(3.13)

In both cases, the zz component of the strain is then given by Eq. (3.3).
As pointed out previously, when basal strain alone is applied to a material
layer, a relaxation takes place in the [0001] direction (perpendicular to that plane)
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as given by Eq. (3.3). When dealing with the QD in the strained barrier case,
this relaxation will imply a change in the effective lattice constants of the barrier.
Therefore, to calculate the strain and the built-in field in such a system, we proceed
in the following way. First, the dot embedded in an unstrained barrier will be
considered and the surface integral method is used to obtain the built-in field
profile as described in Section 3.3.2. Second, the basal strain corresponding to the
introduction of the GaN buffer layer will be added and the previous structure will
be assumed to follow the relaxation mechanisms of the barrier alone, as expected
from Eqs. (3.12) and (3.3). Therefore, the additional contribution to the QD
built-in potential ϕQD in Eq. (3.4) will be
QD

∆ϕ

D
B
∆Ppz
− ∆Ppz
I2 ,
=
4π0 r

(3.14)

with the additional introduced piezoelectric polarization being
D
D
D
D
∆Ppz
= 2eD
31 ∆xx + e33 ∆zz ,

(3.15)

B
B
B
B
∆Ppz
= 2eB
31 ∆xx + e33 ∆zz ,

(3.16)

and

where we have assumed
B
∆D
xx = ∆xx ,

B
∆D
zz = ∆zz ,

(3.17)

and
∆B
xx =

aGaN − aB
0
,
aB
0

∆B
zz = −2

B
C13
∆B
xx .
B
C33

(3.18)

Compared to the previous case with unstrained barriers, pseudomorphic growth
on a GaN epilayer allows similar results, as can be seen in Fig. 3.9, which shows
the calculated minimum field achievable as a function of band gap difference, ∆Eg ,
between the QW (QD) and barrier layer for Eg = 2.25 eV in the QW (QD) region.
Table 3.4 shows the calculated QW/barrier and QD/barrier compositions as a
function of increasing QW (QD) energy gap to maximize the offset ∆Eg between
the strained QW (QD) and strained barrier layers. The table also shows the lattice
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Figure 3.9: Lowest built-in field achievable, as a function of ∆Eg , for a QD and a QW
system grown on a GaN substrate for which Eg =2.25 eV.

mismatch in the QW (QD) and the barrier layers. The additional contribution to
the strain assumed in Eq. (3.17) is found to be of a higher order of magnitude than
the main contribution to the strain field modelled via Eq. (3.5) for the low energy
gap structures in the right hand side of Table 3.4. For the sake of completeness, and
to be able to compare these results with those obtained in the previous section, we
have included the results for the lower-gap structures (Eg . 3.5 eV), even though
these systems are impractical to grow, given the large lattice mismatch between the
GaN substrate and the barrier layers. For Eg = 3.5 eV and above, the mismatch is
within the range which could probably be accommodated to allow pseudomorphic
growth on GaN. In this range, the contributions to the field from Eqs. (3.5) and
(3.17) are found to be of the same order and therefore our approximation should be
more accurate within that range. As discussed in the introduction to this chapter,
a built-in field reduction in systems with Eg ≥ 3.5 eV, is of strong interest for
applications operating in the UV spectral range [128, 129]. This range will be
studied in more detail in Section 3.3.5.
3.3.4 Strain and miscibility limitations to built-in field suppression
The structures studied in Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3, and listed in Table 3.4, depict
a best-case scenario for the growth of III-N heterostructures where the intrinsic
built-in field has been calculated to vanish, while maximizing the energy gap difference between the barrier and well or dot layers. However, these results do not
consider any constraints encountered during the epitaxial growth of nitride-based
heterostructures. Particularly, the amount of In that can be incorporated into
InGaN and AlInN alloys while maintaining high crystal quality is currently for
layered structures about 30% in both cases [35, 36, 130–133]. In the case of QDs,
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higher In contents of up to ∼35% have been reported in InGaN QDs [134, 135],
whereas AlInN QDs have not been studied significantly in the literature. Regarding
strain, devices with as much as ∼1.1% compressive in-plane strain in the barriers
along the whole active layer have been reported [100]. For InGaN/GaN QWs and
QDs, strain (lattice mismatch in the case of QD) of up to 3% and 3.8%, respectively, can be found in the literature [35, 100, 130, 134, 135]. Hence, the calculated
strains in the top half of Table 3.4 for QW growth between unstrained barriers are
all within the limits achieved experimentally. Turning to the structures grown on
GaN in the bottom half of Table 3.4, built-in field reduction in these cases requires
similar values for the strain in both the QW and the barrier. Therefore, the strain
state of the barrier material is the one that sets a limit to the possible structures.
In both halves of Table 3.4, the built-in field minimization procedure yields AlInN
QDs as the optimal structures. This initially surprising result is due to the large
band gap bowing of AlInN compared to InGaN. For high In contents, the band
gap of AlInN is very similar to the band gap of InGaN, as shown in Ref. [21] and
dealt with in detail in the next section. Therefore, in terms of built-in field reduction, AlInN QD systems could be more suitable than InGaN QDs. However, as
previously mentioned, these AlInN systems have not been explored in detail and
significant challenges remain for their experimental realization.
To realistically model the possible built-in field reduction in QW and QD systems, the optimization procedure of Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 can be repeated to
take all the constraints discussed above into account. The resultant structures,
optimized in terms of built-in field reduction and maximization of band gap difference ∆Eg are shown in Table 3.5. The calculations have been made imposing a
minimum value of ∆Eg = 0.25 eV for QWs and ∆Eg = 0.30 eV for QDs, because
of the higher confinement energy expected in QDs compared to QWs, that would
reduce the effective band gap offset. As can be seen from the data in Table 3.5,
the imposition of such constraints sets a limit to the built-in field suppression,
especially for those structures with low energy gaps (typically around and below
3 eV). However, it is always possible to achieve at least a partial field reduction in
those structures, which has already been proven to have a significant impact on the
efficiency of LED devices [100]. For the rest of the structures, a complete built-in
field suppression is possible and, in line with the results reported in Ref. [100], an
improved performance is expected by incorporating them into devices that span a
wavelength range which extends well into the UV part of the spectrum.
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Table 3.5: List of Alx Iny Ga1−x−y N/Alx0 Iny0 Ga1−x0 −y0 N systems compatible with the constraints discussed in section 3.3.4: 30%
maximum In content for QWs and QBs; 35% maximum In content in QDs; 3% maximum strain in QWs; 3.8% maximum strain
(lattice mismatch) in QDs; 1.1% maximum strain in QBs; 0.25 eV minimum ∆Eg for QWs; and 0.3 eV minimum ∆Eg for QDs.
Note that in the case of a QW system an energy gap of 2.25 and 2.5 eV, for unstrained barriers and pseudomorphic growth on GaN
respectively, is not compatible with the given constraints.
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3.3.5 UV devices: importance of the AlInN band gap bowing
Our calculations so far show how full polarization-matching and hence complete
removal of the built-in field is only possible for a restricted range of energy gaps
Eg , if the constraints set by the current epitaxial growth capabilities are taken
into account. Particularly, the maximum amount of In that can be incorporated,
as well as the maximum strain that barrier layers can withstand, are the main
limiting factors. Fig. 3.10 (top) shows the minimum field that can be achieved
by composition engineering as a function of the energy gap when the constraints
discussed in Section 3.3.4 are taken into account, as well as the material composition needed for that purpose in both active layer and barrier (bottom panels). It
is observed that for most of the UV (for Eg > 3.35 eV) there is always a combination of well and barrier materials that yields effective zero field, corresponding
to AlGaN/AlInGaN. Note that, in terms of built-in field reduction, QDs appear
as a promising solution for lower band gaps but do not represent an improvement
with respect to QWs above 3.2 eV. Given the possibility of effective built-in field
suppression for Eg > 3.35 eV, UV nitride devices benefit most from polarizationmatching, subjected to the ability to grow the relevant materials. The bottom
panel of Fig. 3.10 highlights the importance of the quaternary AlInGaN alloy for
the purpose of built-in field control, particularly used as QB material. In contrast,
the calculated optimum active layer materials are the conventional ternaries, InGaN for the low band gap end and AlGaN for higher band gaps. Results in
Fig. 3.10, obtained using the parameters from Tables 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, include the
revised band gap bowing parameter for AlInN of bAlInN = 5 eV, given by Wu [21].
However, bAlInN is surrounded by controversy as there is a wide range of values
reported in the literature going from 2.5 to 10.3 eV [20, 21, 136]. The following
analysis shows that the results are strongly influenced by the choice of bAlInN .

Influence of the AlInN band gap bowing
As mentioned above, there is disagreement in the literature regarding the band gap
bowing of AlInN. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.11. Our area of interest is the left
hand side of the plot (a < 3.25 Å), corresponding to the UV part of the spectrum.
The most striking characteristic is that, for a fixed lattice constant, AlGaN and
AlInN are very similar alloys, from the band gap point of view, when the value of
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Figure 3.10: (top) Calculated lowest built-in field that can be achieved using partially
or completely polarization-matched barriers in nitride QW and QD systems, obtained
by composition engineering, and (bottom) the material compositions Alx Iny Ga1−x−y N
of active material (open symbols) and barrier (solid symbols) that correspond to those
optimised systems. The band gap bowing parameter of AlInN is chosen to be bAlInN =
5 eV [21].

bAlInN = 10.3 eV reported in Ref. [136] is used.2
It is interesting how the change in these band gap bowing parameters affects the
polarization-matching results. From Fig. 3.12 one can infer that employing in the
calculation the formerly used (and currently widely discarded by the community)
value of bAlInN = 2.5 eV given by Vurgaftman and Meyer [20] leads to an improvement of the built-in field values in the case of QDs and does not greatly affect
the optimised material compositions, when compared to the results obtained with
bAlInN = 5 eV (Fig. 3.10). However, when the value of bAlInN = 10.3 eV presented
by Aschenbrenner et al. [136] is used in the calculation, great differences can be
observed in both built-in field results and material compositions with respect to
the previous cases (Fig. 3.13). In the case of the built-in field, effective suppression
is found in both QW and QD cases for the whole studied UV range and perhaps
part of the blue (Eg & 2.75 eV). This is due to the replacement of both InGaN
2

There are indications that the AlInN band gap bowing is composition-dependent, based on
the data for the different compositional regimes in which the different bowing parameters are
obtained. We have recently found theoretical confirmation of this using AlInN supercell calculations (unpublished). Our preliminary data suggests that Aschenbrenner’s bowing parameter of
bAlInN = 10.3 eV might indeed be valid for the low-In regime. For higher In content, the bowing
is observed to go down rapidly with composition.
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Figure 3.11: Band gap values of the nitride ternaries for the different bowing parameters
available in the literature. It is worth noting that for the large bAlInN = 10.3 eV given
in Ref. [136]) AlInN and AlGaN have similar band gaps at equal lattice constant, for
energies Eg > Eg (GaN).
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Figure 3.12: (Colour online) Same as Fig. 3.10 for bAlInN = 2.5 eV (Ref. [20]).

(except for very low Eg ) and AlGaN by AlInN as active layer material. The reason
for this is most clearly seen in Fig. 3.11, where AlInN for bAlInN = 10.3 eV is observed to span lattice constant/band gap areas that are otherwise only covered by
InGaN and AlGaN when different bowing parameters are used. bAlInN = 10.3 eV
was reported in Ref. [136] for samples grown between 13% and 24% In content
and the authors state that the extrapolation of their result beyond this composition range is not supported by the experiment [136]. We set a maximum limit
of 30% In content in our calculations, close enough to the 13–24% range for the
extrapolation of bAlInN = 10.3 eV to hold.
Two particularities make AlInN extremely interesting for built-in field control
purposes: the wide range of lattice constants that it spans and its large band gap
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Figure 3.13: (Colour online) Same as Fig. 3.10 for bAlInN = 10.3 eV (Ref. [136]).

bowing, that makes it similar to InGaN and AlGaN for a certain range of compositions. Both properties combined make AlInN a versatile alloy and an excellent
candidate for the improvement of devices incorporating nitride technology, via
elimination of the strong built-in fields commonly present in these structures. The
large uncertainty in its bowing parameter suggests that the energy gap of AlInN
might be strongly dependent on the growth conditions, potentially providing a further degree of freedom to enable polarization-matching. The experimental investigation of AlInN alloys towards higher In incorporation and band gap tunability
is therefore of great interest. On the other hand, the possible local fluctuation of
the carrier confinement potential in AlInN [137] means that effective carrier localization might occur in barrier layers made of that material. Overall, more detailed
studies of the properties of AlInN ternary alloys are required.

3.4 Summary
In summary, we have shown that it is in principle possible for a very wide range
of emission energies to reduce or even completely suppress the high built-in fields
intrinsic to wurtzite III-N heterostructures. This is achieved by taking advantage
that the built-in field is of opposite sign across the GaN layer in InN/GaN/InN
and in AlN/GaN/AlN structures. The built-in field can then be minimized and
a significant energy gap difference ∆Eg can be maintained by a careful choice of
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the alloy composition in the QW (QD) and barrier layers. We have presented
the calculated QW (QD) and barrier systems to maintain zero field and maximize
∆Eg across a large range of QW (QD) energy gap values. Results were presented
both for unstrained barriers and also for QW/barrier and QD/barrier structures
grown pseudomorphically on a GaN substrate. Furthermore, we have discussed
and considered in our calculations several constraints (miscibility issues, strain
limitations) set by the epitaxial growth of III-N semiconductors. The built-in
strain in each of the structures considered is also presented. Interpolation between
the QW (QD) and barrier compositions can then be used to estimate the maximum
offset for a given energy gap as a function of built-in strain in the QW (QD) and
barrier layers. We have also taken a detailed look at structures operating in the UV
part of the spectrum, where our analysis predicts that built-in field control could
have the largest impact. For those structures, we have assessed the importance of
the knowledge of how the AlInN band gap behaves with composition. We conclude
that growth of suitable ternary and quaternary alloy combinations, in particular
AlInN with high In content, has the potential to significantly reduce the built-in
electric field in c-plane III-N heterostructures, of considerable benefit for a wide
range of optoelectronic applications.
Overall, we have noted uncertainties in several critical material parameters,
including in particular the strain and composition dependence of piezoelectric coefficients, and the composition-dependent value of the bowing parameter in AlInN.
Further theoretical and experimental effort is required to reduce the uncertainty
in these values. In some of the subsequent chapters, we therefore tackle the task
of achieving a deeper understanding of the elastic and piezoelectric properties of
nitride materials. In the case of nitride alloys, an accurate understanding of internal strain effects, in particular, is vital given the large lattice mismatch between
nitride binaries that translates into large local distortions of the crystal lattice.
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Elastic and structural properties of solids in
the context of plane wave-based DFT
Abstract
We explore the calculation of the elastic and structural properties of zincblende and wurtzite semiconductors in the context of plane wave-based
density functional theory. It is shown that the two different approaches
commonly used, one based on stress and the other on total energy as a
function of strain, do not in general yield the same results. Differences are
found in particular in convergence rate between the two methods, with
a much slower convergence for total energy calculations with respect to
the number of plane waves and k points used. The stress method is observed to be more robust than the total energy method with respect to
the residual error in the elastic constants calculated for different strain
branches, a trend that has until now been surprisingly overlooked by the
condensed-matter community. We explain these differences in terms of
plane wave basis set inconsistency, for a fixed plane wave cutoff energy,
as the lattice vectors change. Finally, the Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof (HSE)
screened-exchange hybrid functional approach is employed for an accurate calculation of the elastic constants and structural parameters of zincblende and wurtzite group-III nitrides. The calculations are carried out
with the plane wave-based package vasp.

4.1 Introduction
The ab initio determination of elastic properties of crystalline materials is widely
accepted across the material science community as a safe route to determine these
quantities for compounds that are difficult to grow or for which the measurement of
elastic constants is not a straight-forward procedure [19]. Elastic constants are of
crucial importance, for instance, in understanding strain relaxation mechanisms in
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nanostructures, such as quantum wells (QWs) or dots (QDs) [1]. There are many
studies on the elastic properties of crystalline solids available in the literature
that employ first-principles calculations, in particular plane wave approaches to
density functional theory (DFT). Two different methods are most commonly used
in order to obtain elastic constants of solids: based either on the calculation of
stresses [57, 138, 139], or of total energy [140, 141], each calculated as a function
of applied strain. However, there seems to be no conclusive comparative work (or
general awareness on the issue, for that matter) on which of the two yields more
reliable results. A brief mention to this problem is given at the end of section 3
of one of the early papers on the matter of ab initio determination of elastic
properties of solids by Nielsen and Martin, published in 1985 [138]. Lopuszyński
and Majewski [142] have also looked recently at this issue. They calculated the
elastic constants of cubic nitrides, reporting differing values of the elastic constants
obtained using “strain-energy” and “strain-stress” methods. These differences are
significant (& 10%) for the elastic constant C12 , related to strains that distort
the unit cell. However, they do not provide a discussion on whether one of the
methods is to be preferred. In fact, most of the available papers tend to choose one
or the other method without stating the justification for their particular choice,
perhaps assuming the two of them are equivalent. Indeed, because the stress
tensor is necessarily obtained as a derivative of the energy, there is no obvious
reason to believe one method to be better than the other. However, things get
more complicated when one takes a closer look at how the two different approaches
are implemented in practice.
This chapter is largely based on our recent papers, Refs. [3, 4]. The first few
sections will be devoted to the practicalities of calculating the elastic constants
and structural parameters of solids with modern plane wave-based DFT packages.
We argue that stress calculations, instead of total energy, should be preferred for
the determination of the elastic properties of crystalline solids in the context of
plane wave-based DFT. This preference is due to the improved robustness and
consistency of the elastic coefficients obtained from the stresses compared to the
total energy, leading to a significantly reduced computational cost to obtain converged results [4]. Then, in Section 4.4 we employ the methodology discussed in
the previous sections for an accurate study of elastic and structural properties of
zinc-blende (ZB) and wurtzite (WZ) group-III nitrides using the HSE hybrid functional approach [3, 62, 63]. In order to test convergence, very high cutoff energies
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and large k -point samplings are used in some of the calculations in Section 4.3,
that would lead to exceedingly large computational costs in the case of using hybrid functionals. Density functional theory within the local density approximation
(LDA-DFT) on the other hand, offers a good compromise between accuracy and
computational cost for the calculation of elastic and structural parameters. Therefore, the calculations in Section 4.3 have been performed employing LDA-DFT,
rather than the more expensive HSE functional employed in Section 4.4. In both
cases we use the projector augmented-wave (PAW) method [68,74] as implemented
in vasp [72, 75].

4.2 Calculation of elastic constants and structural parameters
In this chapter we deal with two different kinds of parameters. The first type are
those quantities that are given for a material in its equilibrium configuration, that
is, equilibrium lattice parameters a0 and c0 , and the internal parameter u0 for WZ
materials, and the lattice parameter a0 for ZB materials. The second type consists
of those parameters that come into play when strain is applied to the crystal,
that is, elastic constants Cij and the internal strain parameters ζi (for ZB, the one
independent internal parameter ζ is known as the Kleinman parameter). The usual
approach in an ab initio calculation for the first type of parameter is to undertake
a minimization of the total crystal energy with respect to the lattice parameters
and the internal degrees of freedom. In doing so, the total energy surface as a
function of the lattice parameters (or equivalently, strain) has a local minimum at
the equilibrium configuration point.1 The calculation of the elastic constants can
be done either via the stresses acting on the cell, or from the variation of the total
energy when strain is applied [72,104,141,143]. In principle, both methods should
give the same results for both kind of parameters (however, we shall see that this
is not necessarily the case for realistic DFT calculations).
In the first part of this section, we introduce the expressions used in harmonic
elasticity that relate energy and stress to strain. Then, we deal with internal strain
in ZB and WZ lattices. Finally, we discuss how the plane wave representation of
these quantities is carried out in the context of DFT, and what are the implications
1

Furthermore, if the crystal system is the most stable one for a given material, e.g., WZ
instead of ZB for GaN, the local minimum is also global.
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of this for the calculation of elastic constants.

4.2.1 Harmonic elasticity
The lattice arrangement of any crystalline solid is determined by the energetics of a
large number of interacting atoms. Stable or metastable configurations constitute
the different polymorphs of a specific stoichiometric mix of chemical elements, and
are given by an absolute or local minimum of the crystal energy as a function
of the positions of the atoms. Consequently, any deformation of such materials
implies that a particular amount of energy needs to be provided for the material
to be brought from equilibrium to a higher energy state. Sufficiently close to the
equilibrium, the energy can be well approximated by a quadratic function of all
the independent parameters that characterize a crystal deformation, that is, the
strains. The elastic constants are then the coefficients of proportionality between
the energy density of the material and the macroscopic strain. This quadratic
approximation is known as harmonic elasticity, and is valid for sufficiently small
strains [144].
The elastic energy of a material with arbitrary crystal structure is given, in the
context of harmonic elasticity [144], using Voigt notation,2 by
E=

6
6
V0 X X
Cij i j ,
2 i=1 j=1

(4.1)

where V0 is the volume of the sample (typically the unit cell volume), Cij are
the elastic constants, and i are the components of the strain tensor. Following
Eq. (4.1), a certain amount of energy needs to be employed to strain the crystal.
In practice this corresponds to applying stress to the crystal. The elastic energy
can thus also be expressed in terms of stresses acting on the cell. The components
of the stress tensor σi are given by the first derivative of E with respect to the
strain
6

1 ∂E X
σi =
=
Cij j ,
V0 ∂i
j=1
2

(4.2)

Note that, in Voigt notation, 1 = xx , 2 = yy , 3 = zz , 4 = 2yz , 5 = 2xz and 6 = 2xy .
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whereas the elastic constants are given by the second derivatives:
Cij =

1 ∂ 2E
.
V0 ∂i ∂j

(4.3)

Combining equations (4.1) and (4.2), we can also write
E=

V0 X
σi i .
2 i

(4.4)

Therefore, in the context of harmonic elasticity, the elastic constants Cij can be
calculated directly from the variation of the total energy E of the system with
strain, Eq. (4.1), or directly from the variation of the stresses with strain, Eq. (4.2).
The total energy E can in turn be expressed as an explicit function of the stresses
σi , Eq. (4.4). We shall see next that, given the way in which the calculations of
E and σ are implemented in DFT codes, the quantities given by Eq. (4.1) and
Eq. (4.4) differ in general. Consequently, the elastic constants Cij calculated from
each of them differ too. When talking about the energy “calculated from the
stresses”, noted Eσ from now on, we will therefore be referring to Eq. (4.4). The
“total energy”, on the other hand, will be the total DFT free energy Etot , given
by our choice of DFT code, vasp, as explained in Section 4.2.3.
Equation (4.2) implies that the stresses vanish when the applied strain is zero.
When performing an optimization of the lattice parameters of the cell there is no
shear distortion, i.e. σ4 = σ5 = σ6 = 0, and imposing the restrictions due to the
crystal symmetry of the ZB and WZ lattices, Eq. (4.2) reduces (for small strains)
to
σiZB (a) = βiZB (a − a0 ) ,
σiWZ (a, c) = βiWZ (a − a0 ) + γiWZ (c − c0 ) ,

(4.5)

with (i = 1, 2, 3), where βi and γi are constants that must be fitted to the ab
initio data. The lattice constants a0 and c0 for which all σi vanish are the equilibrium lattice constants. A similar procedure can be used to obtain the elastic
constants by directly evaluating Eq. (4.2) once the equilibrium lattice parameters
and internal strain parameters are known. In the case of a total energy calculation,
the quadratic relation between energy and strain given by Eq. (4.1) means that a
second order polynomial needs to be used for the fitting.
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We note that although the total energy Etot of a crystal system may have a
non-zero minimum at the equilibrium lattice configuration, the variation of this
total energy with strain must satisfy Eq. (4.1).
It is not explicit in any of the equations presented so far how the atomic degrees
of freedom are updated as a function of strain. This internal strain is responsible,
however, for an important contribution to the total elastic response of crystals,
and will be dealt with in detail in the next section.

4.2.2 Internal strain in zinc-blende and wurtzite lattices
An optimization of the internal degrees of freedom in a periodic structure is necessary when the unit cell contains more than one atom. In some cases, the existence
of internal strain can be ruled out based on symmetry arguments, as is the case for
any combination of axial strains in a ZB lattice, in the usual [001] representation.
For some crystals with low symmetry, as is the case for the WZ lattice, even hydrostatic strain induces an internal deformation of the unit cell. The internal strain
parameters describe the redistribution of the coordinates of the atoms contained
within a unit cell as a function of the macroscopic strain. Although the form of
these internal strain parameters can be obtained from symmetry considerations,
one has to pay attention to the specific energetics of the crystal in order to calculate their numerical values. The internal strain parameter ζ in a ZB lattice is called
the Kleinman parameter, and was originally studied by its namesake [145], and by
Keating [146]. More recently, the form of the internal strain parameters of a WZ
lattice ζi have been studied by Camacho and Niquet [147], and by ourselves [3, 4].
In their work, Camacho and Niquet obtained only four internal strain parameters
for the WZ unit cell via a valence force field (VFF) approach [147]. However, we
have obtained the correct number, which is five, using a more general VFF model
in which we allow the three-body interactions about anions and cations to have
different force constants [3, 4]. Although Camacho and Niquet assumed that only
the average of those constants appears in the expression for the energy, this is only
true in the case of a ZB lattice. In ZB, because of the periodicity of the lattice, all
the tetrahedra are equivalent and the bond angles about the cations are equal to
those about the anions. In the WZ lattice, there are two sets of inequivalent tetrahedra and the different force constants enter the general expression for the energy
independently. Although without explicitly referring to internal strain, Nusimovici
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Figure 4.1: Different crystal systems used in this chapter. Big (red) circles indicate
cations and small (blue) circles indicate anions. Solid circles are the atoms contained in
the unit cell of the figure whereas shaded circles indicate atoms contained in neighbouring
unit cells. Two bonds about atom D, and about atom E, that span across neighbouring
unit cells, are omitted in the figure for the six-atom ZB cell.

and Birman [148] have previously reported different force constants for cation- and
anion-centred three-body interactions for WZ CdS.
In Fig. 4.1, we show the spatial representation of the ZB (two- and six-atom
unit cells) and WZ crystals that will be used throughout this chapter.3 Before
strain is applied, the positions of the atoms in the two-atom ZB unit cell are
rZB
A,0 = [0, 0, 0] ,

rZB
B,0 =

ha

ZB

4

,

aZB aZB i
,
,
4
4

(4.6)

those of the WZ unit cell are
rWZ
rWZ
A,0 = [0, 0, 0] ,
B,0 = [0, 0, u0 cWZ ] ,
"
#
"
#
√
√


a
3a
c
a
3a
1
WZ
WZ
WZ
WZ
WZ
,
,
,
rWZ
,
,
+ u0 cWZ , (4.7)
rWZ
C,0 =
D,0 =
2
6
2
2
6
2

3

The [111]-oriented six-atom ZB unit cell will be employed in Section 4.3 to check for consistency of results when lowering the symmetry of the unit cell for the same material.
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and the positions in the six-atom ZB (notated ZB6 ) unit cell are
√

"
6
rZB
A,0

= [0, 0, 0] ,
"√

6
rZB
C,0

6
rZB
E,0

6
rZB
B,0

= 0, 0,

#
3aZB
,
4

#
√
√
6aZB
3aZB
=
,
,
12
3
"√
#
√
√
2aZB
6aZB 2 3aZB
=
,
,
,
2
6
3
2aZB
,
4

"√
#
√
√
2aZB
6aZB 7 3aZB
=
,
,
,
4
12
12
"√
#
√
√
2aZB
6aZB 11 3aZB
6
rZB
,
,
,
F,0 =
2
6
12

6
rZB
D,0

(4.8)
where aZB is the lattice constant of the ZB lattice, aWZ and cWZ are the lattice
constants of the WZ lattice, and u0 is the internal parameter of the latter (u0 = 83
for an ideal WZ lattice). After applying an arbitrary deformation characterized
by the strain tensor :



xx xy xz


 =  xy yy yz  ,
xz yz zz

(4.9)

the positions for the two-atom ZB unit cell become
ZB
ZB
rZB
B = (1 + ) rB,0 + t ,

rZB
A = [0, 0, 0] ,

(4.10)

for the WZ unit cell they become
rWZ
A = [0, 0, 0] ,

WZ
WZ
rWZ
B = (1 + ) rB,0 + t1 ,

WZ
WZ
rWZ
C = (1 + ) rC,0 + t2 ,

WZ
WZ
rWZ
D = (1 + ) rD,0 + t3 ,

(4.11)

and for the six-atom ZB unit cell the positions become
6
rZB
= [0, 0, 0] ,
A

ZB
6
6
rZB
= (1 + ) rZB
B
B,0 + Û t ,

6
6
rZB
= (1 + ) rZB
C
C,0 ,

ZB
6
6
rZB
= (1 + ) rZB
D
D,0 + Û t ,

6
6
rZB
= (1 + ) rZB
E
E,0 ,

ZB
6
6
rZB
= (1 + ) rZB
F
F,0 + Û t ,

(4.12)

where 1 is the 3 × 3 identity matrix and Û is the unitary transformation matrix
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we have used to rotate the ZB system to a [111] orientation, given by


Û = 


√1
2
− √16
√1
3

0
√2
6
√1
3

− √12




− √16 
.

(4.13)

√1
3

The different t are the internal strain vectors, given, for the ZB cell by [146]
i
h a
aZB
aZB
ZB
ζyz , −
ζxz , −
ζxy ,
tZB = −
2
2
2

(4.14)

and for the WZ cell by [3]
tWZ
1
tWZ
2
tWZ
3



(xx − yy )
, ζ2 (xx + yy ) − ζ3 zz ,
= cWZ ζ1 xz + ζ5 xy , ζ1 yz + ζ5
2


(xx − yy )
ζ4 , 0 ,
= aWZ −ζ4 xy , −
2


(xx − yy )
WZ
WZ
= t1 + t2 − 2cWZ ζ5 xy , ζ5
,0 .
(4.15)
2

We have labelled the internal parameters of the WZ lattice to be consistent with
Camacho and Niquet’s original notation [147]: ζ1 , ζ2 , ζ3 and ζ4 , including the
missing parameter as ζ5 . About the equilibrium, the lattice energy exhibits a
quadratic dependence on each of the internal strain parameters. The values of
the strain parameters can therefore be obtained by applying a series of compatible
macroscopic strains and then fitting the dependence of the total energy on the
internal strain parameters to a parabola for each macroscopic strain used [3].
The calculations performed here, for which the internal degrees of freedom
will be optimized at each strain configuration, are equivalent to the traditional
clamped-ion method used to calculate elastic constants with an internal strain
component [138]. In the clamped-ion scheme, there are two contributions to the
elastic constants. The first contribution, the clamped-ion part, calculates the
crystal energy when strain is applied to the lattice but the internal strain is fixed
to zero; in other words, when all the t are set to zero in Equations (4.10), (4.11)
and (4.12). The second then corrects for this over-estimation of the energy by
subtracting from the total clamped-ion energy value the energy reduction due to
the optimization of the internal coordinates. The energy density E/V0 for an
arbitrary lattice can be written, in the harmonic limit, as a quadratic explicit
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function of macroscopic and internal strain:
1X
1X
E
Cij i j +
αk,l [tk − tk,0 ()] [tl − tl,0 ()] .
=
V0
2 i,j
2 k,l

(4.16)

The first term in Eq. (4.16) is the same as Eq. (4.1), while the second one is
a sum over all independent internal strains. tk are the internal strains before
optimization, whereas tk,0 () are the internal strains that minimize the total energy
2
0)
and
for some given strain configuration . The αk,l can be expressed as ∂ ∂t(E/V
k ∂tl
are constant in the harmonic approximation. Although, as previously seen, the
number of independent internal strains depends on the particular symmetry of the
lattice, Eq. (4.16) is general. In harmonic elasticity theory, we can assume the
tk,0 () to be linear in i . Therefore they can be expressed as
tk,0 () =

X ∂tk,0
∂i

i

i ,

(4.17)

where the partial derivatives are constant. Taking the second derivative of Eq. (4.16),
and using Eq. (4.17) it is then possible to derive that
∂ 2 (E/V0 )
Cij =
∂i ∂j
(0)

where Cij =

∂ 2 (E/V0 )
∂i ∂j

−
tk,l =0

X ∂ 2 (E/V0 ) ∂tk,0 ∂tl,0
k,l

∂tk ∂tl

∂i ∂j

,

(4.18)

gives the clamped-ion contribution to the elastic contk,l =0

stant Cij .
In contrast to Eq. (4.18), our calculations will use the derivative of the energy,
either directly evaluated as a finite difference [“total energy method”, Eq. (4.19)] or
as given by the Hellmann-Feynman theorem [“stress method”, Eq. (4.20)], where
E is already the “true” total energy for a particular strain, in the sense that it
has been minimized with respect to tk and tl , that is, tk = tk,0 and tl = tl,0 in
Eq. (4.16). Performing different tests, we have found both methods to be in excellent agreement. This agreement is to be expected since the internal optimization
is equivalent to the subtraction of the second term in Eq. (4.18). Although the
two methods are equivalent, the approach which we will take seems to be more
straightforward to implement, especially in the case of a large number of independent internal strains, such as for the WZ lattice, for which implementation of
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Eq. (4.18) becomes tedious.
4.2.3 DFT implementation of total energy and stress tensor
vasp [72] is one of many available packages based on plane waves.4 In these codes,
the calculation of the total DFT energy Etot is carried out in reciprocal space. The
reciprocal space formulation of Etot in the context of DFT was first introduced by
Ihm, Zunger and Cohen [149] and later used by Nielsen and Martin [138, 150]
to derive the stress tensor σαβ using the Hellmann-Feynman theorem. Following
is given by
Ref. [138], the energy density EVtot
0
X
X0 |ρ (G) |2 X
~2
1
Etot
=
|Ψi (k + G) |2
xc (G) ρ∗ (G)
(k + G)2 + 4πe2
+
2
V0
2m
2
G
G
G
k,G,i
X
X0


NL
Sτ G − G0 ∆Vl,τ
Sτ (G) VτL (G) ρ∗ (G) +
k + G, k + G0
+
k,G,G0 ,i,l,τ

G,τ

!
× Ψi (k +

G) Ψ∗i

0



k+G +

X
τ

ατ

1 X
Zτ
V0 τ

!
+

γEwald
,
V0

(4.19)

and the stress tensor σαβ , expressed in Cartesian notation, by
σαβ =

X0 |ρ (G) |2
1 ∂Etot
~2 X
1
=
|Ψi (k + G) |2 (k + G)α (k + G)β + 4πe2
V0 ∂αβ
m
2
G2
G
k,G,i


X
2Gα Gβ
×
−
δ
+
δ
xc (G) − µxc (G) ρ∗ (G)
αβ
αβ
G2
G


L
X0
∂Vτ (G)
L
−
Sτ (G)
2Gα Gβ + Vτ (G) δαβ ρ∗ (G)
∂ (G2 )
G,τ

+

X
k,G,G0 ,i,l,τ

!
− δαβ

NL (k + G, k + G0 )

 ∂∆Vl,τ
Ψi (k + G) Ψ∗i k + G0
∂αβ
!
1 X
1 ∂γEwald
Zτ +
.
(4.20)
V0 τ
V0 ∂αβ

Sτ G − G0

X
τ

ατ

In Eqs. (4.19) and (4.20), V0 is the unit cell volume, Ψi is the wave function of
each of the occupied states denoted by i, k represents all vectors in reciprocal
space spanning the first Brillouin zone, G is a reciprocal lattice vector, ρ is the
charge density, xc is the exchange-correlation energy density, Sτ is the structure
factor, where τ labels the atoms within the unit cell. V L is a local (l-independent)
4

Other popular choices are abinit, Quantum espresso, or castep, to name a few.
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potential, and ∆V NL is a non-local (l-dependent) correction to the latter, where
l is the quantum number for the angular momentum. ατ is a constant term in
VτL , Zτ is the number of valence electrons of atom τ , and γEwald is the ion-ion
electrostatic interaction compensated by a negative background that makes the
P0
average electrostatic potential zero.
indicates a sum excluding G = 0 and
µxc is the exchange-correlation potential. Further information can be found in
Refs. [138] and [149]. The most relevant remarks for our discussion are, first,
that for a particular set of lattice vectors, σαβ can be obtained from Etot without
changing the basis set, that is, the summations run over the same k and G in
both equations (4.19) and (4.20). Most available plane wave DFT codes, including
vasp, implement the above equations, which means that the calculation of the
stress tensor is done implicitly with a fixed basis set. Second, the contribution
of the internal degrees of freedom to both energy and stress can be explicitly
taken into account in both cases with the summation over τ . Third and last,
applying strain or, equivalently, changing the lattice vectors, will have the effect
of changing the basis set used in the calculation since the reciprocal lattice vectors
G vary with strain.5 It can be seen therefore that, using the finite difference
method to calculate the stress σi from Eq. (4.2) as the derivative of the energy
density given by Eq. (4.19), involves different basis sets for the different strain
values used in the finite difference calculations. It can be expected that this may
change the calculated stress value, and that it may differ from the direct output of
Eq. (4.20). In the remainder of this chapter we show that this is indeed the case,
unless convergence has been achieved with respect to the number of plane waves
and k points.

4.3 Effects of basis set incompleteness and k -point sampling
on results
As stated in Section 4.2.3, the stress tensor can in principle be numerically approximated as a finite difference for a series of calculations of Etot /V0 for different
sets of lattice vectors, i.e. as a function of strain. If an infinite accuracy was
available for such a calculation, it would yield results in perfect agreement with
the stress tensor calculated directly from Eq. (4.20), for sufficiently small steps.
5

Furthermore, an automatic k -point generation scheme will likely have the effect of also
changing the k points used for the Brillouin zone sampling.
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Unfortunately, the precision that can be obtained with vasp, or other plane wave
codes, for both total energy and stress tensor depends (among other things) on the
ability to achieve a particular degree of convergence with respect to the number of
plane waves and the number of k points used in the calculation. In this section we
present the results of our comparison between the energy-strain and stress-strain
methods for the calculation of the elastic constants of our test case material AlN,
and show how the convergence of the energy-strain affects the elastic constants
values. The study is carried out for AlN with both zinc-blende (ZB) and wurtzite
(WZ) crystal structures. In Section 4.3.1 we argue why AlN is a suitable material
system to perform these tests. The impact of the plane wave basis set used in
the calculations on the results is studied in Section 4.3.2. Section 4.3.3 deals with
the behaviour of the results as the number of k points included in the calculation
changes and as the cutoff energy is varied, where the cutoff energy determines the
maximum G values used in the calculation. In Section 4.3.4 we analyse the effect
that lowering the crystal symmetry has on the consistency of the elastic constants
derived along different strain branches, i.e. for the different ways in which the
crystal is deformed. Finally, for the sake of generality, we also show results for
selected further materials, namely C, Si, GaAs and GaN, in Section 4.3.5.
To ensure that we are working within the harmonic limit, we verify that all the
calculated energies (both free energies and stress energies) as a function of strain
lie on a parabola (or parabolic surface, for several independent strains). Likewise,
we also verify that all the calculated stresses as a function of strain lie on a straight
line (or in a plane). This is required by Equations (4.1), (4.2) and (4.4), which are
only valid in the context of harmonic elasticity, close enough to the equilibrium.

4.3.1 AlN as a test case material
The tests performed in this work include integration over very fine k meshes and
the use of basis sets with very high cutoff energies. With the many different
configurations studied, this translates into a very expensive computational cost.
Popular semiconductors in the III-V category often include Ga- or In-containing
compounds such as GaAs, InAs or GaN. Ga and In have shallow core (“semicore”)
d states that usually need to be explicitly included in accurate calculations, adding
significantly to the overall computational cost. In contrast, the reduced number of
shells present in the Al electronic configuration means that valence d orbitals can
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be omitted from the calculation. Therefore, calculations for AlN run faster than
for any other member of the III-V family, except perhaps for BN.
AlN is most stable in the WZ crystal structure, although attempts to grow it
in the metastable ZB structure have also been successful [151]. Therefore, this material can be safely modelled for both structures without raising any issues related
to phase instability. Given the crystal symmetries, Eq (4.1) can be simplified for
ZB and WZ compounds as [144]
EZB = V0

n1


C11 1 2 + 2 2 + 3 2 + C12 (1 2 + 1 3 + 2 3 )
2
o
1
+ C44 4 2 + 5 2 + 6 2 ,
2

(4.21)

and
EWZ = V0

 1
C11 1 2 + 2 2 + C33 3 2 + C12 1 2 + C13 (1 3 + 2 3 )
2
2
o
 1
1
2
2
2
+ C44 4 + 5 + C66 6 ,
2
2

n1

respectively, where C66 =

(4.22)

C11 −C12
.
2

We expect the results presented here for AlN to be also applicable, to different
extents, to other semiconductor compounds, and possibly any crystalline material
modelled via a plane wave formalism. Indeed, we have noted larger differences
in the elastic constants calculated from total energy and stress for GaN and InN
than for AlN. We provide selected calculations in Section 4.3.5 for C, Si, GaAs,
and GaN, to further support that our conclusions should be generally valid.
4.3.2 Effect of the plane wave basis set on the calculation
For a certain cutoff energy Ecut , only the plane waves that obey the condition
|G + k| < Gcut are included in the calculation, with
Ecut =

~2
Gcut 2 .
2m

(4.23)

Thus, the number of plane waves depends on which k point is being considered and
what the reciprocal lattice vectors look like. This means that in different calculations of Etot with different sets of lattice vectors, the basis set changes individually
for each k point used in the integration over the Brillouin zone. This would not
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Figure 4.2: (top) Energy as a function of lattice parameter (or hydrostatic strain) for
ZB AlN, with different cutoff energies for the plane wave basis set. k -mesh is 6 × 6 × 6 Γcentred. Results for PAW-LDA approximation; dashed lines are second order fit to data.
(bottom) Isotropic stress as a function of lattice parameter for the same configuration
as the total energy calculations above; dashed lines are linear fit to data.

be an issue if absolute convergence for the total energy could easily be achieved
with respect to the cutoff, which is certainly not the case. Absolute convergence
for Etot is achieved extremely slowly with increasing cutoff, as can be observed in
Fig. 4.2 (top) for ZB AlN. It should be noted that, within the PAW formalism,
600 eV is already considered to be a very high cutoff energy [72]. By contrast,
convergence of the stress tensor is achieved much faster with increasing cutoff, as
shown in Fig. 4.2 (bottom). In addition to this, the fact that each calculation is
performed with a different basis set implies that there is an uncertainty regarding
the value of the finite shift that occurs from one calculation to the next. This is
true even for the same cutoff energy, that is, for the different data points along
each of the curves in Fig. 4.2 (top). By contrast, there is no ambiguity regarding
the minimum for the equilibrium configuration when calculating the stresses (that
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Table 4.1: Elastic coefficient C11 + 2C12 , as a function of energy cutoff, obtained for
ZB AlN from hydrostatic deformation using two different approaches: total energy and
stress.

Cutoff (eV)
600
800
1000
1200
1400
1600
1800

Total energy Stress
C11 + 2C12 (GPa)
633.8
634.8
653.2
635.7
632.8
636.2
635.2
636.2
635.7
636.3
635.7
636.3
635.3
636.3

is, the minimum must always be at σ = 0 once convergence has been achieved with
respect to the basis set). This ensures that calculations of the stress tensor done
at different lattice vectors are consistent with each other, given that the basis set
is sufficiently near completeness.
From Eq. (4.21), it can be seen that fitting to the data in Fig. 4.2 (hydrostatic
strain, 1 = 2 = 3 ) allows to determine C11 + 2C12 . The values calculated are
shown in Table 4.1. The data in the table provides a first indication that stress
calculations are cheaper (they converge faster) and more robust (they vary less for
changing cutoff) than total energy calculations when deriving the elastic constants
of crystalline solids.
It must be remarked that Fig. 4.2 shows results for a structure for which an
optimization of the internal degrees of freedom is not necessary. Although for
ZB AlN under homogeneous shear deformation the internal degrees of freedom
need to be optimized, the crystal remains highly symmetric. Figure 4.3 shows
the case of 4 = 5 = 6 , which gives C44 , and where the internal strain needs
also to be determined (see Section 4.2.2). The off-diagonal components of the
stress tensor converge even faster than the diagonal ones did in the hydrostatic
strain case, because the small indeterminacy of the equilibrium lattice parameter
has a direct impact on σ1 , σ2 and σ3 but not on σ4 , σ5 and σ6 . The calculations
shown in Fig. 4.3 yield C44 = 188.7 ± 0.3 GPa for the total energy method and
C44 = 187.8 ± 0.0 GPa for the stress method.
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Figure 4.3: Same as Fig. 4.2 in the case of shear strain instead of hydrostatic strain.

4.3.3 Effect of the number of k points on the calculation
As we have seen in the previous sections, the integration in k space has to be
done following a discretisation of the Brillouin zone. Therefore, as the number
of k points included in the calculation increases, the quality of the numerical
approximation to the integral will improve accordingly. Figure 4.4 (a) shows the
convergence with the number of k points of the elastic properties of ZB AlN under
hydrostatic strain. We have fixed the cutoff energy to 1000 eV (a1) and 800 eV (a2).
It can be observed that, unlike in the previous section for the cutoff energy Ecut ,
both the total energy Etot and stress energy Eσ methods do converge to the same
value by increasing the number of k points. However, the cost of convergence in the
case of total energy is much higher than the cost of a stress calculation, although
increasing the cutoff energy enhances convergence in both cases. Indeed, for the
particular case of 800 eV (which is already regarded as a high cutoff energy [72]), a
calculation of C11 + 2C12 with total energy with a 24 × 24 × 24 k-mesh is of similar
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Figure 4.4: (left) Elastic coefficient C11 + 2C12 calculated for ZB AlN as a function of
the k-mesh used to sample the k space for total energy (open circles) and stress (open
triangles) methods, for cutoff energies of 1000 (a1) and 800 eV (b2). (right) Equilibrium
lattice parameter as obtained from total energy (open circles) and stress (open triangles)
methods, (b1) for a fixed energy cutoff of 800 eV as the number of k points increases
and (b2) asymptotic behaviour for very large number of k points and for varying cutoff
energies. The k-grids are Γ-centred for all the calculations.

quality to a stress calculation of the same quantity with a 6 × 6 × 6 mesh, which is
almost converged to the correct value. For cubic semiconductors and insulators a
6 × 6 × 6 k -mesh would be a typical choice for accurate calculations [72]. This is a
clear indication that the stress method is, by far, the more appropriate approach
to calculating elastic properties of semiconductors in the context of DFT, in terms
of quality of the parameters and efficiency of the calculation. This conclusion
is further supported by the data in Section 4.3.5, obtained for other materials.
Hence, based on reliability and computational efficiency, we believe there is no
objective justification to derive elastic constants using a total energy calculation.
This is especially true in cases where the particularities of the problem limit the
convergence parameters (i.e., number of plane waves and k points) which are
affordable, for example when modelling large supercells or when employing hybrid
functional schemes (see Section 4.4) [3].
In contrast to what happens to elastic constants, the equilibrium lattice parameter obtained from a total energy calculation, as shown in Fig. 4.4 (b), is closer
to the value to which a series of calculations would converge as one increases both
energy cutoff and number of k points [Fig. 4.4 (b2)]. The lattice parameter ob86
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tained from a stress calculation converges faster with the number of k points than
total energy [cf. Fig. 4.4 (b1)], but to a (slightly) wrong value, unless the cutoff
energy is increased to very high values [cf. Fig. 4.4 (b2)].6 The difference is quite
small, and in any case always below 0.1% for a calculation of reasonable accuracy.
Therefore we recommend using the lattice parameter obtained from the stresses
when calculating elastic constants, for the sake of consistency.
There is, however, an important issue for the stress method related to the
optimization of the internal degrees of freedom of the unit cell used to represent
a crystal. For these, a minimization of the total energy still needs to be done in
order to obtain the correct arrangement of the atoms in the asymmetric unit for
fixed lattice vectors (cf. Section 4.2.2).
4.3.4 Effect of reduced crystal symmetry on the robustness of the total
energy and stress methods
We have considered in Sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 high symmetry cases, corresponding to both hydrostatic (1 = 2 = 3 ) and homogeneous shear (4 = 5 = 6 )
deformations. We will now test the robustness of total energy and stress methods
by reducing the symmetry of the crystal, for AlN in both ZB and WZ phases.
Three different strain branches will be considered:
(1) = [δ, δ, 0, 0, 0, 0] ,
(2) = [δ, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0] ,
(3) = [δ, −δ, 0, 0, 0, 0] .

(4.24)

Note that we have chosen (1) so it does not lower the symmetry of WZ crystals, (2)
reduces it, and (3) reduces it faster than (2) . For ZB crystals all strain branches
in Eq. (4.24) do reduce the symmetry of the lattice, with (3) causing the greatest
reduction. First, a standard two-atom ZB unit cell will be considered, followed
by a standard four-atom WZ unit cell. Finally, a special six-atom hexagonal ZB
unit cell oriented along the [111] direction will be checked for consistency with
the two-atom case. For a direct comparison, we plot throughout this section
6

The absolute error in the diagonal components of the stress tensor is referred to as “Pulay
stress”, and is due to basis set incompleteness [72]. Pulay stress always leads to an underestimation of the lattice parameter using the stress method. This underestimation is small for the
cutoff energies employed here.
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the strain energy, Etot and Eσ , calculated using the two methods. Here Eσ is
shifted so that its minimum lies at the same value as the minimum of Etot . The
equilibrium configuration, that is, the equilibrium lattice parameter(s), will be
taken as the ones for which σ = 0. This leads to the Etot energy curve having its
minimum slightly displaced from δ = 0. The reason for this is that the total energy
method predicts an equilibrium lattice parameter about 0.05% larger than the
stress method, as seen in Fig. 4.4 (b). However, this will not affect the curvature
of Etot since our calculations are well within the linear regime, which has been
specifically tested by ensuring that all the data points lie on a parabola.
A single elastic constant and some particular combinations of elastic constants
can in principle be computed from stresses with only two calculations and from
total energy with only three, which correspond to the number of points that can
unambiguously define a straight line and a parabola, respectively. To check that
calculations for different values of δ within the same branch are consistent with
each other, one needs to ensure that all of them lie on the same straight line
or parabola. Therefore, for each case, we use 11 different values of δ, centred
about equilibrium, spread evenly within the range ±0.5%. In general, it should be
ensured that the calculations are within the harmonic limit by including during
the fitting at least one more point than strictly necessary.
Schematics of the real-space representation of the different unit cells used in
this section, and the form of the internal strain for each of them, were given in
detail in Section 4.2.2.

Two-atom zinc-blende unit cell
The calculations for the standard two-atom ZB unit cell lead to the results shown
in Fig. 4.5. The elastic coefficient extracted from the strain branch (1) is C11 +C12
[cf. Eqs. (4.2) and (4.21)], giving values of 468.7 GPa and 471.4 GPa for Eσ and
Etot , respectively. From (2) , C11 can be extracted, with values of 301.3 GPa and
302.7 GPa for the stress and total energy methods, respectively. Finally, from (3) ,
C11 − C12 can be extracted, with resulting values of 134.0 GPa and 135.5 GPa.
The relative differences between the two methods for the three branches are 0.6%,
0.5% and 1.1%, respectively. These results are summarized in Table 4.2. Thus,
for high symmetry crystals with small unit cells like ZB, both methods can give
similar values for the elastic constants, although the stress method yields results
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Two-atom ZB AlN unit cell
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Figure 4.5: Etot (circles) and Eσ (triangles) curves as a function of δ for all three strain
branches (1) , (2) and (3) . Results for a two-atom ZB AlN unit cell, obtained with a
6 × 6 × 6 Γ-centred k -mesh and cutoff energy of 800 eV. Curves are quadratic fit to the
data. See text for further detail on the value of the coefficients.

that are more consistent for different strain branches. It must be noted that there
were no internal parameters involved in these calculations, since internal strain in
ZB is only present when (also) shear strain is applied [see Section 4.2.2].
Four-atom wurtzite unit cell
The case of WZ is extremely interesting given that the symmetry of the crystal
is explicitly reduced with respect to the ZB case, including that there are two
independent lattice parameters (a, c). The symmetry is further reduced implicitly
due to the internal degrees of freedom. In contrast to the one independent internal
strain parameter for ZB [146], there are five independent internal strain parameters in the WZ lattice (cf. Section 4.2.2) [3,4]. Constraining the internal degrees of
freedom to what one would expect from the restricted crystal symmetry, improves
the consistency of the optimized atomic positions for a strained WZ structure and
the values of the internal strain parameters calculated for different strain branches.
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Table 4.2: Elastic coefficients for ZB AlN extracted using two different approaches:
total energy and stress from the three different strain branches considered in Fig. 4.5
and defined in Eq. (4.24).

Strain branch & coefficient (GPa)
(1)
C11 + C12
(2)
C11
(3)

C11 − C12

Energy
471.4
302.7
135.5

Stress
468.7
301.3
134.0

Diff.
0.6%
0.5%
1.1%

0
C11

303.5

301.4

0.7%

0
− (3) ] C12
00
 − (2)
C12
000
(2) − (3)
C12

168.0
168.7
167.2

167.4
167.4
167.3

0.4%
0.8%
0.1%

1 (1)
[
2
1 (1)
[
2
(1)

+ (3) ]

Table 4.3: Elastic coefficients for the WZ AlN cell from the total energy and stress
methods.
Strain branch
(GPa)
(1)
(2)
(3)

& coefficient

1 (1)
+ (3) ]
2 [
1 (1)
− (3) ]
2 [
(1) − (2)

0
C11

397.8

400.3

0.6%

395.9

398.5

0.7%

0
C12
00
C12
000
C12

143.7
145.4
141.9

143.4
143.4
143.4

0.2%
1.4%
1.1%

145.5
147.4
143.6

145.3
145.4
145.2

0.1%
1.4%
1.1%

(2) − (3)

C11 + C12
C11
C11 − C12

With internal constraints
Energy Stress
Diff.
541.4
543.7
0.4%
396.0
400.3
1.1%
254.1
256.9
1.1%

No internal constraints
Energy Stress Diff.
541.4
543.8 0.4%
394.0
398.4 1.1%
250.4
253.2 1.1%

For comparison, we present in Fig. 4.6 results both constraining the internal degrees of freedom to what is allowed by the WZ crystal symmetry and allowing a
free relaxation of all the atomic coordinates. These two sets of calculations should
in principle give the same results. All the elastic coefficients that can be extracted
from the calculations and how they compare to each other are summarized in Table 4.3. The numbers are similar although there are sizable discrepancies when
constraining certain degrees of freedom, which gives an account of the impact of
the internal strain on the macroscopic elastic constants. Also, it is important to
note how the elastic constants derived with the stress method in different branches
are much more consistent with each other than the ones obtained using the total
energy method.
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Figure 4.6: Etot (circles) and Eσ (triangles) curves as a function of δ for all three strain
branches (1) , (2) and (3) . Results for a four-atom WZ AlN unit cell, obtained with a
6 × 6 × 4 Γ-centred k -mesh and cutoff energy of 800 eV. Curves are quadratic fit to the
data. See text for further detail on the value of the coefficients.

Six-atom [111]-oriented zinc-blende unit cell
As seen in Section 4.2.2, it is possible to construct a “WZ-like” ZB unit cell consisting of a hexagonal cell with the c-axis, or [0001] direction of the lattice, oriented
along the [111] direction of the original ZB primitive cell. The unit cell in this case
contains six atoms. Using this unnecessarily large unit cell allows to check the behaviour of the elastic properties of a ZB material once the symmetry of the lattice
is artificially lowered with respect to the original case. Also, the number of internal
degrees of freedom is increased. In this way, any behaviour inconsistent with the
two-atom primitive cell will be exposed. This will uncover potential drawbacks to
the plane wave formalism related to symmetry and unit cell size, since the results
for converged calculations should agree perfectly, regardless of the size of the unit
cell. Therefore, any differences arising from calculations of similar accuracy would
indicate that convergence is “unit cell dependent”.
The transformation of the strain tensor is done via a unitary transformation
with the appropriate rotation matrix. More information can be found in our
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work on [111]-oriented ZB heterostructures [6]. The rotated strain transformation
matrices for hydrostatic deformation and for homogeneous shear deformation along
[111]
[111]
the [111] direction, T̂hydrostatic and T̂shear , take a very simple form:



1 + h
0
0


[001]
T̂hydrostatic =  0
1 + h
0 
0
0
1 + h


1 + h
0
0


[111]
→
T̂hydrostatic =  0
1 + h
0 
0
0
1 + h



0
1 − 2s
1 2s 2s

 s
[111]
[001]
s 
→
T̂shear =  0
T̂shear =  2 1 2 
1−
s
s
0
0
1
2
2

s
2


0

0  (4.25)
1 + s

whereas for the strain branches (1) , (2) and (3) , defined in Eq. (4.24), a more
complicated matrix is obtained:



1 + 1
0
0


[001]
T̂12 =  0
1 + 2 0 
0
0
1

−
√1
1 + 21
2
3

[111]
−
1 +42
√1
→
T̂12 = 
1
+
6
 2 3
22√
−1
3 2

1
√
6

1

1
√
6
22√
−1
3 2
2
+ 1 +
3






(4.26)

which we have obtained using the unitary transformation Û given in Eq. (4.13).
The matrices in Eqs. (4.25) and (4.26) are given in terms of the original [001]
strain components. For consistency, the rotation of the lattice vectors as well as
the atomic positions from the [001] convention to the [111] also have to be made
employing Û . For a fair comparison with the two-atom ZB unit cell, we have
chosen a Γ-centred 6 × 6 × 2 k-mesh, which maintains the same density of k points
in the Brillouin zone as we used in the previous test. The results of the tests for
hydrostatic and shear deformation calculations for this six-atom ZB cell are shown
in Fig. 4.7. The pure shear and hydrostatic cases serve as a test for the validity
of the comparison, since in these high symmetry cases one should obtain the same
results as for the two atom case. In the case of shear deformation (4 = 5 = 6 ),
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Six-atom [111]-oriented ZB AlN unit cell
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Figure 4.7: Etot (circles) and Eσ (triangles) curves as a function of strain for the hydrostatic and shear cases. Results for a six-atom [111]-oriented ZB AlN unit cell, obtained
with a 6 × 6 × 2 Γ-centred k -mesh and cutoff energy of 800 eV. Curves are quadratic fits
to the data. See text for further detail on the value of the coefficients.

the elastic constant C44 derived is 189.1 GPa from total energy and 188.8 GPa from
stress. These values are in good agreement with the values obtained for the twoatom primitive cell, which were 188.7 GPa and 187.8 GPa, respectively. From the
hydrostatic strain calculation (1 = 2 = 3 ), C11 + 2C12 can be extracted. Values
of 638.2 GPa and of 635.0 GPa are obtained respectively from the total energy and
the stress calculations. These values are again in good agreement with the values
obtained for the two-atom case (Table 4.2). Within the numerical accuracy of the
calculations, whether a relaxation of the internal degrees of freedom is allowed or
not, does not have any effect on the calculated value of C11 + 2C12 . It has therefore
been shown that both the primitive and enlarged ZB cells are well suited for the
derivation of elastic properties, yielding similar results for these high symmetry
cases, with less than a half percent difference in the worst case.
Figure 4.8 shows the results for the strain branches (1) , (2) and (3) , where the
strain is defined in terms of the unrotated [001]-oriented ZB crystal. The derived
values of the elastic coefficients are shown in Table 4.4, which are independent of
whether a relaxation of the internal degrees of freedom was allowed or not. Three
main observations can be made. First, the elastic constants derived for different
strain branches are more consistent with each other when obtained using the stress
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Six-atom [111]-oriented ZB AlN unit cell
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Figure 4.8: Etot (circles) and Eσ (triangles) curves as a function of strain for the strain
branches (1) , (2) and (3) . Results for a six-atom [111]-oriented ZB AlN unit cell,
obtained with a 6 × 6 × 2 Γ-centred k -mesh and cutoff energy of 800 eV. Curves are
quadratic fit to the data. See text for further detail on the value of the coefficients.

method than with the total energy method. This does not come across directly
from the data shown in Table 4.4, only because the choice of a 6 × 6 × 2 k-point
mesh happens to be a rather fortunate one, giving an uncertainty in the value of
C12 of 0.2 GPa for total energy and 0.4 GPa from the stress method. Surprisingly,
testing with denser meshes we obtained higher uncertainties for the total energy
method of 1.4 GPa (6 × 6 × 4), 1.6 GPa (8 × 8 × 4) and 0.7 GPa (8 × 8 × 6), while
the uncertainty of the stress method remained constant. This highlights again
the dependence of the total energy results on the choice of k-mesh, as previously
shown in Fig. 4.4. Second, whether the internal degrees of freedom are allowed to
relax or not does not have any significant impact on the result of the calculations
for this particular case. This reflects the symmetry of the forces in the ZB lattice
under axial deformation (i.e. no internal strain), and cannot be generalized to
other problems where internal strain is present (see Section 4.2.2). Third and
last, changing the representation of the crystal does not seem to have a sizable
impact on the elastic constants for calculations of similar accuracy, at least when
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Table 4.4: Elastic coefficients that can be extracted from the three different strain
branches, obtained for the six-atom ZB AlN cell using the two different approaches:
total energy and stress.

Strain branch & coefficient (GPa)
(1)
C11 + C12
(2)
C11
(3)
C11 − C12

Energy
471.2
303.5
135.6

Stress
467.7
301.0
133.9

Diff.
0.7%
0.8%
1.3%

0
C11

303.4

300.8

0.9%

0
− (3) ] C12
00
 − (2)
C12
000
(2) − (3)
C12

167.8
167.7
167.9

166.9
166.7
167.1

0.5%
0.6%
0.5%

1 (1)
[
2
1 (1)
[
2
(1)

+ (3) ]

there is no internal strain contribution to them, or when there is a preferential
direction for the optimization of the internal degrees of freedom. This is the case
for homogeneous shear deformation in ZB and strain branch (1) in WZ. It should
be noted that the differences between methods are largest for the strain branch
which causes the largest symmetry reduction, (3) , in the two ZB and the WZ cells
used.
Yu et al. [152] have recently presented a method, based on the calculation of
stresses, to efficiently obtain all the independent elastic constants of a material,
with as few calculations as possible. They have derived a series of “universal linearindependent coupling strains” (ULICS) for this purpose. Their approach involves
the use of highly asymmetric strain tensors, corresponding to the different ULICS.
They differ from our strain branches in that they involve an arbitrary reduction
of the crystal symmetry, which we have shown to affect the results. Therefore,
this should be taken into account when employing Yu’s method for a very precise
calculation of elastic constants. We also note that by reducing the symmetry of
the Brillouin zone the number of equivalent k points is decreased and more of
them need therefore to be explicitly included in the calculation, adding to the
computational cost. We have carried out calculations for a two-atom ZB AlN unit
cell for all the six different ULICS given in [152]. For a cutoff energy of 800 eV
and a 6 × 6 × 6 Γ-centred k -mesh, we obtain C11 in the range 295.5–306.0 GPa,
C12 in the range 159.7–170.1 GPa, and C44 in the range 184.2–189.0 GPa. These
uncertainty margins, in line with the 1–2% reported in [152], are relatively large
compared to those for the results we present in this section for the two-atom ZB
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unit cell. That data shows an almost negligible difference of about 0.1 GPa for
C11 and C12 calculated from stresses in different branches. Increasing the number
of k points and/or cutoff energy did not lead to any significant improvement in
the agreement between the elastic constants obtained for different ULICS. The
accuracy of Yu’s approach can be improved by employing two calculations for
each ULICS: a regular one, and an additional calculation where all the strain
components change sign. Interpolating the stresses for these two calculations we
managed to reduce the disagreement between elastic constants calculated with
different ULICS to 0.2 GPa.
4.3.5 Additional results for selected materials
To test how the convergence properties of elastic constants apply to materials other
than AlN, we have repeated the hydrostatic strain calculation (1 = 2 = 3 ) for
several common materials, mostly semiconductors. These are C (insulator) and Si,
with diamond structure, and GaAs and GaN, with ZB structure. The test calculation is the same as carried out for AlN, whose results were shown in Fig. 4.4 (a).
This calculation allows to obtain C11 + 2C12 . It can be observed in Fig. 4.9 that
the results are consistent with our findings for AlN: the stress-strain calculation
converges much more rapidly than an energy-strain calculation with increasing
number of k points. Again, increasing the cutoff energy allows to increase the
convergence rate of the energy method. The optimum cutoff energy varies depending on the pseudopotentials used for the specific material. The default cutoff
energies in vasp, for the PAW-LDA pseudopotential library, are 400 eV for C,
246 eV for Si, 283 eV for Ga, 209 eV for As and 400 eV for N [72]. The recommended cutoff for a calculation involving the computation of the stress tensor is 1.3
times the default cutoff, in order to avoid issues related to Pulay stress [72]. The
cutoff energy used in the bottom panels of Fig. 4.9 for each material is roughly 1.5
times the highest cutoff of any of the elements present in the calculation, (except
for Si, where it is about 1.2 times), which rules out Pulay stress as the origin of the
difference between the two methods. These calculations confirm that the analysis
carried out here for AlN can also be applied to other semiconductors and insulators, and that the stress method should be generally preferred for the calculation
of the elastic constants of these materials.
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Figure 4.9: Same calculation as Fig. 4.4 (a), repeated for C and Si, both with the
diamond structure, and GaAs and GaN, with the ZB structure. Triangles indicate results
for the stress-strain method and circles indicate results for energy-strain method. Note
that the cutoff energies needed to improve convergence of the total energy method vary
for the different compounds and relate to the default cutoff for the specific PAW-LDA
pseudopotentials used for each compound (see text). The given value [C11 + 2C12 ](∞)
indicates the value to which the stress-strain calculation converges in each case as the
number of k points tends to infinity.
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Figure 4.10: (left) Undistorted and (right) distorted reciprocal lattices. For a fixed
cutoff energy, all the plane waves contained within the cutoff sphere are included in the
calculation. The basis set originally used for the undistorted lattice calculation is now
contained in an ellipsoid for the distorted lattice.

4.3.6 Correcting the total energy method: strain-adapted basis set
The effect of changing the basis set between two different calculations is a finite
shift in the total energy, as previously shown in Figs 4.2 and 4.3. If this basis set
change is carried out at the same time as a change of the lattice vectors, then that
finite shift due to basis set difference is superimposed on the strain energy. This
in turns leads to errors in the calculation of elastic constants with a total energy
method.
What happens when the lattice vectors are changed and the same cutoff energy
is kept is schematically shown with a two-dimensional analogy in Fig. 4.10. The
shaded areas indicate the plane waves (or reciprocal lattice translations) that are
used in the undistorted lattice calculation (inside the cutoff sphere) and their direct
correspondence in the distorted lattice (ellipsoid). Dark dots indicate the plane
waves that are included in the actual calculation in each case, when the cutoff
energy is kept constant.
For shape-conserving calculations, the cutoff sphere and the basis set change
isotropically. For distorted cells, the cutoff sphere becomes an ellipsoid and the
basis set changes differently in different directions. As a consequence, stress and
total energy methods show the biggest discrepancies for cell-distorting strains (e.g.
biaxial) and the smallest discrepancies for hydrostatic deformation.
The total energy results can in principle be corrected by using a (in general anisotropic) strain-dependent cutoff energy. For small strains, ±1% change
in lattice vectors corresponds to ∼ ∓2% change in cutoff energy, given the re98
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Figure 4.11: (left) Results for a fixed cutoff energy of 800 eV, previously given in
Fig. 4.4 (a2), and (right) with a strain-corrected cutoff around 800 eV, for the same
system (ZB AlN under hydrostatic deformation).

lation of Eq. (4.23). Implementing this correction leads to a remarkably improved agreement between total energy and stress methods, as shown in Fig. 4.11.
Unfortunately, this correction can only be easily implemented for hydrostatic strain
(i.e. only allows to calculate bulk modulus) because the basis set needs to change
isotropically. To avoid these issues, the stress method should be used for reliable,
consistent and computationally inexpensive calculation of elastic constants.

4.4 Elastic constants and structural parameters of group-III
nitrides using the HSE hybrid functional scheme
For a reliable modelling of nitride-based devices, an accurate knowledge of material
parameters such as lattice constants, elastic constants, piezoelectric coefficients,
etc. is of crucial importance [1]. Ideally, these calculations should rely on experimental data. However, the access to some of the properties of crystalline solids
is in many cases difficult. The experimental determination of elastic constants,
for instance, depends on the ability to independently apply different stresses to
a particular sample. Because of this, the obtained values of the elastic constants
related to deformations that distort the unit cell are commonly accompanied by
large uncertainties [153]. The measurements of internal parameters such as the
Kleinman parameter [145] in a zinc-blende lattice are not easily available to experiment. In the case of materials where high quality samples are difficult to achieve,
as is the case for zinc-blende nitrides [22], theoretical calculations are often a
safer route towards the determination of material parameters. Therefore, accurate
theoretical calculations are needed in order to bridge this gap and complement ex99
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perimentally determined parameters with those that are not easily accessible in the
laboratory. Density functional theory (DFT) within the Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof
(HSE) screened exchange hybrid functional scheme [62, 63] offers a high degree of
accuracy. The HSE approach has been successful in solving the band gap problem
for semiconductors, present when using standard Kohn-Sham approaches to calculating the exchange energy [64]. Paier et al. [65,66] also showed that HSE provides
improved lattice parameters and bulk moduli for a wide range of semiconductors.
Finally, HSE has been used by Yan et al. to predict other well known properties of
group-III nitrides, such as the crystal-field splitting, in excellent agreement with
experiment [113, 154]. This good agreement provides confidence in the quality of
other parameters that have not been experimentally determined or whose experimental values are given with a large degree of uncertainty due to the quality of
the samples or the complexity of the measurement procedure. We systematically
apply the HSE approach here, together with the methodology presented in the
previous sections, in order to calculate the structural and elastic properties of WZ
as well as ZB GaN, InN and AlN.
The present calculations have been performed within the HSE scheme [62, 63],
using the projector augmented-wave (PAW) method [68, 74], as implemented in
vasp [72,75]. For WZ materials we follow the recipe presented by Yan et al. [113]:
the screening parameter µ was fixed to 0.2 and the mixing parameter α to 0.25
(which correspond to the HSE06 functional), the cutoff energy for plane waves was
600 eV, the semicore d -electrons of In and Ga were treated as valence electrons
and a Γ-centred 6 × 6 × 4 k -point grid was used. In the case of ZB nitrides, a
similar scheme is used, with a Γ-centred 6 × 6 × 6 k -point grid, accounting for the
cubic symmetry of the crystal, but with the same settings otherwise. To check the
accuracy of the calculations, finer k -point grids and higher cutoff energies were
used in test calculations, for which we found no more than a 0.1% change in the
equilibrium lattice parameter values.
To obtain the elastic constants and internal strain parameters, strains of ±0.2 %
are applied and the results of the calculation fitted to Eqs. (4.2), (4.14) and (4.15).
The strain values have been tested and chosen to be small enough to be in the
linear regime implied by those expressions, while still large enough to minimize
the effects of any numerical error (noise) in the output of the calculation, which
is higher for smaller strains. In order to minimize the impact of the numerical
error and the finite k -sampling on the results, it is also crucial to constrain the
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internal degrees of freedom of the cells to the displacements allowed by the crystal
symmetry, as given by Eqs. (4.14) and (4.15). For example, a WZ material system
that undergoes shear strain xy , has fixed coordinates imposed for all the atoms
contained in the unit cell, in accordance with the corresponding transformation
r = (1 + ) r0 [cf. Eq. (4.11)], except for the first coordinate of atoms B, C and
D. Those particular components of the position vectors of B, C and D must be
allowed to move according to the value of the internal strain parameters ζ4 and ζ5 ,
as given by Eq. (4.15). An alternative way to calculate elastic constants is with a
“clamped ion” model (see Nielsen and Martin [138] and Section 4.2.2), where the
contribution of the internal strain to the macroscopic elastic constant is evaluated
separately. Our tests indicate that the clamped-ion method yields the same results
as the method presented here, in which an internal optimization is carried out for
the strained structure.
The results of our calculations are listed in Table 4.5, together with the available experimental data (in brackets). The lattice parameters of the WZ materials
are in line with the ones previously calculated by Yan et al. [113] except for InN,
for which our values are in better agreement with experiment. Looking at the
elastic constants, our results for GaN and AlN are in good agreement with the
experimental data reported by Polian et al. [153] and McNeil et al. [155], respectively. Both authors used the same methodology (Brillouin scattering) to obtain
their results. Our set of elastic constants for InN is also in good agreement with
the recent experimental results of Serrano et al. [156], although as in other theoretical works, we obtain C13 about 20% lower than C12 [143, 156]. As already
stated, the experimental determination of elastic constants related to strains that
distort the unit cell, such as C12 or C13 , is usually accompanied by large uncertainties [153, 156]. In the case of the internal strain parameters, ζ2 and ζ3 are
similar to the estimates that Camacho and Niquet [147] made from the ab initio
calculations of Wagner and Bechstedt [105]. There is no previous published data
for ζ1 , ζ4 and ζ5 . The importance of an accurate theoretical determination of the
internal strain parameters is two-fold. On the one hand, an experimental determination of the same is not possible with the technological capabilities currently
available. On the other hand, it provides a benchmark to test the accuracy of
empirical interatomic models, such as valence force field (VFF) models [146, 147],
used in atomistic simulations for the calculation of atomic positions.
In the case of the ZB nitrides, the lattice parameters are in good agreement with
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Table 4.5: Results of the HSE calculations for the WZ and ZB group-III nitrides.
Experimental values (when available) are in parenthesis. Lattice parameters taken
from Ref. [20] for WZ and ZB nitrides. Elastic constants of WZ GaN and AlN from
Refs. [153, 155], and WZ InN from Ref. [156]. Elastic constant C11 of ZB GaN from
Ref. [157].

GaN
a0 (Å)
c0 (Å)
u0
C11 (GPa)
C12 (GPa)
C13 (GPa)
C33 (GPa)
C44 (GPa)
ζ1
ζ2
ζ3
ζ4
ζ5

Wurtzite
InN

3.180
3.542
(3.189) (3.545)
5.172
5.711
(5.185) (5.703)
0.3772 0.3796
368.6
(390)
131.6
(145)
95.7
(106)
406.2
(398)
101.7
(105)

233.8
(225)
110.0
(109)
91.6
(108)
238.3
(265)
55.4
(55)

0.156
0.083
0.159
0.201
0.141

0.193
0.107
0.218
0.337
0.107

AlN

GaN

Zinc-blende
InN
AlN

3.103 a0 (Å)
(3.112)
4.970
(4.982)
0.3818

4.489
(4.50)

4.988
(4.98)

4.363
(4.38)

410.2 C11 (GPa)
(410.5)
142.4 C12 (GPa)
(148.5)
110.1
(98.9)
385.0
(388.5)
122.9 C44 (GPa)
(124.6)

288.6
(285)
154.1

183.2

308.9

119.2

166.5

166.0

91.5

196.0

0.58

0.76

0.545

0.138
0.086
0.191
0.199
0.143

ζ

experiment and the elastic constants are in accordance with previous theoretical
calculations, except for C44 , for which we obtain a value about 7% higher than
Wright [143]. The values of the Kleinman parameters are also in good agreement
with Wright’s calculations. Little experimental data exists for ZB nitrides given
the complexity of the growth process and the quality of the crystal samples. The
only experimentally determined elastic constant, C11 = 285 GPa for GaN, reported
by Moss et al. [157], is in good agreement with our value of 288.6 GPa.
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4.5 Accuracy of theoretical calculations in the context of
experimental results

We have so far extensively reviewed the methodology for the theoretical calculation
of elastic properties of solids in the context of plane-wave based DFT. We have
also presented strategies towards achieving converged results in an affordable way.
However, we have not dealt with the issue of whether these converged results are
more representative of the actual values compared with experiment, when taking
the measurement uncertainty into account.
One of the obvious advantages of theoretical calculations is the ability to study
ideal systems, whereas experiments are influenced by the quality of the material
sample under study, given by the possible existence of dislocations, stacking faults,
phase separation, built-in strain, etc. In the specific case of GaN, Polian et al.’s
work [153] is the most cited source of elastic constants. However, they report
errors as large as 19 % for C13 arising from the spread in experimental data used
during the fitting – that is, assuming there is no intrinsic error in the experiment.
Looking at coetaneous experimental results by Schwarz and collaborators [158] one
observes significant disagreement between their results and those of Polian, with
a difference of about 100 % between their values for C33 .
In this context, whether theoretical calculations can be trusted or not will
mostly rely on whether the theoretical predictions match the experimental results
when accurate experimental results are available. For the widely studied Si, the
value of C11 + 2C12 = 290.3 GPa that we report in Fig. 4.9 agrees within approximately 1 % with the commonly accepted value [159]. Therefore, the fact that
DFT results for the elastic constants can offer good agreement with the values for
well established materials strengthens its validity to calculate these properties for
less well studied compounds. This is also the case for quantities that are impractical to measure in the laboratory, such as internal strain parameters, for which
relying on the theoretical results is a matter of necessity. Moreover, as we have
discussed in the previous section and supported by Paier’s results for a wide range
of materials [65,66], the use of more accurate functionals, such as the HSE hybrid,
leads to additional accuracy towards the goal of highly realistic theoretical elastic
constants.
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4.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented a complete methodology for the calculation
of elastic and structural properties of tetrahedrally bonded semiconductors, including the effects of internal strain. We then have used ZB and WZ AlN to
undertake a detailed comparison of the two methods commonly used to calculate
elastic constants in the context of plane wave-based density functional theory. In
particular, we have shown that calculating elastic constants using the stress tensor
as given from the Hellmann-Feynman theorem is more robust than a total energy
calculation in terms of the computational cost required to achieve convergence
and in terms of the consistency of elastic constants obtained using different strain
branches for the same material. The stress method converges considerably faster
than the total energy method with respect to the cutoff energy and number of k
points used, although both methods converge, as expected, to the same values. We
have also shown how to correct the total energy results via a strain-dependent cutoff energy, allowing to achieve convergence similar to the stress method. However,
the latter correction can only be easily carried out in the case of hydrostatic deformation, given the manner in which basis set selection is commonly implemented
in modern DFT packages. We recommend therefore use of the stress method in
any calculations for which cutoff energies and number of k points have to be kept
down to modest values due to the computational costs involved. This is the case
for large supercells (e.g. modelling of alloys) and hybrid functional schemes [3].
We have also found that in the three cases studied here, two- and six-atom
ZB unit cells and the standard four-atom WZ unit cell, discrepancies between
stress and total energy methods increase as the crystal symmetry is lowered: in
all three cases differences are largest for the strain branch (3) ≡ [δ, −δ, 0, 0, 0, 0].
It is generally found as well that elastic constants calculated for different strain
branches are more consistent when obtained from stress than from total energy. For
the systems studied, we found that whether a hexagonal or cubic representation of
the ZB crystal is used does not seem to have a significant impact on the consistency
and robustness of either method.
Finally, we have obtained a complete and consistent set of structural and elastic
parameters for the group-III nitrides in both WZ and ZB phases. Our results were
obtained within the highly accurate HSE hybrid functional scheme and are in good
agreement with available experimental and theoretical data. Also, the ζ1 , ζ4 and
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ζ5 internal strain parameters have been reported for the three WZ compounds
studied, which were not previously available in the literature.
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Theory of local electric polarization and its relation to internal strain in group-III nitrides
Abstract
We present a theory of local electric polarization in crystalline solids and
apply it to study the case of wurtzite group-III nitrides. We show that
a local value of the electric polarization, evaluated at the atomic sites,
can be cast in terms of a summation over nearest-neighbour distances and
Born effective charges. Within this model, the local polarization shows a
direct relation to internal strain and can be expressed in terms of internal
strain parameters. The predictions of the present theory show excellent
agreement with a formal Berry phase calculation for random distortions
of a test-case CuPt-like InGaN alloy and InGaN supercells with randomly
placed cations. While the present level of theory is appropriate for highly
ionic compounds, such as III-N materials, we show that a more complex
model is needed for less ionic materials, such as GaAs, in which the strain
dependence of Born effective charges has to be taken into account. We
provide ab initio parameters for GaN, InN and AlN, including hybrid
functional values for the piezoelectric coefficients and the spontaneous polarization. In order to calculate the local polarization potential, we also
present a point dipole method. This method overcomes several limitations related to discretization and resolution which arise when obtaining
the local potential by solving Poisson’s equation on an atomic grid.

5.1 Introduction
The effect of polarization discontinuities in strained semiconductor nanostructures
has been treated both theoretically and experimentally. Because of the difficulty
to obtain direct access to piezoelectric fields in strained crystals, the theoretical
approach has been preferred during recent times and an extensive collection of
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studies on piezoelectric properties of bulk materials or nanostructures exists in the
literature [5, 58, 89, 160]. Of particular interest are systems such as GaAs-based
quantum dots (QDs), whose electronic properties are affected by the symmetry
of strain and piezoelectric fields [6, 161]. This effect is even more important in
GaN-based heterostructures, where the large piezoelectric response together with
the intrinsic spontaneous polarization give rise to built-in electrostatic fields far
exceeding those encountered for the other III-V [1,89,91,94,100,124,125]. Although
these effects have been studied over the last two decades, only recently has come
to attention the possible role that the local polarization potential might have on
them [5].

Many theoretical studies that include a treatment of polarization fields operate
at a continuum level (even if the strain itself is obtained from an atomistic calculation), and the polarization is assumed to have a smooth behaviour with local
strain and composition, even in the case of alloys. We have previously shown for
InGaN alloys that a local value of polarization can be obtained, observing large
fluctuations in its value at a microscopic scale [5]. In this chapter we lay our theory
of local polarization on more solid ground, giving general equations and providing
a direct link with internal strain.

Furthermore, when trying to calculate the local polarization potential by solving Poisson’s equation ∇ · (ε∇φ) = ∇ · P in the same atomic grid where the
polarization is given, one encounters two main difficulties. One is given by the discretization of the medium, which is irregular given the arrangement of the atoms in
the strained crystal. The second, and most important, is a problem of resolution:
because Poisson’s equation needs to be solved in a finite difference or polynomial
interpolation schemes, and its solution involves the calculation of several derivatives (see, for instance, Bester and Zunger [162]), approximate interpolations have
to be made and the effects of abrupt local discontinuities are lost in the process. In
order to compute the local polarization potential and overcome these limitations,
we have previously used a point dipole model [5]. Here we give the details of our
model and extend it, as well as assess its limitations and degree of validity for
calculations involving a position-dependent value of the polarization.
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5.2 Theory of local electric polarization
Piezoelectricity is the emergence of a net macroscopic polarization as a result
of strain induced by stress applied to a material sample. Historically, this phenomenon has been defined and treated at the macroscopic level. However, the
advent in recent times of an array of piezoelectric devices that operate at the
nanoscale raises the question of how microscopic changes in strain affect piezoelectricity. Additionally, one needs to answer the question of what role the local
lattice distortions present in an alloy play in the wider picture of piezoelectricity.
The piezoelectric response of a material to strain is modelled, in the linear
regime,1 via the piezoelectric tensor eij :
Pipz

=

6
X

eij j ,

(5.1)

j=1

where Pipz are the components of the piezoelectric polarization vector and j are
the strains, given in Voigt notation.2 The symmetry of the crystal determines
the non-zero elements of eij . We shall see further on that, even for a bulk binary
compound, one can define a local piezoelectric tensor e∗ij whose average over the
unit cell reduces to eij , but that has in general more non-zero elements than eij .
The total polarization vector is given by
Pi = Pipz + Pisp ,

(5.2)

where Pisp are the components of the spontaneous polarization vector, that will be
present only if the crystal symmetry allows, as previously discussed.
As we have seen in Chapter 2, a rigorous frame for the computation of polarization in periodic solids was not available until as recently as the 1990s. The
main developments were presented in the seminal papers by Vanderbilt and KingSmith [78,79], building up on an idea originally suggested by Resta [80], where the
foundations of the Berry-phase theory of polarization, or modern theory of polarization [81], where laid. As we have discussed in Section 2.3, this theory allows a
calculation of the dipole moment of the unit cell of a periodic insulating system,
1

One can also define a second-order piezoelectric tensor to characterize piezoelectricity further
away from equilibrium. See Grimmer [42].
2
Note that in Voigt notation, 1 = xx , 2 = yy , 3 = zz , 4 = 2yz , 5 = 2xz and 6 = 2xy .
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PGaN
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PInN > 0

PGaN+InN
<
PInN

PGaN < 0
[0001]

[101̄0]

Figure 5.1: Periodic supercell consisting of alternating strained layers of GaN and InN.
On the left, the polarization is given by the strain state of each layer. On the right, the
polarization is given as the result of a Berry-phase calculation for the whole supercell,
which gives a value between those of the individual layers. It is understood that P in
each case is the component of the polarization vector along the [0001] axis.

which is well defined modulo eR (where e is the elementary charge and R is a
lattice vector). The latter ambiguity can be removed in different ways, such that
a meaningful value for the polarization can be obtained [78, 79, 82]. However, the
obtainment of a position-dependent polarization vector, that varies within the unit
cell in which the Berry phase is computed, is beyond the reach of this technique.
Nevertheless, for systems where composition and/or strain change abruptly within
the unit cell (e.g. random alloy InGaN QWs), the question of whether a local value
of the polarization vector can be calculated becomes pertinent.
Consider, for instance, a superlattice made up of two different materials arranged in a periodic layered structure. For relevance to the materials under consideration in this chapter, in Fig. 5.1 we have constructed such a system with
layers of strained GaN and InN, with the periodic unit cell being the supercell of
the figure. If we choose the lattice parameter of the superlattice as the average
between the values for GaN and InN, then the GaN layer would undergo tensile
strain whereas the InN layer would be subjected to compressive strain. In such a
case, it would seem reasonable to calculate the polarization in each of the layers
separately as that due to the response of each of the corresponding materials, given
their particular strain state. This is indicated by the sign of the polarization in
each layer. However, in the context of the Berry-phase technique, only the average
polarization of the periodic unit cell as a whole can be calculated formally. In
such a calculation, the notion of a polarization discontinuity across the interface
between the GaN and the InN layers is lost completely. Therefore any effect owing
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to such discontinuity, like interfacial electric charge accumulation, of great importance in the case of nitride nanostructures [91], is lost. The problem in the case
exemplified by Fig. 5.1 is easy to circumvent, in the sense that there is an obvious way to treat the GaN and InN layers separately and obtain the polarization
for each layer. In a more general case, however, there must not necessarily be
an obvious or straightforward way to partition the system into subsets in which
the polarization can be easily calculated. Any knowledge of how the polarization
varies within the supercell must therefore rely on a heuristic assumption. We are
not troubled by depending on finding a phenomenological solution to the problem,
insofar it gives access to physical information which would not be accessible otherwise. It will be shown that a position-dependent polarization, defined down to the
unit volume of an ensemble of nearest-neighbours, yields results similar to a formal
Berry-phase calculation, when extrapolated to calculate the average polarization
of the supercell. We will take this as an indication that the local effects are indeed
being computed correctly.

5.2.1 Formal definition of the local polarization
As already discussed, the total macroscopic polarization has two components:
spontaneous and piezoelectric. Since the spontaneous polarization is a reference
state, establishing a local value for it formally might prove rather non trivial: one
would need to devise an adiabatic transformation which keeps the system insulating from the equivalent centrosymmetric to the polar crystal structure (Section 2.3)
that allows to evaluate the difference in polarization locally (at each atomic site).
Therefore, to avoid this complexity, in this first work we assume the spontaneous
polarization for a given binary compound to be position-independent and direct
our attention towards the piezoelectric polarization instead.
Our aim is a reformulation of Eq. (5.1) that allows an evaluation of the local
and macroscopic contributions to the polarization separately. For the sake of
clarity and conciseness, we constrain ourselves to changes in Pipz that are linear in
the strains. Future work will extend our description to second-order piezoelectric
polarization. As we will see later on, the linear approximation breaks down quickly
for some III-Vs but is reasonably good up to moderate strain for the highly ionic
III-nitrides. In analogy to elasticity [4], we can generalize Eq. (5.1) for arbitrary
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internal strains as follows:
Pipz

=

6
X

eij j +

NX
atoms
α=1

j=1

3
X

∂Pipz  α
tk − tαk,0 () ,
α
∂t
k=1 | {zk }

(5.3)

α /V
eZik

where Natoms is the number of atoms in the sample, tαk is the k th component of the
internal strain vector for atom α, e is the elementary charge, V is the volume of the
α
is the ik component of the Born effective charge tensor for atom
sample, and Zik
α. tαk,0 () are the internal strains that minimize the total energy of the crystal for
any given strain state  [4]. Although Eq. (5.3) is general, because we are working
in the linear approximation we will assume that the off-diagonal components of
the Born effective charges are zero. Equation (5.3) therefore reduces to
Pipz =

6
X

eij j +

NX
atoms
α=1

j=1


eZiα  α
ti − tαi,0 () ,
V

(5.4)

where we have employed an implicit notation Ziα ≡ Ziiα . Again, in the linear limit,
the tαi,0 are linear in  and we can write
Pipz =

6
X

eij −

NX
atoms
α=1

j=1

|

eZiα ∂tαi,0
V ∂j

{z

!
j +

NX
atoms
α=1

eZiα α
t ,
V i

(5.5)

}

(0)

eij
(0)

where eij is the piezoelectric coefficient obtained from a “clamped-ion” calculation [82], in which the ionic coordinates are not allowed to relax. Note that in
(0)
Eq. (5.5), the first term eij is macroscopic, that is, defined for the unit cell as a
whole, while the second one is evaluated locally.

Consider now that V0 is the volume comprising an atomic site and all of its
nearest neighbours (in the context of the four-fold coordinated ZB and WZ lattices
this would correspond to each of the tetrahedra that make up the crystal). We label
0
the central atomic site 0 and each of its nearest neighbours by α = 1, 2, 3, . . . , Ncoor
.
Then, the relevant quantity in Eq. (5.5) to be evaluated locally (at the atomic site
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0) is



α
X
Zi α 
e  00
pz
Zi ti +
Pi,local
(0) ≡
ti ,
α
V0
Ncoor
α=1
0
Ncoor

(5.6)

α
where Ncoor
is the number of nearest neighbours of atom α. By dividing the
contribution of each of the nearest neighbours Ziα by their own number of nearest
α
we ensure no double counting when extending the evaluation of
neighbours Ncoor
Eq. (5.6) to the whole crystal.

The internal strains can be obtained relatively straightforwardly for binary
compounds [3,4]. However, for an irregular material, such as an alloy, establishing
a reference lattice structure with respect to which the internal strains could be
calculated would carry a high degree of arbitrariness. Furthermore, an exact evaluation of Eq. (5.6) would rely on knowing the value of Ziα for all the atoms present
in the crystal. For an irregular material, Ziα would differ, in general, for each atom,
even (by a small amount) for atoms of the same species. Therefore, our choice is to
deduce an approximation to Eq. (5.6) valid for a representative reference system
(such as a binary), and use that approximation to estimate the local polarization
in irregular systems. We propose the following spherical approximation for the
local environment of the central atom (atomic site 0):
0
Ncoor

0

Ncoor
X Zα
Zi0 X
i
α
tαi .
ti ≈ − 0
α
N
N
coor
coor α=1
α=1

(5.7)

The approximation given by Eq. (5.7) would be exact if all the nearest neighbours
0
(α = 1, 2, 3, . . . , Ncoor
) of atom 0 were piezoelectrically equivalent, that is, if all of
them have the same Born effective charges. This is the case for binary ZB and
WZ compounds. Further on, we will deal with how different approximations work
out for alloys.
0
We can characterize the bonds between atom 0 and atoms α = 1, 2, 3, . . . , Ncoor
by a vector `α as indicated in Fig. 5.2. If `α0 is the bond vector of the unstrained
case, we can write `α in terms of the macroscopic and internal strains:

`αi

=

3
X

(δij + ij ) `αj,0 + tαi − t0i ,

j=1
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Figure 5.2: First nearest-neighbour environment in a tetrahedrally bonded crystal. The
vector pointing from atom 0 (the central atom) towards atom α is denoted `α .

where ij are the components of the strain tensor in Cartesian notation and δij
is the Kronecker delta function. With the approximation of Eq. (5.7) and the
definition given by Eq. (5.8) we rewrite Eq. (5.5) as

Pipz =

6
X

(0)
eij j

j=1

e Zi0
−
0
V0 Ncoor



0
0

NX
Ncoor
3
X
 coor α X

α 

−
(δ
+

)
`
`
ij
ij
j,0  ,
i

 α=1

α=1
j=1
| {z }
| {z }

µi

(5.9)

µj,0

where µ, defined as a summation over nearest-neighbour distances, is the bond
asymmetry parameter [5]. µ0 is the bond asymmetry parameter of the unstrained
system, that would be zero for binary ZB materials and would have a non-zero
component along the polar axis µ3,0 for WZ materials [5].
Finally, we write for the total polarization at atomic site 0:
6
X

e Zi0
(0)
Pi =
eij j + Pisp −
0
V0 Ncoor
j=1
| {z } |
macroscopic

µi −

3
X

!
(δij + ij ) µj,0 .

(5.10)

j=1

{z

local

}

Equation (5.10) is a central result of this chapter, which separates the contributions
to the polarization arising from macroscopic effects, given by the clamped-ion
(0)
piezoelectric coefficient eij , and local effects, dominated by internal strain.
5.2.2 Validity of the model
We have made a number of approximations in the previous section. Depending on
the nature of the compound at hand, each of them will have a different impact on
the results, and will limit the accuracy that can be achieved. These approximations
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are:
1. We have assumed that Psp is constant throughout the crystal for binaries.
However, we have defined it as a local quantity (this will prove helpful when
dealing with alloys).
2. For the piezoelectric part, we have truncated our description to first order
in both macroscopic and internal strain.
3. We have assumed that the off-diagonal terms of the Born effective charge
tensor are zero.
4. We have performed a spherical approximation for the Born effective charge of
the nearest neighbours of the atom where the local polarization is evaluated.
As discussed in Section 5.2.1, it is not trivial to establish wether approximation 1
is good or not. It is possible to separate the contributions to Psp into that arising
from the initial bond asymmetry parameter µ0 that we have defined previously
(which in WZ is related to the internal parameter u), and the purely electronic
contribution [5, 109, 163]. In this context, it is at least possible to assign a local
value for the initial bond asymmetry contribution, which in the case of WZ would
be equal in both cation and anion sites. It seems therefore that assuming the
electronic part to be also constant between different atomic sites for the binaries
might be reasonable.
Approximation 2 is indeed the main limitation to this model, but possibly the
most straightforward one to overcome. This theory can be extended to include
second-order piezoelectric effects at the expense of complicating the formulas. We
opt here to limit ourselves to a first-order description to emphasize the conceptual
implications of the theory. The linear limit should be valid for highly ionic compounds, such as group-III nitrides, as will be shown in the next section. For the
nitrides, although the second-order effects are large, the first-order terms dominate
up to strain values that are typically found in realistic alloys and heterostructures
(up to 5%) [1, 89, 112]. For the other III-Vs, however, second-order piezoelectric
coefficients are relatively much larger if compared with the linear ones. For instance, for the Al compounds AlP, AlAs and AlSb, Beya-Wakata et al. [58] found
that the first-order piezoelectricity can practically be neglected and second-order
effects dominate even for small strains. For the technologically important GaAs
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Figure 5.3: Born effective charges of the corresponding cation for ZB AlN, AlAs and
GaAs, as a function of (a) hydrostatic and (b–c) biaxial strain. “Parallel biaxial strain”
means that the inequivalent strain axis coincides with the axis along which the Born
effective charge is calculated, that is 1 = 2 = b,k , 3 = −2b,k and Z ≡ Z3 . “Perpendicular biaxial strain” refers to the opposite situation: 2 = 3 = b,⊥ , 1 = −2b,⊥
and Z ≡ Z3 . Open symbols are the results of LDA-DFT calculations (see Section 5.2.3
for details) while solid lines are quadratic fits to the data. The missing points for GaAs
within this strain range cannot be calculated because the LDA predicts a conducting
state which is not compatible with the Berry phase formalism (see discussion for InN in
Section 5.2.3) [78, 79].

the situation is intermediate and the present level of theory should be accurate for
small strains below 1 or 2 %. This complication is also present when computing
the Born effective charges. As we show in Fig. 5.3 for the hydrostatic and biaxial strain dependence of Z (see figure caption and next section for details of the
calculation), the linear approximation for the Born effective charge gets worse as
one moves from the highly ionic AlN to the less ionic GaAs and AlAs. Note that
strain-dependent Born effective charges also have an impact on the clamped-ion
piezoelectric coefficient, as given by Eq. (5.5). Therefore, a more complete and
accurate treatment for general materials should eventually include the dependence
of the Zi with strain.
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Approximation 3 is generally good, since for binary compounds the off-diagonal
components of the Born effective charge are typically zero, and in any case the
ratio Zij /Zii (i 6= j) is usually small.
The validity of approximation 4 relies greatly on the specific crystalline structure and whether the nearest neighbours of the central atom where the polarization
is being calculated are equivalent (that is, have the same Born effective charge)
or not. For this reason, in the case of binary tetrahedrally bonded compounds,
where all the nearest neighbours for one given site are of the same atomic species,
this approximation should be good for small strains. As observed in Fig. 5.3 for
biaxial strain, lattice distortions that change the symmetry of the bonds have a
large impact on the Born effective charge for some compounds. Therefore, the
validity of Eq. (5.10) would be limited for low ionicity and the more general form,
Eq. (5.5), should be used. On the other hand, for ionic compounds such as nitrides,
Eq. (5.10) retains its validity and offers an accurate description of the local effects,
as will be shown in Section 5.2.3. In both cases (low and high ionicity in tetrahedrally bonded binaries) the approximation is exact for the linear piezoelectric
limit (see Section 5.2.3).
5.2.3 Testing the theory for group-III nitrides
As a first validation test and application of our theory, we have chosen group-III
nitrides. The large difference in bond lengths between the nitride binaries leads
to considerable local strains in these alloys, with measurable effects such as large
band gap bowings [21,136]. We have previously shown how these local strain fields
affect the electric polarization for InGaN alloys, retrieving the macroscopic limit
with the advantage of giving a description of the local effects at the same time [5].
We have now presented in Section 5.2 a refined and more general form of that
model. In the following, we will thoroughly apply this theory to test its validity
for the III-N.
Parameters involved in the calculation of the local polarization
The first step is to derive the necessary parameters for the WZ III-N binaries GaN,
AlN and InN: piezoelectric tensor eij , spontaneous polarization Pisp , Born effective
charges Zi , lattice parameters a0 and c0 , internal parameter u0 , and internal strain
parameters ζi . For our calculations we have used the plane wave implementation
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Table 5.1: Parameters involved in the calculation of polarization-related quantities for
WZ group-III nitrides, obtained from DFT calculations as explained throughout the
text. The HSE lattice parameters a0 , c0 , internal parameter u0 , and internal strain parameters ζi are taken from Ref. [3] (Chapter 4). The k grids are 6 × 6 × 4 Γ-centred for a
(0)
four-atom hexagonal cell in all cases except for the calculation of eij , eij , P sp and Zi for
InN. For those quantities we use an orthorhombic-equivalent 16-atom supercell and the
sampling in k space is 4 × 4 × 4, following the standard Monkhorst scheme implemented
in vasp, which does not include Γ in the integration (see text for details) [72]. Note
that in all cases, the positive sign for Zi implies a displacement of the cation sublattice:
sp
the corresponding Born effective charge of the anions is −|Zi |. PidWZ
is the spontaneous polarization of the ideal WZ lattice (lattice parameters and internal parameter
extrapolated from the ZB phase).

GaN
HSE
LDA
a0 (Å)
3.180
c0 (Å)
5.172
u0
0.3772
ζ1
0.156
ζ2
0.083
ζ3
0.159
ζ4
0.201
ζ5
0.141
2
e15 (C/m )
-0.32
2
e31 (C/m )
-0.44
e33 (C/m2 )
0.74
sp
2
P3 (C/m )
-0.040
sp
2
P3,idWZ (C/m ) -0.019
(0)

e15 (C/m2 )
(0)
e31 (C/m2 )
(0)
e33 (C/m2 )
Z1 (= Z2 )
Z3

0.43
0.40
-0.87
2.64
2.77

InN

AlN
LDA

HSE

LDA

HSE

3.154
5.141
0.3765
0.168
0.089
0.168
0.210
0.148
-0.36
-0.49
0.83
-0.029
-0.016

3.542
5.711
0.3796
0.193
0.107
0.218
0.337
0.107
-0.42
-0.58
1.07
-0.049
-0.019

3.507
5.668
0.3787
0.204
0.112
0.226
0.339
0.118
-0.47
-0.63
1.09
-0.041
-0.016

3.103
4.970
0.3818
0.138
0.086
0.191
0.199
0.143
-0.39
-0.63
1.46
-0.091
-0.031

3.092
4.947
0.3820
0.145
0.091
0.200
0.224
0.140
-0.43
-0.69
1.59
-0.096
-0.033

0.45
0.41
-0.87
2.58
2.72

0.39
0.37
-0.87
2.85
3.02

0.35
0.38
-0.95
2.83
3.00

0.28
0.26
-0.51
2.53
2.68

0.28
0.25
-0.47
2.52
2.67
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of density functional theory (DFT) available from the vasp package [72,75], within
the projector augmented-wave (PAW) method [68, 74]. We perform calculations
using both local density approximation (LDA) and the Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof
(HSE) screened-exchange hybrid functional [3, 62, 63]. For the LDA we use vasp’s
implementation of the Perdew-Zunger parametrization [53], while the settings for
the HSE functional correspond to HSE06, with mixing parameter α = 0.25 and
screening parameter µ = 0.2. In all calculations the cutoff energy for plane waves is
600 eV. All the quantities involving a calculation of the polarization have been obtained using Martijn Marsman’s implementation of the Berry phase technique [79]
available in vasp. We use HSE to obtain high quality parameters for the binaries
and LDA to perform test calculations for larger supercells and for statistical evaluation of the accuracy of the theory. In our experience, LDA-DFT gives a relatively
good description of elastic properties and internal strain, while at the same time
being computationally affordable. Also, LDA-DFT seems to give results in better
agreement with experiments than generalized-gradient approximations (GGAs) for
the calculated electric polarization, at least for the III-Vs [58]. The more computationally demanding HSE functional, on the other hand, reduces the band gap
problem existent in standard Kohn-Sham DFT [64], that potentially leads to a
conducting phase being incorrectly predicted for narrow gap semiconductors, such
as InN. HSE also provides lattice parameters and elastic properties in better agreement with experiment [3].
We have calculated all the relevant structural and polarization-related parameters, which are summarized in Table 5.1. In the context of the Berry phase
approach, a meaningful value for the polarization can only be calculated if the
system remains insulating [78, 79, 81]. As already discussed, in the case of the IIIN this is not a problem for the HSE functional, which predicts a positive gap [113].
In the LDA, AlN and GaN are predicted to have (underestimated) positive gaps.
However, our settings lead to the prediction of a band crossing at the Γ point
for InN, and therefore an incorrect metallic phase that renders the calculation of
a meaningful value of the polarization uncertain. Previous data have been given
for InN by Fiorentini and collaborators in a series of papers on the piezoelectric
properties and spontaneous polarization of group-III nitrides [57, 82, 109]. While
their LDA calculations obtain the correct insulating phase of InN,3 ours must rely
3

Private communication with V. Fiorentini and D. Vanderbilt.
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on a different approach: since the band crossing occurs only at the Γ point and immediate surroundings, we skip this area in the k-point integration by shifting the
k mesh away from Γ. The resulting values of the polarization-related quantities
in Table 5.1 for the LDA show almost perfect agreement with Fiorentini et al.’s
LDA data [57, 109], although InN remains technically a metal in our case. The
good agreement with the HSE calculation further supports that our LDA values
should be correct.

Local piezoelectric tensor
To obtain the relation between piezoelectric coefficients eij and internal strain
parameters ζi , one can apply Eq. (5.5) to the internal strain vectors for the WZ
geometry. We have previously obtained the relation between macroscopic and
internal strain for the WZ lattice and provided the definition of the WZ internal
strain parameters ζi in Ref. [3] (Chapter 4). The results can conveniently be
expressed in the following compact form:
2eZ1
(0)
ζ1 ,
e15 = e15 − √
3a0 2
4eZ3
(0)
e31 = e31 − √
ζ2 ,
3a0 2
4eZ3
(0)
e33 = e33 + √
ζ3 .
3a0 2

(5.11)

We have incorporated in Eq. (5.11) none of the assumptions leading to Eq. (5.10).
Therefore, Eq. (5.11) is an exact result for WZ in linear piezoelectricity. It is thus
surprising that ζ4 and ζ5 , although breaking the cell symmetries, do not appear in
the expressions for the eij . The reason for this will become clear when obtaining
i
, calculated from Eq. (5.10). Therefore, following the convention of
the eij as ∂P
∂j
Fig. 5.4, the local piezoelectric tensor, notated e∗ij , can be calculated at the atomic
sites A and C, corresponding to the two cations present in the unit cell, as the
derivative of Eq. (5.10) with respect to the strains:
e∗,X
ij

=

(0)
eij

eZ X
−√ i
3a0 2 c0

!
3
X
∂µX
∂
ik
i
−
µX
k,0 ,
∂j
∂
j
k=1
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Figure 5.4: Standard four-atom WZ unit cell. A and C are cations, B and D are anions.

where X indicates A or C. For WZ, the only non-zero µk,0 is µ3,0 = 4(u0 −3/8)c0 [5].
Expressing µ in terms of macroscopic strains, lattice parameters and internal strain
parameters, each of the non-zero components of e∗ij can be obtained:4
2eZ1
(0)
∗,C
ζ1 ,
e∗,A
15 = e15 = e15 − √
3a0 2
√
3eZ1
eZ1
∗,C
e∗,A
ζ4 + √
ζ5 ,
16 = −e16 =
2a0 c0
3a0 2
∗,C
∗,A
e∗,A
21 = −e21 = e16 ,
∗,C
∗,A
e∗,A
22 = −e22 = −e16 ,
4eZ3
(0)
∗,C
ζ2 ,
e∗,A
31 = e31 = e31 − √
3a0 2
4eZ3
(0)
∗,C
e∗,A
ζ3 .
33 = e33 = e33 + √
3a0 2

(5.13)

That is, the expressions for e15 , e31 and e33 are retrieved exactly, but additional
piezoelectric components appear, that change sign going from A to C. To elucidate
the effect of this on the symmetry of the piezoelectric tensor, we write e∗ij in matrix
form:


∗,A/C

eij

4


0
0
0
0 e15 ±e∗16


≡  ±e∗16 ∓e∗16 0 e15 0
0 .
e31
e31 e33 0
0
0

An example calculation for e∗,A
15 is given in Appendix A.1.
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∗,C
When averaging e∗,A
ij and eij one retrieves the WZ macroscopic limit:




0
0
0
0
e
0
15

1  ∗,A


≡ 0
eij + e∗,C
0
0 e15 0 0  .
ij
2
e31 e31 e33 0
0 0

(5.15)

The anion sites B and D have the same expressions for e15 , e31 and e33 and slightly
different expressions for e∗16 :
√
e∗,B
16

=

−e∗,D
16

=−

3eZ1
2eZ1
ζ4 − √
ζ5 .
2a0 c0
3a0 2

(5.16)

The macroscopic limit is of course also retrieved when averaging for the anion sites.
Note that the values of e∗16 are comparable to those of the macroscopic piezoelectric
tensor. For instance, for GaN, |e∗16 | amounts to 0.79 C/m2 and 1.13 C/m2 for cation
and anion sites, respectively.
Equation (5.14) is the (site-dependent) local piezoelectric tensor of the WZ
lattice. It reflects the fact that there exist two sets of inequivalent tetrahedra
in a WZ lattice, and that the macroscopic strain affects the nearest-neighbour
environment of each of them differently [3, 4]. This is a priori an unexpected
result, that would have the implication that crystals that are non-polar and nonpiezoelectric on average could present a local, perhaps measurable, piezoelectriclike polarization.
Finally, note the very interesting similarity between the local piezoelectric tensor of WZ and that of ZB in a (111)-oriented description [Eq. (27) of Ref. [6]].
The (111)-oriented ZB systems present three-fold symmetry which is not present
in WZ [6].
Local polarization in InGaN alloys: strategies and testing
We have seen so far that for wurtzite nitride binaries there is an exact correspondence between local and macroscopic polarization that is retrieved when averaging
the local part over the unit cell. Although some solid-state devices might operate employing binary compounds, the most interesting applications of the nitrides
arise through the use of their alloys and the corresponding property tunability
(e.g. of band gap).
The main problem associated to performing a local polarization calculation for
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an alloy is the increased complexity of the atomic environment of each of the sites
where the local polarization is to be evaluated. This is due to the fact that the
Born effective charges of all the atoms involved in the calculation are affected by
the interaction with all the other atoms present in the crystal. In a periodic cell
calculation this number would be reduced to the number of atoms in the supercell.
Since there is an arbitrarily large number of possible configurations depending on
alloy composition and supercell size, establishing an exact correspondence between
local and macroscopic polarization in the fashion of Section 5.2.1 becomes virtually
impossible. To overcome this limitation, we will assume for the nitrides, and InGaN
in particular, that the Born effective charge of the cations in the alloy remains the
same as for the binary, and that the spherical approximation still holds [5]. We
have devised two tests in order to establish how good this approximation is. First,
we will use the smallest alloy cell, which is a CuPt-like (CP-like) InGaN unit
cell consisting only of 4 atoms [5, 109], and will perform random distortions of the
atomic positions within the unit cell. The result of the averaged local polarization,
calculated using Eq. (5.10), will be compared to the formal Berry-phase result.
Second, 32- and 128-atom In0.5 Ga0.5 N supercells will be considered and the cation
sites occupied randomly with either a Ga or an In atom, with the only requirement
that the stoichiometric ratio of 1/1 be preserved (i.e. the nominal composition of
all cells is the same). The internal atomic positions will then be allowed to relax
by minimizing the supercell LDA-DFT total energy, and the result of the averaged
local polarization will again be compared to that of a Berry-phase calculation. The
statistical treatment of both tests will reveal the validity of the approximation for
InGaN alloys.
The results of the first test are depicted in Fig. 5.5. The figure shows a comparison of the average polarization of the CP-like InGaN cell calculated both within
the present local polarization model and with the Berry-phase technique. We
have performed random displacements of up to ±0.2 Å (which is equivalent to
approximately a 10% of the equilibrium bond lengths) to each of the Cartesian coordinates of each of the 4 atoms in the unit cell. For the local polarization model,
we have computed the local polarization contributions at the Ga and In sites using
Eq. (5.10) and then obtained its average for the whole cell. Since only differences
in polarization are meaningful within the Berry-phase formalism [78, 79], we compare in Fig. 5.5 the difference ∆P between the polarization of the equilibrium
CP-like InGaN structure and the distorted one. As can be seen, the agreement
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Figure 5.5: Comparison between the polarization predicted by the present model and a
Berry-phase calculation for a large number (1000) of randomly distorted CP-like InGaN
cells (four-atom unit cell). ∆P is the difference in polarization between the equilibrium
and distorted structures, where the lattice vectors are fixed but the coordinates of each
atom in the unit cell are varied randomly up to ±0.2 Å in each Cartesian direction. The
Berry-phase values are LDA-DFT results. The dashed line indicates perfect agreement
between the two methods, that is ∆Pmodel = ∆PBerry-phase . A few random distortions
within the range lead to a metallic phase being predicted by LDA, and were left out of
the comparison.
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between the two methods is remarkable, with all the data points lining up against
the dashed line that corresponds to perfect agreement ∆Pmodel = ∆PBerry-phase .
Even more enlightening is the comparison between the present model and the
Berry-phase results depicted in Fig. 5.6 for random In0.5 Ga0.5 N orthorhombic supercells. In that figure, ∆P is the difference between the polarization of the supercell before and after internal strain relaxation. The supercells are constructed
with either 32 or 128 atoms and the In and Ga atoms are placed randomly at the
cation sites. The lattice vectors of the supercells are kept fixed and chosen as the
average between the LDA values for the binaries. The “site count” panels show
the number of cation sites that present a particular local polarization value within
different ranges, for the combined supercells. We note two main features. The
first observation is that the local polarization model succeeds at very accurately
predicting the average supercell polarization even though the latter is calculated
from a sum over many local contributions whose values vary within limits one
order of magnitude higher. Second, our results show that the average polarization
is highly dependent on the specific atomic arrangement, even for a large number of
atoms. Bernardini and Fiorentini [109] have previously calculated the spontaneous
polarization for the same material using a 32-atom special quasirandom structure
(SQS) [164], and have proposed that disorder plays only a secondary role in the calculation of the polarization, both spontaneous and piezoelectric [89, 107, 109, 112].
We have found that this is indeed the case for the spontaneous polarization of
the supercells studied before the optimization of the atomic degrees of freedom:
all the 128-atom configurations studied yielded the same value of ∼ −0.009 C/m2
within less than 0.001 C/m2 of each other. However, our results suggest i) that a
32-atom supercell might not be large enough to study the effect of disorder (see
e.g. clustering of calculated values for P2 in Fig. 5.6) and ii) that internal strain
relaxation introduces large corrections to the polarization value, even for supercells
containing as many as 128 atoms. Note, for instance, that the average in-plane
components of the polarization P1 and P2 , which are not symmetry-allowed for
the binaries, do not vanish for the alloys in the case of finite-size supercells.
All of these considerations do not only support the validity of the local model
discussed here, but also highlight the need for one, in order to be able to treat the
effects of disorder and associated internal strain accurately.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison between the spontaneous polarization calculated using the present local model and the Berry-phase technique
for a series of In0.5 Ga0.5 N random supercells with 32 and 128 atoms. ∆P is the difference between the polarization of the supercells
before and after internal strain relaxation. The Berry-phase values and the relaxed atomic positions are LDA-DFT results. The
dashed line indicates perfect agreement between the two methods, that is ∆Pmodel = ∆PBerry-phase . The supercells are orthorhombic,
with the lattice vectors given by the average of the InN and GaN lattice parameters. In terms of cation layers, the 32-atom supercells
have a 2 × 4 × 2 arrangement while the 128-atom supercells are 4 × 4 × 4. The “site count” panels for each series refers to the number
of cation sites that registered a local polarization value within the ranges shown (of width 0.01 C/m2 ), for the combined supercells.
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5.3 Point dipole method for the calculation of the polarization potential
The point dipole model is a solution to the challenge of solving Poisson’s equation
on an atomic grid where abrupt changes in the polarization vector occur [5]. However, before the polarization potential can be obtained from the point dipoles, a
remapping of polarization density into dipole moment on the system’s grid has to
be performed. The latter is dealt with in Section 5.3.1. The general solution for
the polarization potential arising from the ensemble of point dipoles is obtained in
Section 5.3.2 in an image dipole scheme, for a QW system (or layered structure,
in general) where a different arbitrary dielectric constant is allowed for all three
neighbouring layers of material. The effect of different levels of approximation for
this general solution is also treated in Appendix A. In Section 5.3.3 we present
a comparison between the solution of Poisson’s equation for a problem with an
available analytical solution and different levels of implementation of our method.
Finally, in Section 5.3.4 we discuss computational aspects. Further material complementary to each of the sections is given in Appendix A.

5.3.1 From polarization to dipole moment
Before establishing the form of the potential due to a point dipole ensemble, we
focus our attention on the transformation between polarization density P, which
is the quantity usually calculated in strained crystals, and dipole moment p, which
is the quantity involved in the equations that will be presented in the next section.
The polarization P can be understood as a “density of dipole moment”. Indeed,
the total dipole moment of a finite size sample in which the polarization density
is constant is simply the product of P and the volume of the sample. Therefore,
when dealing with constant polarization in a continuum-based description, a standard cubic discretization of the material, with step size ∆, is well suited to the
representation of P as an ensemble of dipoles of magnitude p = P∆3 located at
each of the mesh points. However, our main interest is the representation of the
material as an ensemble of point dipoles in an atomistic scheme. For tetrahedrally
bonded compounds this involves the discretization in a mesh with either cubic
(zinc-blende) or hexagonal (wurtzite) coordination, in the ideally undistorted lattice. After strain is applied, the former grids will suffer a deviation from cubic and
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hexagonal symmetries and the assignment of a finite volume to each mesh point
becomes cumbersome.
In the description of local polarization that we have previously employed, the
values of P were given at the sites of each of the cations present in the crystal [5]. The latter is a useful description, in the sense that the representation of
the whole crystal as a collection of deformed tetrahedra can be done via the relative positioning of the nearest neighbours: each cation and its four neighbouring
anions unambiguously define each tetrahedron. Labelling the anions immediately
surrounding a cation as 1, 2, 3 and 4 (Fig. 5.2), we refer to the volume of the
corresponding tetrahedron as V1234 . If the positions of the anions are r1 , r2 , r3 and
r4 , then V1234 is given by
1
V1234 = | (r1 − r4 ) · [(r2 − r4 ) × (r3 − r4 )] |.
6

(5.17)

However, it can be easily shown that V1234 only accounts for the volume of the
tetrahedron itself and that a summation of the volumes of all the tetrahedra contained within a material sample would underestimate the volume of the sample
by exactly a factor of 6. Therefore, we define the volume corresponding to a
tetrahedron as
Ṽ1234 = 6V1234 .

(5.18)

Now, the value of the dipoles can be easily obtained once a map of the polarization
is available. For simplicity, we denote each grid point by i and the volume of the
corresponding tetrahedron, as given by Eq. (5.18), as Ṽi :
pi = Pi Ṽi ,

(5.19)

being pi located at the position ri of cation i.
Our choice for a cation-based description stems from convenience. In a nitride alloy all the anions are nitrogen atoms and therefore applying the spherical
approximation of Eq. (5.7) (which is based on nearest neighbours only) leads to
one Born effective charge definition per cation atomic species: Ga, In and Al for
conventional III-N. Using an anion-based description would lead, in the case of
nitrides, to defining 15 different Born effective charges for N, which correspond to
the 15 possible combinations of Ga/In/Al atoms that can be nearest neighbours
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Figure 5.7: Schematic representation of the two media with different dielectric constant
and point dipole p problem. The image dipoles p0 and p̃ are needed in order to solve it.

to N (e.g, 4 Ga, 3 Ga and 1 In, 2 Al and 2 In, etc.).

5.3.2 Solution for materials with different dielectric constant
Given the multipole expansion of a distribution of electric charge (see, for example,
Ref. [45]), the contribution to the electrostatic potential φp calculated at r due to
a point dipole p is given by
φp (r) =

1 p · (r − rp )
,
4πε0 εr |r − rp |3

(5.20)

where rp is the position of the dipole p, ε0 is the permittivity of the vaccum, and
εr is the dielectric constant of the material. Eq. (5.20) is only valid when both
the dipole p at rp and the point r where the potential is calculated are contained
within an infinite (or big enough to neglect surface effects) sample of a dielectric
material with dielectric constant εr . For the more general case in which there are
boundaries between materials with different dielectric constants, e.g. a quantum
well, it is appropriate to use the method of images to obtain a form of Eq. (5.20)
that accounts for the discontinuity of εr across the different interfaces. Proceeding
in a similar manner to the one employed by Jackson for a point charge [45], we
can obtain the exact analytic solution for the potential due to a point dipole when
only one interface is present, as schematically shown in Fig. 5.7:
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1 p · (r − rp )
1 p0 · (r − rp0 )
+
,
4πε0 ε1 |r − rp |3
4πε0 ε1 |r − rp0 |3
1 p̃ · (r − rp̃ )
φ(2)
,
p (r) =
4πε0 ε2 |r − rp̃ |3
φ(1)
p (r) =

(5.21)

with
ε1 − ε2
[px , py , −pz ] ,
ε1 + ε2
2ε2
p̃ =
[px , py , pz ] ,
ε1 + ε2

p0 =

rp0 = [xp , yp , zp − 2d] ,
rp̃ = rp ,

(5.22)

where p0 is the image dipole used, together with the original dipole p, for the
(1)
calculation of the potential φp (r) in region (1) and p̃ is the image dipole used for
(2)
the calculation of the potential φp (r) in region (2). Their positions are given by
rp0 and rp̃ , respectively. The results for a test dipole of arbitrary magnitude when
one of the materials has a dielectric constant twice as big as that of the material
in which the dipole is contained are shown in Fig. 5.8(a–c) for three different
orientations of the dipole.
The calculation of the potential when a second interface is included is far more
complicated, as additional mirror images have to be added to balance the two initial
image dipoles about each interface. As a result, an infinite number of reflections
(and hence, image dipoles) have to be considered in order to obtain the exact
form of the potential. These reflections up to third order are shown in Fig. 1 of
Appendix A. The treatment for a point charge in such a situation has been already
done by Barrera [165]. For the case of a point dipole, we find the expressions to
be similar although the transformation of the point dipole is somehow different
compared to the point charge due to the vector nature of the former. Details of
our treatment and expressions for the three-media case are given in Section A.2.
5.3.3 Comparison to the solution of Poisson’s equation for simple structures
Before applying the model to calculate the local polarization potential in realistic
structures, it is necessary to test its accuracy against well established methods.
An excellent test is the calculation of the polarization potential in a capacitor-like
structure. In such an example, a layer of dielectric material (1) of thickness h,
in which the polarization P = P0 ẑ (where ẑ is a unit vector along the z axis) is
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Figure 5.8: Potential profiles for three dipole orientations in the case of only one planar
interface (indicated by the red line) and two different dielectric constants. The potential
isolines are chosen so they decay exponentially.

constant and perpendicular to the neighbouring interfaces, is surrounded by two
infinite layers of a dielectric material (2), with a different dielectric constant, in
which the polarization is zero. An exact analytical solution to Poisson’s equation
can be obtained for the latter case. If we assume the first interface is located at
z = 0, the potential is given by
φ (r) =

P0
(1)

(|z| − |z − h|) ,

(5.23)

2ε0 εr
(1)

where εr is the dielectric constant of material (1). Figure 5.9(a) shows the potential profile as calculated exactly and analytically using Eq. (5.23) for the special
(1)
case in which P0 = 0.1 C/m2 , εr = 8.4 and h = 30 Å, which would be typically
the situation in an InGaN QW surrounded by GaN barriers in which, for simplicity, the polarization has been switched off in the barriers. Within this simplified
continuum picture, a spatial discretization of the current problem in a cubic grid
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Figure 5.9: Potential obtained at different levels of approximation for a QW of width
h = 30 Å for which P0 = 0.1 C/m2 and εr = 8.4. In the barrier P = 0 and εr = 9.6.
(a) Analytic solution [Eq. (5.23)], (b) direct application of the present dipole method,
(c) dipole method with cutoff radius rcutoff = 1 Å and (d) dipole method with Gaussian
smearing implementation, rsmear = 1.5 Å and σ = 1 Å (see Appendix A).

of steps ∆ ≈ 2 Å, as discussed in the previous section, creates an ensemble of
point dipoles which are of similar size to the ones encountered in typical InGaN
QW situations. The application of our dipole method to first order reflections (see
Appendix A) leads to a potential profile as in Fig. 5.9(b). In that figure, it can be
observed how the potential changes brusquely in the surroundings of the dipoles
(the plane of the figure has been deliberately chosen to be one that contains dipoles
in it to dramatize this effect). This is due to the fact that Eq. (5.20) is a valid
solution for a distribution of charge only if the position where the potential is calculated is sufficiently far away from the location of the point dipole that represents
that distribution. We acknowledged this limitation in our previous work and proposed a cutoff radius around r for which only the dipoles that obey the condition
|r − r0 | > rcutoff are taken into account [5]. The potential profile for the present
example and rcutoff = 1 Å is shown in Fig. 5.9(c). Although this solution certainly
improves the results and leads to a much better agreement with the analytical solution, it has the inconvenience of creating sharp transitions at the cutoff distances
around the dipoles. To complement this treatment, we have now substituted the
elimination of dipoles below the cutoff radius by a Gaussian smearing of dipoles
that obey the condition |r − r0 | < rsmear , as detailed in Section A.3 of Appendix A.
This solution leads to smoother potentials and a much better agreement with the
analytic solution for this test case, as observed in Fig. 5.9(d).
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5.3.4 Computational aspects: method of layers and application to quantum wells

It is clear that when dealing with real size structures, for which the polarization is
sampled at a very elevated number of sites, the calculation of the potential φ (r)
becomes very expensive. In particular, for each r, a summation over all the dipoles
present in the system has to be done:
φ (r) =

X

φp (r) .

(5.24)

p

In a system where the density of dipoles np is approximately constant, for instance one dipole located at each cation site in Ref. [5], the number of dipoles δNp
contributing to Eq. (5.24) located at distances between R and R + δR from r is
proportional to the surface area of a sphere of radius R:
δNp ∝ 4πR2 np δR,

(5.25)

where δR is an infinitesimal increment in R. Because the contribution to φ(r) from
each dipole decreases like 1/R2 , as given by Eq. (5.20), Eq. (5.25) implies that the
contribution to φ(r) due to the dipoles located at rp for which R < |r−rp | < R+δR
is of the same order of magnitude as the contribution due to dipoles for which
R0 < |r − rp | < R0 + δR, for any arbitrary R0 > R. In other words, in principle,
the sum in Eq. (5.24) does not converge. In practice, for real structures such as
InGaN/GaN QWs, the facts that there is a dot product involved in the calculation
of the potential due to each dipole, and that the dipoles in the barrier typically
point in the same direction, give rise to opposite contributions that tend to cancel
each other as R increases, as schematically shown in Fig. 5.10. In that case, the
sum does converge although rather slowly. We propose two different methods to
speed up the convergence of the sum in Eq. (5.24), one of which can be applied to
any system, the “method of layers”. The other method can be applied to systems
where some assumption can be made about the value of the polarization being
constant in the greatest part of the system, as is the case in QWs. An outline of
these methods is given in Section A.4 of Appendix A.
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Figure 5.10: Schematic representation of the dipoles present in a typical nitride QW
structure. In a sphere
 of radius R from
 r there exist a certain number of dipole pairs for
which p1 · r − rp1 = −p2 · r − rp2 and therefore tend to neutralize each other (they
do not exactly cancel each other due to the image dipole effect that depends on how far
r and rp are from each interface). For large R this effect is bigger as the polarization is
usually constant in the barrier.

5.4 Selected results for InGaN quantum wells
Once the method for calculating the local polarization potential has been established, we can turn our attention towards achieving a local description of that quantity in relevant nanostructures. In the present example, we look at InGaN/GaN
QWs grown along polar and non-polar5 directions. Polar structures are grown
along the c-axis, whereas in the case of non-polar structures the c-axis lies within
the growth plane. In a macroscopic picture of the polarization, this ensures that
there are no discontinuities in P between the well and barriers in the non-polar
case. However, as we shall see, in a microscopic description discontinuities occur
locally depending on local strain and composition.
While in Section 5.2.3 we have used DFT to optimize the atomic positions
of the supercells studied, in the context of atomistic calculations involving large
supercells highly accurate first-principles calculations are unaffordable in terms
of computer time and memory usage. The usual approach to relax the atomic
degrees of freedom in such cases is to use a classical interatomic force method. For
tetrahedrally bonded compounds, Keating’s valence force field (VFF) model [146]
5

Non-polar QWs structures have precisely been proposed as a possible solution to the built-in
field issue in nitride heterostructures [90].
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is by far the most popular [147, 166]. Camacho and Niquet have previously used
a modified version of Keating’s model adapted to the WZ crystal structure to
account for the deviation of the c/a ratio of lattice parameters with respect to
its ideal value [147]. We have instead chosen an approach based on Martin’s
VFF [167] that includes the electrostatic interaction explicitly [5]. At a higher
computational cost, this model succeeds at predicting the deviation of the c/a
ratio while maintaining the correct symmetry of the interatomic interactions. For
instance, the two-body interactions directed along the WZ c-axis have the same
functional form, including the equilibrium bond length, as the other ones. This
allows to obtain a much more flexible set of potentials that are transferable between
similar polymorphs of the same compound, i.e. WZ and ZB in this case. With our
model we are able to predict elastic and structural properties of binary and ternary
nitrides in excellent agreement with first-principles DFT calculations, therefore
providing solid grounds for using the supercells relaxed using this method as highquality input for the subsequent local polarization calculation. An extensive article
with the details and validity of our method is currently in preparation and will be
published elsewhere (see also Chapter 7).

Making use of the expressions derived throughout this chapter, and the VFF
just outlined, we have calculated the local polarization for InGaN/GaN QWs with
30% In content in both polar and non-polar orientations, as shown in Figs. 5.11(a)
and (b), respectively. Note that the component shown in the colour code is the
component of the polarization along the c-axis. The correspondent polarization
potential is shown in Figs. 5.11(c), for the polar case, and (d), for the non-polar
situation. It can be observed that the polar structure shows a potential profile
with the main features of a capacitor-like structure, although fluctuations occur.
For a constant value of the polarization, i.e. no local effects taken into account, the
isolines in Fig. 5.11(c) would be perfectly parallel to each other, as seen already
in Fig. 5.9. In the non-polar case [Fig. 5.11(d)] there are no main features in the
potential but only local effects. Ongoing studies we are carrying out show how
these local fluctuations have a sizeable impact on the electronic properties of these
structures. Specifically, we have found that the local polarization potential affects
the valence band edge bowing in InGaN alloys. An outline of this work will be
presented in Chapter 7.
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Figure 5.11: Sections in a plane parallel to the c-axis of In0.3 Ga0.7 N/GaN QWs in
polar and non-polar orientations. The component of the polarization along the c-axis,
Pz , for the polar and non-polar structures is shown in (a) and (b), respectively. The
corresponding polarization potential is shown in (c) and (d). The dashed lines denote
the approximate location of the interfaces between well and barriers (because of the
atomistic description of the system, the concept of interface is ill-defined and an “exact”
location cannot be provided). The arrows in (a) and (b) give direction of the polarization
in the xz plane, as well as its magnitude in the same units as the arrow in the legend,
which indicates 0.1 C/m2 . Solid circles are Ga atoms and open circles are In atoms.

5.5 Summary
We have presented a complete theory of local electric polarization in the linear
piezoelectric limit. The connection between the local polarization and local internal strain is obtained in an elegant manner through the use of Born effective
charges and internal strain parameters. We have validated the theory against the
highly ionic III-N wurtzite compounds, obtaining a high degree of agreement between our model and Berry-phase calculations. We have cast these local effects in
the form of a local piezoelectric tensor, which elucidates the implications of local
strain and tetrahedron orientation on the polarization. In addition to this, we
have obtained a consistent series of polarization-related ab initio parameters for
the III-N.
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We have also presented a point dipole method for the calculation of the local polarization potential that overcomes resolution problems encountered when
solving directly Poisson’s equation. The method involves the discretization of the
polarization field as a series of point dipoles. The accuracy of the method has been
tested against a well known problem with analytical solution.
Finally, as an example, we have applied our theory and methodology to study
the local polarization and local polarization potential in polar and non-polar InGaN/GaN QW structures, where we have observed large local fluctuations in both
quantities.
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6

Staggered-grid formulation of a continuum elasticity method for efficient structural relaxation
of zinc-blende and wurtzite crystal lattices
Abstract
In this chapter we present a continuum elasticity method for very efficient
strain energy minimization of conventional zinc-blende and wurtzite crystal lattices. We also present results for symmetry-adapted (111)-oriented
zinc-blende systems. The formulation of the strain energy, the displacement components and their derivatives is done via finite differences on
a staggered grid, leading to a more accurate description of those quantities and avoiding common problems related to averaging and ill-defined
boundaries between different materials. The implementation of structures
of arbitrary shape is straightforward as the staggered grid formulation
ensures that the specification of the material properties at the grid sites
is sufficient to determine the geometry of the system. We implement a
hybrid evaluation of the condition of minimum energy, that allows an
extremely efficient analytical derivation of the linear system, that can be
solved numerically using standard sparse-matrix methods. The results obtained with our method are in good agreement with previously reported
data with the additional advantage of being obtained significantly faster.

6.1 Introduction
Great improvement has been achieved in recent years in the realm of atomistic
calculations of the electronic properties of nanoscale systems. As a proof of this,
and except for Chapter 3, all of the present work has aimed at improving the
knowledge of semiconductor materials at a level of accuracy that can only be
achieved when taking the discrete nature of matter into account. However, the
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large number of atoms present in structures such as quantum logical devices [168],
makes such methods impractical beyond certain sizes. For the study of those
(relatively) large systems, continuum methods, such as the k · p method, need to
be employed.
The use of highly lattice-mismatched semiconductor materials, such as III-N
heterostructures can lead to large built-in strain and piezoelectric fields in devices
based on such materials, as we have previously seen. The determination of strain in
nanostructures is computationally a heavy task, and a considerable part of the time
for any simulation that takes strain into account is usually spent on its calculation.
Methods that admit analytical solutions in some cases, such as the surface integral
method [101, 115], can provide approximate solutions. These methods are helpful
for identifying trends or carrying out cheaper calculations when a large number of
systems is involved (e.g. optimization procedure of Chapter 3). However, they rely
on assumptions regarding isotropy of the system properties, or apply restrictions to
the complexity of the system’s geometry [101,115]. Therefore, for a more accurate
description of strain for systems with an arbitrary geometry whose size lies beyond
the reach of atomistic calculations, and to get insights into the impact of strain on
their electronic and optical properties, one must rely on numerical implementations
of continuum elasticity. Here we present a hybrid analytical-numerical method that
helps substantially alleviate the computational requirements of such calculations
while at the same time improving their accuracy. This is achieved through use of
a staggered-grid formulation of the elastic energy problem.
In Section 6.2.1 we give an introduction to strain theory in discrete space,
while Section 6.2.2 treats the formulation for a staggered grid. In Section 6.3, an
analytical evaluation of the elastic energy minimization is presented. Some results
of the application of the present method, as well as a study of its performance
for large systems, are presented in Section 6.4, and finally our conclusions are
summarized in Section 6.5.

6.2 General form of the strain on a discrete mesh
6.2.1 Forward and backward finite differences
In continuum elasticity theory, the strain at each point in a crystal is given as a
function of the derivatives of the displacement field u with respect to the Cartesian
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coordinates at that point [39]:
uij

1
(r) =
2



∂ui (r) ∂uj (r)
+
∂j
∂i


,

(6.1)

where i, j ≡ x, y, z. It is important to note that, although the strain uij is defined
as a symmetric quantity (uij = uji ), the derivatives in Eq. (6.1) are not neces∂u
i
sarily symmetric (i.e., in general ∂u
6= ∂ij ). In discrete space, either forward
∂j
or backward finite differences are the common approach found in the literature
when approximating the derivatives, because symmetric finite differences lead to
oscillatory solutions, and should therefore be avoided [161,166]. In this scheme, in
discrete space Eq. (6.1) takes the form
u,αβ
(r) =
ij


1 α
∆j ui (r) + ∆βi uj (r) ,
2

(6.2)

where ∆αi is the finite difference operator along the xi axis, forward for α ≡ (+)
and backward for α ≡ (−):

∆+
i uj (r) =
∆−
i uj (r) =



uj r + hi î − uj (r)
hi


uj (r) − uj r − hi î
hi

,
,

(6.3)

where hi is the step size along the i coordinate axis (that need not be necessarily
equal to the step sizes along the other axes) and î is a unit vector along the same
axis.
We will refer to Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2), which are the classical definition of strain
in continuum elasticity theory, as the displacement field strain (in contrast to the
physical strain), because they do not give the physical strain when two materials
with a different lattice constant are present in the crystal, as is the case in quantum
dot (QD) systems, for instance. To prove the latter statement, let us consider
an extremely simple one-dimensional system consisting of two different materials
with lattice constants a1 and a2 , with a2 > a1 (see Fig. 6.1). It is natural and
simplest to work in a coordinate system in which at least one of the materials
is relaxed (i.e. there is no strain) if the displacement field is zero. Let this be
the case for material (1) in the present example. The spatial axis is discretized
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hx = a1
l

l+1

l+2

l+3

(1)
l

l+1

l+2

0

a1 a2

2a1 2a2
x

l+3

(2)
3a1 3a2

Figure 6.1: Representation of materials (1) and (2), with different lattice constants, on a
one-dimensional grid. The solid circles give the particular discretization for which each
material would be in their preferential coordinate system (in which they are relaxed if
u = 0), and the blue shaded circles represent the case in which material (2) is discretized
in the preferential coordinate system of material (1).

for simplicity in steps hx = a1 . To be represented in this coordinate system
with this particular discretization, material (2) has to suffer an initial compression
accounting for 0xx = (a1 − a2 ) /a2 , as shown in Fig. 6.1. It is now clear why in
continuum elasticity theory the displacement field does not account for the physical
strain when several materials are involved: the offset due to transforming one (or
more) materials from their preferential coordinate system (in which they would be
relaxed if u = 0) to an arbitrary one has to be taken into account. However, the
relation xx = uxx + 0xx alone is not sufficient. Additionally, for material (2) to
1
, which would correspond to the
be relaxed, i.e. xx = 0, it must have uxx = a2a−a
1
light circles in Fig. 6.1 going back to their original positions. Assuming that xx is
linear in uxx and making use of the two former requirements, the physical strain
can be finally defined, for this particular setup, as

xx =


u

for material (1).

xx

 a1 u +
a2 xx

a1 −a2
a2

(6.4)

for material (2).

In this one-dimensional example, and with a forward difference approximation for
u,+
the derivative, the displacement field strain xx
at point l would be given by
+
u,+
xx = ∆x ux =

ux,l+1 − ux,l
.
a1

(6.5)

Equations (6.4) and (6.5) can be readily generalized to three-dimensional systems
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and position-dependent lattice constants. The diagonal strain components are
given by
αii (r) =

aref − ai (r)
aref
i
∆αi ui (r) + i
,
ai (r)
ai (r)

(6.6)

and the shear strain components by
αβ
ij

1
(r) =
2

!
ref
aref
a
j
β
∆α ui (r) + i ∆i uj (r)
aj (r) j
ai (r)

with

i 6= j,

(6.7)

where aref
i is the lattice constant of the reference material along the i axis. This
means that the physical strain for the reference material is given directly by the
displacement field strain. The most intuitive choice of a reference, in terms of
interpretation of the results, is perhaps the barrier material in the case of a QD,
or the most abundant material in the cell used for the calculation otherwise. However, any particular choice, even of a material that is not contained in the cell, does
not affect the value of the physical strain, calculated as in Eqs. (6.6) and (6.7).
Equations (6.6) and (6.7) are consistent with the fact that in wurtzite lattices,
for instance, the lattice constant is anisotropic and, therefore, a different prefactor aref /a needs to be considered for derivatives performed in different directions.
Equations (6.6) and (6.7) are the general form of the strain in continuum elasticity theory for a discrete mesh, in a forward/backward finite difference scheme.
However, in the next section, we shall see why forward and/or backward finite
differences should be avoided and how the use of staggered grids overcomes several
issues related to them.
6.2.2 Formulation of the strain in a staggered grid
The reason why forward/backward finite differences should be avoided in the definition of the strain is related to the fact that the resultant derivatives of the
displacement field are not defined in the natural grid of the problem, that is, the
grid where the material parameters (lattice and elastic constants) are given. Let
us consider a standard rectangular grid for which the position of each grid element
is given by r ≡ (lhx , mhy , nhz ), where l, m, n ∈ Z and hx , hy , hz ∈ R+ are the step
sizes in each direction. Once the step sizes are known, the grid elements can be
unambiguously identified by the indices (l, m, n) alone. When forward and back143
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ward finite differences are used, both material properties and displacement field
components are given at (l, m, n). However, the derivatives of the displacement
field, which are the key quantities involved in the calculation of the strain, are
assigned to the grid points (l, m, n) by convention. For instance, the quantity
[ux (l + 1, m, n) − ux (l, m, n)]/hx is chosen to be the derivative ∂ux /∂x at (l, m, n)
when forward differences are used and the same derivative at (l + 1, m, n) when
backward differences are the choice. The problems associated with this approach
are two-fold. First, the value of the derivative is arbitrarily defined by convention
and second, in a system where (l, m, n) corresponds to one particular material and
(l + 1, m, n) to another (that is, at an interface) the interface itself is ill-defined
and its position shifted between one convention and the other. Also, any particular choice of sign for α and β in the derivatives involved in Eqs. (6.6) and
(6.7) leads to a preferential direction being singled out during an elastic energy
minimization procedure. To prevent this, all eight configurations corresponding
to all possible permutations of the three spatial derivatives must be considered
and the corresponding energies averaged [161, 166]. Averaging leads to additional
computational effort and loss of resolution.

One way to overcome these limitations is by using a staggered grid. Following
the previous example, it would be natural to identify the quantity [ux (l +1, m, n)−
ux (l, m, n)]/hx as the derivative ∂ux /∂x at (l + 12 , m, n). However, the latter is not
a natural element of the grid and the material properties are not clearly defined
at that point. Alternatively, one could define the displacement ux at (l + 12 , m, n)
and (l − 12 , m, n), yielding
ux (l + 12 , m, n) − ux (l − 12 , m, n)
∂ux (l, m, n)
=
,
∂x
hx

(6.8)

which is defined at the natural grid elements (l, m, n). The displacement field
components are not a physical quantity strictly speaking, but rather a mathematical entity. The derivatives of the displacement field, however, are involved in the
calculation of the strain and are physically meaningful. Thus, Eq. (6.8) should be
preferred when calculating ∂ux /∂x, in the sense that it ensures that the derivative
is correctly defined in the natural grid of the problem. Using the same approach
as in Eq. (6.8), we can systematically set up a series of staggered grids where all
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(l, m, n + 1)

(l, m + 1, n)

z
(l, m, n)

y

.
ux =
.
uy =

∂ux ∂uy ∂uz
∂x , ∂y , ∂z

.
uz =

∂ux ∂uz
∂z , ∂x

∂ux ∂uy
∂y , ∂x

∂uy ∂uz
∂z , ∂y

x

(l + 1, m, n)

.
=
.
=
.
=
.
=

Figure 6.2: Staggered grid proposed in the present work. The big red circles give the
natural grid, where the properties of the materials (lattice and elastic constants) are
well defined; the axial derivatives are also defined at those points. The small circles give
the positions at which the displacement field (green) and crossed derivatives (yellow) are
defined.

the relevant quantities are defined. The axial displacement field is defined at
.
ux =




1
l + , m, n ,
2

.
uy =




1
l, m + , n ,
2

.
uz =



1
l, m, n +
2


,

the axial derivatives at
∂ux . ∂uy . ∂uz .
.
.
.
=
=
= xx = yy = zz = (l, m, n) ,
∂x
∂y
∂z
and the crossed derivatives at
∂ux
∂y
∂ux
∂z
∂uy
∂z

. ∂uy
=
∂x
. ∂uz
=
∂x
. ∂uz
=
∂y



1
1
l + ,m + ,n ,
2
2


1
1
.
= l + , m, n +
,
2
2


1
1
.
= l, m + , n +
,
2
2

.
.
= xy =
.
= xz
.
= yz

.
where = means “defined on the grid element”. This set of grids is better pictured
in Fig. 6.2. As can be observed, the derivatives corresponding to the axial strains
(∂ui /∂i) are naturally defined in the same grid that gives the material geometry.
At those points the material parameters (lattice and elastic constants) are well
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defined. As a consequence, the crossed derivatives involved in the calculation of
the shear strains (∂ui /∂j with i 6= j) are defined at the centre of the faces of
the box with corners (l, m, n), (l + 1, m, n), etc. Therefore, as will be seen in the
next section, some averaging needs to be done for the material properties at those
points. Although an inconvenience, this is still preferred to averaging over the
eight possible different combinations of forward and backward differences. This is
because with our staggered grid the axial strains ii , which are discontinuous at
the interfaces [there is an initial misfit strain as given by Eq. (6.6)], are calculated
exactly. By contrast, shear strains are usually much smoother at the interfaces
between different materials [Eq. (6.7)], and their averaging has a correspondingly
smaller impact on the total elastic energy.

Equations (6.6) and (6.7) are rewritten on the staggered grid as
ii (r) =

aref − ai (r)
aref
i
∆†i ui (r) + i
,
ai (r)
ai (r)

(6.9)

and
1
ij (r) =
2

aref
aref
j
∆†j ui (r) + i ∆†i uj (r)
aj (r)
ai (r)

!
with i 6= j,

(6.10)

where the “staggered” operators ∆†i are given by
∆†i ui (l, m, n) =


ui l +

δxi
,m
2

+

δyi
,n
2

+

δzi
2




− ui l −

δxi
,m
2

−

δyi
,n
2

−



δzi
2

,

hi

(6.11)
and
θxij
θyij
θzij
∆†j ui (l +
,m +
,n +
)=
2
2
 2
δ
ui l + δ2xi + δxj , m + 2yi + δyj , n +

δzi
2



+ δzj − ui l +

δxi
,m
2

+

δyi
,n
2

+

δzi
2



hj
with i 6= j,
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where δij is the Kronecker delta function and θνij is defined as
θνij = δνi + δνj .
Equations (6.9) and (6.10) are the general form of the strain on the staggered
grid presented here. The next section will deal with the implementation of these
equations in an efficient algorithm for elastic energy minimization.

6.3 Elastic energy minimization
6.3.1 Form of the elastic energy in discrete continuum elasticity theory
In continuum elasticity theory, the elastic energy of a volume element V0 of a
crystal is related to the strain via the elastic (or stiffness) tensor:
E=

V0 X
Cijkl ij kl ,
2 i,j,k,l

(6.13)

where the i, j, k and l indices refer to the Cartesian coordinates (i, j, k, l ≡ x, y, z),
Cijkl are the elastic constants, ij are the strain components and V0 is the equilibrium volume. Given the particular symmetry of the crystal, Eq. (6.13) can usually
be greatly simplified. As we saw in Chapter 4, for zinc-blende lattices, E becomes
E ZB =


V0
C11 1 2 + 2 2 + 3 2 + V0 C12 (1 2 + 1 3 + 2 3 )
2

V0
+ C44 4 2 + 5 2 + 6 2 ,
2

(6.14)

whereas the expression is slightly more complicated for wurtzite lattices:
E WZ =

 V0
V0
C11 1 2 + 2 2 + C33 3 2 + V0 C12 1 2 + V0 C13 (1 3 + 2 3 )
2
2
 V0
V0
2
2
+ C44 4 + 5 + C66 6 2 ,
(6.15)
2
2

12
with C66 = C11 −C
. Voigt notation has been employed in Eqs. (6.14) and (6.15)
2
for the sake of simplicity.1 Equation (6.14) is a simplification of Eq. (6.15) when
C33 = C11 , C13 = C12 and C66 = C44 . Therefore, for simplicity, Eq. (6.15) will

1

Note that in Voigt notation, 1 = xx , 2 = yy , 3 = zz , 4 = 2yz , 5 = 2xz and 6 = 2xy .
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be used throughout the following discussion for both ZB and WZ lattices without
12
loss of generality. C66 will be kept explicitly since the C66 = C11 −C
relation is not
2
valid for zinc-blende.

As mentioned in the previous section, in our staggered grid the axial strains and
the shear strains are not defined on the same grid. Therefore the elastic energy
must be split into several contributions evaluated at different sites. In threedimensional discrete space, for axial strains ii the elastic energy is evaluated at
the mesh elements (l, m, n) with equilibrium volume V0l,m,n and takes the form
El,m,n =

 V l,m,n l,m,n
V0l,m,n l,m,n
C11
[1 (l, m, n)]2 + [2 (l, m, n)]2 + 0
C33 [3 (l, m, n)]2
2
2
l,m,n
+ V0l,m,n C12
1 (l, m, n)2 (l, m, n)
l,m,n
+ V0l,m,n C13
[1 (l, m, n)3 (l, m, n) + 2 (l, m, n)3 (l, m, n)] ,

(6.16)

whereas for the shear strain contributions we have
l,m+ 12 ,n+ 12

El,m+ 1 ,n+ 1
2

2

El+ 1 ,m,n+ 1
2

2

El+ 1 ,m+ 1 ,n
2

2

2
 
1
1
=
,
4 l, m + , n +
2
2
2
 
2
l+ 1 ,m,n+ 12
V0 2
1
1
l+ 12 ,m,n+ 21
C44
5 l + , m, n +
=
,
2
2
2
2
 
l+ 1 ,m+ 12 ,n
V0 2
1
1
l+ 12 ,m+ 21 ,n
=
C66
6 l + , m + , n
.
2
2
2
V0

l,m+ 1 ,n+ 1
C44 2 2

(6.17)

The equilibrium volume V0l,m,n is given by the step sizes hi and the lattice constants
of the material at the (l, m, n)th site:
V0l,m,n =

ax (l, m, n)ay (l, m, n)az (l, m, n)
hx hy hz .
ref ref
aref
x ay az

(6.18)

As previously mentioned, the lattice and elastic constants in Eq. (6.17) need to be
evaluated in grid elements other than their natural ones. For those, we propose
a linear interpolation between the values at the four neighboring points of the
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natural grid (l, m, n) where they are well defined:
1
1
ξ(l + , m + , n) =
2
2

1
ξ(l, m, n) + ξ(l + 1, m, n) + ξ(l, m + 1, n) + ξ(l + 1, m + 1, n) ,
4
1
1
ξ(l + , m, n + ) =
2
2

1
ξ(l, m, n) + ξ(l + 1, m, n) + ξ(l, m, n + 1) + ξ(l + 1, m, n + 1) ,
4
1
1
ξ(l, m + , n + ) =
2
2

1
ξ(l, m, n) + ξ(l, m + 1, n) + ξ(l, m, n + 1) + ξ(l, m + 1, n + 1) .
4

(6.19)

The total energy of the cell used in the calculation is given by the sum over the
Nx × Ny × Nz points contained in the mesh:
Etotal =

X
l,m,n

El,m,n +

X0


El,m+ 1 ,n+ 1 + El+ 1 ,m,n+ 1 + El+ 1 ,m+ 1 ,n .
2

2

2

2

2

2

(6.20)

l,m,n

The prime symbol in the second summation in Eq. (6.20) indicates that the summation rule is different depending on the boundary conditions: for periodic boundary
conditions l, m and n run over all Nx , Ny and Nz , respectively. For fixed boundary
conditions, the terms for which l + 21 > Nx , m + 12 > Ny and n + 12 > Nz have to
be left out.
Etotal is a function of the displacement field through the relation between  and
u [Eqs. (6.9) and (6.10)]. Therefore, in order to find the equilibrium configuration
for any given structure, Etotal must be minimized with respect to the different
components of u. The condition of minimum is
∂Etotal (u)


∂ui l +

δxi
,m
2

+

δyi
,n
2

+

δzi
2

 = 0.

(6.21)

Again, the number of variables (and hence equations) depends on whether periodic
or fixed boundary conditions are being used. The number of components of the
displacement field u is N = 3Nx Ny Nz for periodic boundary conditions, and N =
3Nx Ny Nz − Nx Ny − Nx Nz − Ny Nz for fixed boundary conditions. Because Etotal is
quadratic in u, Eq. (6.21) leads to a system of N equations, which are linear in the
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N variables ui . Whereas the usual approach is to directly evaluate the derivative in
Eq. (6.21) numerically [166], it will be shown in the next section how an analytical
evaluation of the same simplifies the problem substantially and allows for a very
efficient calculation of the displacement field.

6.3.2 Analytical reformulation of the condition of minimum
We have shown already that the total elastic energy of the cell used in a calculation
can be separated into smaller contributions given at different grid elements, each
of which is given by Eqs. (6.16) or (6.17). For the elementary energy El,m,n ,
only the strains evaluated at the (l, m, n) site are involved. The same is true
for the shear strain part of the energy El+ 1 ,m+ 1 ,n , El+ 1 ,m,n+ 1 and El,m+ 1 ,n+ 1 ,
2
2
2
2
2
2
and their respective grid elements. This means that a particular component of
the displacement field is involved in the calculation of a very small part of the

total energy. It can be seen from Fig. 6.3 how ux l + 21 , m, n is involved in
the calculation of the energy elements El,m,n , El+1,m,n , El+ 1 ,m+ 1 ,n , El+ 1 ,m− 1 ,n ,
2
2
2
2
El+ 1 ,m,n+ 1 and El+ 1 ,m,n− 1 alone. Consequently, Eq. (6.21) can be expressed in a
2
2
2
2
simplified way as
∂Etotal (u)
=
∂ux (l + 12 , m, n)


∂ El,m,n + El+1,m,n + El+ 1 ,m+ 1 ,n + El+ 1 ,m− 1 ,n + El+ 1 ,m,n+ 1 + El+ 1 ,m,n− 1
2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

∂ux (l + 12 , m, n)
∂Etotal (u)
=
∂uy (l, m + 12 , n)


∂ El,m,n + El,m+1,n + El+ 1 ,m+ 1 ,n + El− 1 ,m+ 1 ,n + El,m+ 1 ,n+ 1 + El,m+ 1 ,n− 1
2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

∂uy (l, m + 12 , n)
∂Etotal (u)
=
∂uz (l, m, n + 12 )


∂ El,m,n + El,m,n+1 + El+ 1 ,m,n+ 1 + El− 1 ,m,n+ 1 + El,m+ 1 ,n+ 1 + El,m− 1 ,n+ 1
2

2

2

∂uz (l, m, n + 12 )

2

2

2

2

2

= 0,

= 0,

= 0.
(6.22)

The expression for the derivative in Eq. (6.22), although rather tedious, can be
obtained analytically. The result is a system of N equations in which each equation depends on only 15 independent variables of the total N displacement field
components ui . This number is of course independent of the total number of vari150
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ux l + 12 , m, n

z



y
x

Figure 6.3: All the grid sites immediately surrounding (l + 12 , m, n). The dark red
circles indicate the grid sites at which ux (l + 12 , m, n) is involved in the calculation of
energy elements: El,m,n , El+1,m,n , El+ 1 ,m+ 1 ,n , El+ 1 ,m− 1 ,n , El+ 1 ,m,n+ 1 and El+ 1 ,m,n− 1 ,
2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

in this case. Similar constructions can be made for the displacements uy (i, j + 12 , k) and
uz (i, j, k + 12 ).

ables N , which means that the size of the problem scales approximately linearly
with the number of grid points.2 In this manner, Eq. (6.22) can be given as the
lmn 3
:
sum of the product of the variables ulq,im n and constant coefficients Cq,i
15
X

lmn lmn
lmn
Cq,i
uq,i + C0,i
= 0,

(6.23)

q=1
lmn
lmn
where C0,i
is the constant term. The coefficient Cq,i
is the number multiplying
variable ulq,im n in the expression for the derivative ∂Etotal /∂uli m n of Eq. (6.22). We
have derived the explicit form of Eq. (6.22) for crystals with wurtzite symmetry,
for which the lattice constants are given by ax , ay = a and az = c, and implemented
them in our code hush.4 To obtain the zinc-blende coefficients from the wurtzite
ones, c, C13 , C33 and C66 must be replaced by a, C12 , C11 and C44 , respectively. As
an example, the explicit form of Eq. (6.22) for the derivative of Etotal with respect
2

The scaling is linear for periodic boundary conditions with an additional sublinear correction
for fixed boundary conditions: Nx × Ny × Nz is the number of points in the mesh and N =
3Nx Ny Nz for periodic boundary conditions and N = 3Nx Ny Nz − Nx Ny − Nx Nz − Ny Nz for
fixed boundary conditions.
3
For simplicity, we use an abbreviated notation for the components of the displacement field:
lmn
uq,i (with q = 1, . . . , 15) are each of the displacement field components that appear in the
δ
derivative of Etotal with respect to ui (l + δ2xi , m + 2yi , n + δ2zi ) ≡ uli m n .
4
hush stands for Hybrid Utility for Strained Heterostructures.
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to ux (l + 12 , m, n) is given in Appendix B.
Equation (6.23) can be rewritten in matrix form as
AX + B = 0,

(6.24)

lmn 5
, X is a column vector with all the N
where A is the matrix of coefficients Cq,i
lmn
and 0 is a
variables uli m n , B is a column vector with the constant terms C0,i
column vector of zeros. The dimension of A is N × N , and the dimension of the
different vectors is N × 1. As already mentioned, all the elements of A are zero
except for 15 elements per row, which means that whereas the total number of
elements in A increases with the number of grid points as N 2 , the number of nonzero elements increases linearly with N . A is therefore a sparse matrix and becomes
more sparse as the size of the problem increases. There are many very efficient
numerical algorithms available for solving sparse matrix systems. Although it is
not the scope of this work to review all of them or point out the most efficient one
for a particular problem, one of these algorithms will be used in Section 6.4 as an
example to what kind of performance can be achieved by the implementation of
Eq. (6.24).

6.3.3 Retrieving the strain from the displacement field
Once the displacement field u has been obtained by solving Eq. (6.24), the strains
must be calculated from u. For the axial strain components, the calculation is
straightforward and is obtained directly from Eqs. (6.9) and (6.11) at the natural
grid sites (l, m, n). However, the shear strains are defined at sites other than the
ones given by the natural grid. The value of the shear strains at those sites might
be a valuable piece of information if the calculated strain components are going to
be used as input for, say, an electronic structure calculation, or for the calculation
of piezoelectric fields. Equations (6.10) and (6.12) do not give 4 , 5 and 6 at
(l, m, n) and an interpolation is needed to estimate those quantities. The simplest
way to do this is by averaging over the four neighboring sites where the shear
strains are defined. The “staggered” finite difference operator for shear strains at
5

Obviously, when implementing this equation in practice, the indices need to be remapped
from (i; l, m, n) into one single index.
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(l, m, n) can thus be expressed as
∆†j ui

 

1
δyi
δxi
δzi
ui l + 2 + δxj , m + 2 + δyj , n + 2 + δzj
(l, m, n) ≡
4hj


δ
+ ui l − δ2xi + δxj , m − 2yi + δyj , n − δ2zi + δzj


δ
− ui l + δ2xi − δxj , m + 2yi − δyj , n + δ2zi − δzj


δyi
δzi
δxi
− ui l − 2 − δxj , m − 2 − δyj , n − 2 − δzj
with i 6= j.

(6.25)

Equation (6.25) can now be employed in Eq. (6.10) to estimate 4 , 5 and 6 at
(l, m, n). Note that even though there is an averaging involved in the present
method for shear strains, the axial strains are calculated directly at the natural
grid. Also, this average is calculated over only four neighbouring sites instead of
the eight site method commonly employed in the literature [161, 166].
6.3.4 Implementation in rotated (111)-oriented zinc-blende systems
We have previously shown how the implementation of a rotation formalism for
zinc-blende QDs oriented along the [111] direction of the lattice helps overcome a
series of issues related to the size of the cell used in the calculation of strain and
polarization fields [6]. In particular, the explicit form of the elastic energy obtained
under the rotation convention used throughout Ref. [6] includes the dependence
on an extra off-diagonal component of the elastic tensor C̃15 :
ZB
E(111)
=

 V0
V0
C̃11 1 2 + 2 2 + C̃33 3 2 + V0 C̃12 1 2 + V0 C̃13 (1 3 + 2 3 )
2
2
 V0
V0
2
2
+ C̃44 4 + 5 + C̃66 6 2 + V0 C̃15 5 (1 − 2 ) − V0 C̃15 4 6 , (6.26)
2
2

where the tilde symbols in the elastic constants indicate that they are the components of the transformed (rotated) elastic tensor. Except for the last two terms in
Eq. (6.26), the elastic energy of the rotated (111)-oriented systems has the same
form as the WZ one [Eq. (6.15)]. The similarities between WZ and (111)-oriented
ZB systems have already been pointed out in Ref. [6] and Chapters 4 and 5. The
method presently described can be applied to these systems provided that the extra terms in Eq. (6.26) are added to the terms already present in Eq. (6.20). In
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the discrete description, they can be written as
(111)

l,m,n
∆El,m,n =V0l,m,n C̃15
5 (l, m, n) [1 (l, m, n) − 2 (l, m, n)] ,


1
1
1
l+ 12 ,m+ 12 ,n+ 12 l+ 12 ,m+ 12 ,n+ 12
(111)
4 l + , m + , n +
C̃15
∆El+ 1 ,m+ 1 ,n+ 1 = − V0
2
2
2
2
2
2


1
1
1
× 6 l + , m + , n +
.
(6.27)
2
2
2

Equation (6.27) requires that 4 , 5 and 6 be defined in grid sites other than the
ones we have used in Section 6.2.2. Thus, they must be interpolated from the
strains defined in our staggered grid:
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1
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2
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2
2
2
2
2
2
(6.28)
5 (l, m, n) =

l+ 1 ,m+ 1 ,n+ 1

l+ 1 ,m+ 1 ,n+ 1

2
2
2
2
For V0 2
and C̃15 2
the average over the values of V0 and C̃15 at
the eight nearest sites of the natural grid must be taken. Equation (6.28) implies
a dependence of the derivatives in Eq. (6.22) on a number of additional energy
elements. The resultant extra coefficients must be included into the corresponding
linear system [Eq. (6.24)].6

6.4 Testing the method
The procedure described in Section 6.3 has been implemented in our code hush,7
together with the generalized minimum residual (GMRES) iteration method, with
incomplete LU factorization preconditioning, as available from the dlap linear
algebra software library [169]. GMRES is an efficient method for solving linear
6

For the rotated system, there is a total of 39 non-zero elements corresponding to the derivative
of Etotal with respect to ux and 35 non-zero elements corresponding to its derivatives with respect
to both uy and uz .
7
The code is not currently publicly released. A precompiled version can be obtained from the
author upon request.
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systems, as the one given in Eq. (6.24), for sparse and asymmetric matrices. Figure 6.4 shows the results of a series of strain calculations for QD test systems. The
first two rows [Figs. 6.4 (a) to (d)] correspond to strain profiles for the archetypical case of a pyramidal InAs QD grown in a GaAs matrix with a wetting layer,
with periodic boundary conditions for the cell used in the calculation. Our results
compare well with Grundmann et al. [161] and Pryor et al. [166]. The last two
rows [Figs. 6.4 (e) to (h)] correspond to a (111)-oriented lens-shaped InAs/GaAs
dot, similar to those studied in Ref. [6], with fixed boundary conditions [the interaction between the strain field and the edge of the box can be observed in Fig. 6.4
(h)]. The three-fold symmetry expected from this kind of system and discussed
in detail by Schulz et al. [6] can be readily identified in the hydrostatic strain
plot of Fig. 6.4(f). The results for the pyramidal QD were obtained through the
implementation of the method for conventional zinc-blende systems described in
Section 6.3, whereas the lens-shaped QD was treated under the “rotated” formalism described in Ref. [6] and the extra off-diagonal terms of the elastic energy
were added as described in Section 6.3.4. Our code has been applied to accurately
describe strain fields in a number of studies on QD systems. For instance, we have
used it to survey the piezoelectric properties of ZB QDs [8], and to study non-polar
wurtzite GaN/AlN QDs [7].

6.4.1 Performance
Finally we present a performance test to address the computational advantage of
the method presented in this work. For comparison, we use a numerical simulation
tool. The space discretization is done in a finite difference scheme and a strain
energy minimization routine is included with the package. In both the purely
numerical code and our hybrid code hush, the minimization procedure occurs
in two steps. First, the system of linear equations in Eq. (6.24) needs to be set
up. Computationally, this corresponds mostly to the calculation of the matrix A.
Second, an iterative method for the solution of the system is used. Figure 6.5
shows a comparison between the time that it took each code to perform a test
case calculation for the first part, that is, obtaining the system given in Eq. (6.24).
The test case consisted of an InAs cubic QD of side 9 nm embedded in a cubic
GaAs matrix of side 40 nm, and was repeated for different step sizes and, therefore,
different numbers of grid points. For consistency, all the calculations were done on
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Figure 6.4: Test-case QD structures. (a–d) Pyramidal InAs/GaAs QD with wetting
layer (WL), grown along the [001] direction; the sides of the pyramid base are 12 nm
long and placed along [100] and [010]; the height of the pyramid is 6 nm and the WL
is 1 nm thick. (e–h) Lens-shaped (half sphere) InAs/GaAs QD grown along the [111]
direction; the base radius is 4.5 nm; the hydrostatic components Tr(0 ) in (e) and (f) are
independent of the coordinate system, (g) and (h) are given in the rotated coordinate
convention from Ref. [6].
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Figure 6.5: Comparison between our code hush and another code that calculates the
derivatives numerically. Dependence of the computational time, required for obtaining
the linear system of Eq. (6.24), on the number of grid points contained within the
simulation cell.

a single core within the same cluster computer, with the same amount of available
memory. It can be seen how our method scales almost linearly with the number
of points in the simulation cell whereas the numerical evaluation of the derivatives
involved in Eq. (6.24) performed by the numerical code scaled exponentially for the
range shown. This non-linear scaling implies that, for large systems with about 10
million grid points, doing the first part of the calculation numerically takes about
100 times longer than the analytical evaluation that we have presented.
The performance achieved during the second part of the calculation is highly
dependent on the particular iterative method chosen and the convergence criteria,
as well as on the size of A, and will not be reviewed here. During our testing both
codes achieved similar performances (for similar accuracies) in this aspect, as the
size of the sparse matrix A tends to be the same in both cases. In general we
found that whereas for hush this second step accounted for the greater portion of
the total computational time, for the other code the calculation of A took much
longer than the iterative solving process.

6.5 Summary
We have presented a finite difference staggered grid formulation of the strain energy minimization problem, followed by an analytical evaluation of the condition
of minimum for the elastic energy of conventional zinc-blende and wurtzite systems in the [001] and [0001] representations, respectively, as well as the special
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lnxf04da2206406 (41) cd /local/cmiguel/test
lnxf04da2206406 (42) ./hush.ex
____________________________________________________________
|
/NNN.
sNNd
smmd
:mmm- `+hmNMMNmd.
yNNh
mNNs|
dMMd
`NMMo `NMMs
hMMm .NMMs/::/oy
.MMM+
/MMM-|
-MMMy////sMMM. +MMM.
.MMM+ :MMMs/:.
oMMM+////dMMd |
sMMMNNNNNMMMh
dMMh
oMMN`
/hNMMMMNy.
NMMNNNNNNMMM/ |
`NMMs
-MMM: .MMM+
`NMMs
`./MMMs /MMMsMMN` |
+MMM.
yMMN
`NMMd+/omMMh` smyo+/+hMMN- hMMd
`NMMs |
ohhs
yhh+
.shmNmmhs+ydmmNmdy/` `hhh/
-hhh. |
|
|
You are using the
|
Hybrid Utility for Strained Heterostructures, v0.21
|
HUSH v0.21-alpha
|
...
|
Written by Miguel A. Caro
|
...
|
mcaroba@gmail.com
|
...
|
Last updated Sep 2012
|
|
....................................... ____________________/
|
Start of execution:
|
March 11 2013
9:26:22.302 PM
|
|
.......................................|
|
Checking correctness of input file... |
OK
|
|
.......................................|
|
Checking consistency of mesh.dat...
|
OK
|
|
.......................................|
|
Deriving system of linear equations... |
March 11 2013
9:26:22.351 PM
|
OK
|
.......................................|
|
Solving system of linear equations... |
March 11 2013
9:26:33.806 PM
|
|
Problem dimension:
|
N =
177957
|
|
Matrix storage:
|
NELT =
2669355
|
|
Number of iterations:
|
ITER =
86
|
|
Error estimate:
|
ERR =
0.930090E-06
|
|
Error code:
|
0
|
DONE
|
.......................................|
|
Calculating strain from displacement
|
field...
|
March 11 2013
9:26:46.859 PM
|
DONE
|
.......................................|
|
Program successfully executed
|
|
End of execution:
|
March 11 2013
9:26:48.095 PM
|
_______________________________________/

Figure 6.6: Example execution of hush on a Linux terminal for a test system with ∼178k
grid elements.

case of (111)-oriented ZB systems. The staggered grid formulation accounts for an
elegant way to overcome problems associated with conventional finite differences
leading to averaging and ill-defined boundaries, while the analytical evaluation of
the derivatives of the elastic energy with respect to the displacement field provides
a computationally very efficient derivation of the system of linear equations to be
solved by the minimization procedure. Our method allows an improvement in the
computational times for this task, becoming significantly faster for large simulation cells containing millions of grid points, compared to a conventional purely
numerical calculation. This is of relevance for alleviating the computational task
related to calculation of strain fields, and therefore for improving the overall performance of calculations of the electronic and optical properties of semiconductor
nanostructures. This is especially true for calculations that require a high degree of
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accuracy, and therefore a high degree of grid discretization. The results presented
here have been obtained for the ZB and WZ crystal lattices, commonly found in
semiconductor materials. Nevertheless, the method described in Section 6.3 can
be applied to any crystal system, in general. For any lattice with a lower symmetry compatible with either ZB or WZ our results are readily applicable. We
have implemented the present method in our code hush (Fig. 6.6), which is freely
available for the scientific community to use, upon request to the author.
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Conclusions

7.1 Summary
In this thesis we have presented a theoretical study of elasticity and electric polarization in strained tetrahedrally bonded semiconductors. Because of their technological importance in the field of optoelectronic applications, we have focused our
attention on group-III nitrides. The approach taken has been that of multiscale
modelling, where calculations performed at different levels of theory take input
from one another.
In Chapter 2 we have given an introduction to some of the basic theory and
methods used throughout this work: elasticity and piezoelectricity in strained
crystals, density functional theory (DFT) and Berry-phase theory of electric polarization. We also provide a practical guide to Berry-phase calculations, which
seems to be somehow missing from the literature.
As we outlined in Chapter 1, one of the main issues regarding nanostructures
incorporating nitride materials is the existence of strong polarization fields. Our
aim in this thesis has been to build a complete description of piezoelectricity in
binary and alloyed group-III nitrides, starting by understanding the underlying
cause: macroscopic and internal strain. We have worked within two different descriptions, continuum theory and atomistic calculations. Continuum calculations
take as input “effective” parameters that are obtained as average properties of
atomistic calculations. At the same time, atomistic calculations for large systems
rely on the construction of simplified phenomenological models that match (as
closely as possible) full quantum-mechanical descriptions performed for smaller
systems.
The continuum approximation is appropriate when atomistic calculations are
computationally unaffordable, when the atomic effects are of secondary importance, to gain first insights into general behaviours or to identify trends. In this
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context, Chapter 3 has dealt with the issue of built-in electrostatic fields in groupIII nitride heterostructures. We have shown how composition engineering of the
barrier and active layers enables built-in field reduction, and even suppression,
for a wide range of quantum well (QW) and quantum dot (QD) nitride structures. In that chapter we have also discussed the dependence of the results on
the AlInN band gap bowing parameter, whose value remains to date under discussion. The lack of accuracy in the description of electric polarization in nitride
alloys encountered during the development of that work inspired and motivated
much of the subsequent studies we carried out. We used analytical models for
strain that provided extra speed-up for the calculations, at the cost of reducing
the accuracy and flexibility (e.g. regarding QD shape) of the procedure. However,
purely numerical calculations are computationally expensive, and more so in the
case of the optimization procedure we employed for field control. This motivated
the development of a hybrid numerical/analytical formulation of the elastic energy
minimization problem, which we have presented in Chapter 6. We used a series of
staggered grids, in order to also improve the resolution and accuracy with respect
to other finite-difference numerical methods. We have used this code in a number
of published works [6–8].
Within the atomistic description, we have presented a DFT study of elasticity
and internal strain in tetrahedrally bonded compounds in Chapter 4. Additionally, we have reviewed the two first-principles methods commonly employed in the
calculation of elastic constants of crystalline solids: based on total energy and
stresses. We have identified problems related to basis set inconsistency in the
total energy method, and proposed the stress method (or a basis-corrected total
energy method) as a safer route towards determination of elastic constants. We
have also presented the correct internal strain vectors for the wurtzite (WZ) crystal structure and reported for the first time a complete set of WZ internal strain
parameters for the nitrides. Our treatment of internal strain has enabled us to
develop a theory of local electric polarization in Chapter 5, which is possibly this
thesis’s main contribution to solid-state physics. This theory allows access to the
spatial variation of electric polarization within the supercell used in the calculation, that is not accessible through a formal Berry-phase calculation. Our theory
is exact in the linear limit and has been validated against Berry-phase calculations
for the average polarization of nitride alloy supercells, showing excellent agreement
for finite-strain calculations. Our formalism has allowed us to establish the local
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piezoelectric tensor of the WZ crystal structure, which bears resemblance with
that of rotated [111] zinc-blende (ZB) systems. Within this theory, it is possible
to build a spatial map of polarization in semiconductor nanostructures, obtaining
far more accuracy and specificity than continuum calculations because the statistical alloy fluctuations are explicitly taken into account, and not simply averaged
out. In this context, we have developed a “point dipole” technique to compute the
local polarization potential in the irregular atomic grid. Using atomistic valence
force field (VFF) interatomic potentials derived from ab initio elasticity calculations, the local polarization theory and the point dipole technique have enabled us
to calculate the local polarization potential in bulk nitride alloys and nanostructures. We are only starting to understand the effects of this local polarization on
the electronic structure of nitride materials, which have not been reported in this
thesis. Our most recent findings are summarized in the next section.

7.2 Ongoing and future work
There are a number of works that because of time constraints we have not been
able to include in this thesis. In particular, we have carried out comprehensive
work on VFF models, which has led to the prediction of the correct internal strain
vectors and the five independent internal strain parameters of the WZ crystal
structure presented in Chapter 4. We have also constructed accurate VFFs for
the calculation of local strain and local polarization, as shown in Chapter 5 for
some nitride QW examples. The most immediate developments will precisely
concern the publication of our local polarization theory, together with a number
of studies on how the local polarization associated to alloy fluctuations affects the
electronic properties of group-III nitrides. In this regard, we have used the tightbinding approximation to calculate the electronic structure of bulk InGaN. Our
results indicate that the local polarization potential plays a significant role in the
localization of hole states, leading to a pronounced upward bowing of the valence
band edge of InGaN. These results are also significant in the context of research on
AlInN, for which the difference in band gap and bond lengths between the binary
constituents is even larger than for InGaN. As we showed in Chapter 3, AlInN is
of great interest regarding its use for UV devices, such as UV LEDs. However, it
might significantly suffer from carrier localization effects and future studies should
aim at exploring the effects of the local polarization potential on the optoelectronic
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properties of these devices.
We are also preparing a manuscript on second-order polarization in the III-Vs,
and future work shall extend our local theory to second order. This will allow us
to assess the importance of local polarization effects in nanostructures where the
piezoelectric compounds employed are substantially less ionic than the III-N, for
instance InGaAs QDs.
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A

Additional material on local polarization and
the point dipole method

A.1 Example of the calculation of a local piezoelectric coefficient
To illustrate how the calculation of the local piezoelectric tensor of Eq. (5.13) is
∗,A
done, we give here the details of the calculation for e15
. Equation (5.12) for e∗,A
15
is simplified to
e∗,A
15

=

(0)
e15

eZ A
−√ 1
3a0 2 c0




∂µA
1 A
1
− µ3,0 ,
∂5
2

(A.1)

where we have made use of the Voigt relation ∂13 /∂5 = 1/2. µA
3,0 = 4(u0 − 3/8)c0
is given by the WZ internal parameter, and Z1A ≡ Z1 for A being a cation. We
need to calculate µA
1 . Looking at Fig. 5.4, it is clear that the nearest neighbours
of A are B, which we label 1, and three periodic replicas of D contained in a plane
below A, which we label 2–4. If A is fixed at the origin, rA = (0, 0, 0), then the
distances of the different nearest neighbours from A are given by:
`1 = r B ,
`2 = rD − c,
`3 = rD − c − a,
`4 = rD − c − b,

(A.2)

where a, b and c are the (strained) lattice vectors of the unit cell. Since for this
example we are interested in e∗,A
15 only, we set all the strain components to zero
except for 5 = 213 . Following all the definitions given in Ref. [3] and Chapter 4
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(with exchanged notation 13 ↔ xz ), we can write:
rB = [u0 c0 13 , 0, u0 c0 ] + [ζ1 c0 13 , 0, 0] ,
#
"
√




1
a0
a0
3a0 1
+
+ u0 c0 13 ,
,
+ u0 c0 + 13 + [ζ1 c0 13 , 0, 0] ,
rD =
2
2
6
2
2
a = [a0 , 0, a0 13 ] ,
"
#
√
a0
3a0 a0
b=
,
, 13 ,
2
2
2
c = [c0 13 , 0, c0 ] .

(A.3)

To obtain µA
1 we sum over nearest-neighbour distances:
µA
1

=

4
X

3
`α1 = 4u0 c0 13 − c0 13 + 4ζ1 c0 13 .
2
α=1

(A.4)

The last term of Eq. (A.1) therefore reduces to




1 A
3
3
∂µA
1
− µ3,0 =2 u0 −
c0 + 2ζ1 c0 − 2 u0 −
c0 = 2ζ1 c0 ,
∂5
2
8
8

(A.5)

which leads to the final result:
2eZ1
(0)
∗,A
e15
= e15 − √
ζ1 .
3a0 2

(A.6)

A.2 Point dipole solution for the three-dielectric problem

Building on the description made by Barrera for point charges in a threedielectric configuration [165], we give here the analogous solution for point dipoles.
The reflections necessary to construct the image point dipoles are illustrated in
Fig. A.1. Following the convention of Fig. A.1, where d is the distance from the
dipole to the left side interface and h is the distance between the two interfaces,
we can obtain some rules for the form of the image charges p0(n) and p00(n) , being
the nth reflections of p starting at left and right, respectively:
1. Each reflection to the left adds 2d to the distance between the original dipole
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p
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Figure A.1: Reflection of image dipoles up to third order in a three-dielectric set up. Each of the reflection sequences is denoted by
a different color: the sequence starting to the left and originating the series p0(n) is coloured in red whereas the sequence starting
to the right and originating the series p00(n) is in blue. Solid lines indicate first order reflections, dashed lines indicate second order
reflections and dotted lines indicate third order reflections.

2h

p00(2)

2h + 2d

p0(3)

ε2
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p and the reflected dipole.

2. Each reflection to the right adds 2h − 2d to the distance between the original
dipole p and the reflected dipole.

−ε2
3. Each reflection to the left adds a factor of εε11 +ε
to each of the components
2
of the image dipole and inverts the sign of the z component.

−ε3
4. Each reflection to the right adds a factor of εε11 +ε
to each of the components
3
of the image dipole and inverts the sign of the z component.

These rules can be written as the following expressions. For the position of the
image dipoles:
zp0(2n−1) = zp − [n 2d + (n − 1) (2h − 2d)] ,
zp0(2n) = zp + [n 2d + (n − 1) (2h − 2d)] ,
zp00(2n−1) = zp + [n (2h − 2d) + (n − 1) 2d] ,
zp00(2n) = zp − [n (2h − 2d) + (n − 1) 2d] ,

(A.7)

and for the value of the image dipoles:
p0(2n−1)
p0(2n)
p00(2n−1)

n 
n−1
ε1 − ε3
ε1 − ε2
,
= [px , py , −pz ]
ε1 + ε2
ε1 + ε3

n 
n
ε1 − ε2
ε1 − ε3
= [px , py , pz ]
,
ε1 + ε2
ε1 + ε3

n−1 
n
ε1 − ε2
ε1 − ε3
= [px , py , −pz ]
,
ε1 + ε2
ε1 + ε3


p00(2n) = p0(2n) ,

(A.8)

with n ∈ N. Finally the expression of the potential in all three regions can be
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written as



 


∞


p0(n) · r − rp0
p00
· r − rp00
X
(n)
p
·
(r
−
r
)
1
(n)
(n)
p
(1)
 ,

φp (r) =
+
+
4πε0 ε1  |r − rp |3

|r − rp0 |3
|r − rp00 |3
(n)
(n)
n=1



 


0
∞


p00
(2n−1) · r − rp00
p · (r − rp ) X  p(2n) · r − rp0(2n)
1
2ε2
(2n−1)
(2)

φp (r) =
,
+
+
3
3
3
4πε0 ε2  |r − rp |
 ε1 + ε2
|r − rp0 |
|r − rp00
|
(2n)
(2n−1)
n=1



 


0
00
∞


0
00
p
p
·
r
−
r
·
r
−
r
X
p
p
(2n−1)
(2n)
p · (r − rp )
1
2ε3
(2n−1)
(2n)
(3)


φp (r) =
.
+
+
3
3
3
4πε0 ε3  |r − rp |
 ε1 + ε3
|r − rp0
|
|r − rp00 |
n=1

(2n−1)

(2n)

(A.9)
(2)

It is implicit in Eq. (A.9) that for the calculation of the potential φp in region (2)
only the image dipoles in region (3) (together with the original dipole) are taken
into account, and vice-versa. Given the form of Eq. (A.9) it is clear that an exact
solution to the problem of three media cannot be obtained for a finite number
of terms in the summation. However, approximate solutions can be obtained
whose accuracy will depend mostly on the difference in the values of the dielectric
constants of the different materials. In Fig. A.2 we show approximations up to
third order reflections, for different orientations of the dipole, in the case of three
materials for which ε2 = 2ε1 and ε3 = 3ε1 . This is an extreme case in the context of
III-V compounds, for which the differences in εr between materials do not usually
go beyond 50%. For clarity of interpretation, the potential isolines shown decay
as a power of 2, which allows to visualize the fine effects of the interfaces far from
the dipole. As can be seen, the second order correction [Figs. A.2(d–f)] is already
very well converged for this extreme case and we expect first order corrections to
be sufficient for the materials of interest, group-III nitrides in particular.

A.3 Gaussian smearing of point dipoles
As mentioned in Chapter 5, the potential solution for a point dipole is an approximation to the potential due to the dipole moment of a charge distribution [45].
This approximation is only valid in the limit when the potential is calculated sufficiently far away from the charge distribution. How far is “sufficiently far” depends
on the particular problem at hand, basically on the value of the dipole and the
volume over which the charge density giving rise to the dipole moment spread
originally. A Gaussian smearing of the conflicting dipoles, i.e. those that are close
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Figure A.2: Different approximations for the three media problem shown schematically in
Fig. A.1 for different orientations of the dipole. (a–c) include up to first order reflections,
(d–f) second order reflections and (g–i) include up to third order reflections. The red
lines indicate the interfaces between different materials: the central material has an
(arbitrary) permittivity of ε = 1, the material on the left has ε = 2 and the material on
the right has ε = 3. It can be seen that third order reflections are sufficient to converge
the potential for that particular set of relative values of ε.

to the position where the potential is calculated, is a straightforward manner to
deal with this problem, as the parameters controlling the smearing can be tuned
easily at need. We propose the implementation of this smearing controlled by two
parameters:

1. rsmear is the cut-off radius for which all the dipoles that obey |r − rp | < rsmear
are smeared, where r is the position where the potential is calculated and rp
is the position of the dipole under consideration.

2. σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian function that produces the smearing. It gives a measure of the volume over which the dipole is smeared.
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Therefore, the expression for the potential φp (r) at r due to a dipole p located at
rp can be rewritten, in spherical coordinates, as
1 p · (r − rp )
4πε0 εr |r − rp |3

φp (r) =
2π
|r−r0p |2 p · r − r0
R
Rπ R∞
1
1
p

2 − 2σ2

dϕ dθ dρ sin θρ e

4πε0 εr (2πσ 2 ) 32 0
|r − r0p |3
0
0





for |r − rp | ≥ rsmear
for |r − rp | < rsmear

(A.10)
where r0p is given by
r0p = rp + [ρ sin θ cos ϕ, ρ sin θ sin ϕ, ρ cos θ] .

(A.11)

Typically, the integration in ρ can be done up to a certain cutoff since the value
of the integrant will decay rapidly. For example, our current implementation sets
3.4σ as the upper limit for the integration, which comprises a volume that contains
about 99% of the total original dipole moment p. The extension of Eq. (A.10) to
the case in which different dielectric constants are present is straightforward and
done in the same way as explained in Chapter 5 and Section A.2 of this appendix.

A.4 Computational tricks
Method of layers
In the same way that a point dipole is an approximation for a charge density
distribution valid far away from the location of the dipole, it can be shown that
a point dipole can be a valid approximation for a given ensemble of neighbouring
point dipoles at a certain distance from the ensemble. Figure A.3(a) shows the
potential due to an ensemble of N dipoles pi , of typical magnitude in nitride QWs,
that are localized in a restricted region in space, each at position rpi . This ensemble
can be approximated by a single dipole P whose magnitude equals the summation
of all the original dipoles and whose position rP is given by the weighted average
of the dipoles in the ensemble [Fig. A.3(b)]:
P=

N
X
i=1

N

pi ,

1 X
rp |p |.
rP =
|P| i=1 i i
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Figure A.3: Section in the xz plane of: (a) The polarization potential due to an ensemble
of 10 dipoles randomly placed inside a cube of side 10 Å with origin at (0, 0, 0). The
boundaries of the cube within the xz plane is indicated by the red line. The dipoles components are given by a Gaussian probability distribution with px centered at 10−31 Cm,
py and pz centered at zero, and standard deviation 5×10−32 Cm for all three components;
(b) The polarization potential due to a single dipole obtained from the ensemble in (a)
calculated by means of Eq. (A.12); And (c) difference between the potentials shown in
(b) and (a). Note that the potential isolines shown follow an exponential behaviour to
exaggerate the results: the lines escaping the plots correspond to zero and the outer
lobe-shaped isolines indicate ∼ 6µV.
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As shown in Fig. A.3(c), the difference between an ensemble of dipoles and its
correspondent approximation calculated as in Eq. (A.12) decays rapidly away from
the ensemble. Applying Eq. (A.12) recurrently, one can construct, around the
point r where the potential φ is being calculated, a system of “layers” in which
the density of dipoles decreases as one moves away from r.
Simplification for quantum wells
A simplification can be made for QW systems, or even a quantum dot (QD) system,
if a constant value for the polarization can be assumed for the greatest part of the
system. Since only differences in polarization are meaningful for the calculation of
polarization potentials, an arbitrary constant shift of the polarization of the whole
system will not have any effect on the calculated value of the polarization potential.
This shift can be chosen in such a way that the resultant polarization, at least on
average, is zero in the barrier in the case of a QW, or in the unstrained barrier in
the case of a QD.1 In that case, all the dipoles arising from that region, once the
discretization described in Chapter 5 is made, will have value zero. Therefore, the
dipoles contained within that region can be left out of the calculation.

1

The strain field will not vanish in the barrier material immediately around a QD, but will
effectively be zero far away from it. See for instance Pryor et al. [166].
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B

Expression for the derivative of the total energy in the staggered grid

The following is the explicit form of Eq. (6.23) for the case ∂Etotal /∂ux (l+ 21 , m, n):
∂Etotal (u)
 =
∂ux l + 12 , m, n
1 
aref (aref − a [l, m, n]) c [l, m, n] C11 [l, m, n] − aref (aref − a [l + 1, m, n]) c [l + 1, m, n] C11 [l + 1, m, n]
hx

−

−

+

−
−

+

+

+

+

+

+ aref (aref − a [l, m, n]) c [l, m, n] C12 [l, m, n] − aref (aref − a [l + 1, m, n]) c [l + 1, m, n] C12 [l + 1, m, n]

+ aref a [l, m, n] (cref − c [l, m, n]) C13 [l, m, n] − aref a [l + 1, m, n] (cref − c [l + 1, m, n]) C13 [l + 1, m, n]








a2ref c [l, m, n] C11 [l, m, n] ux l − 21 , m, n
a2ref c l + 21 , m − 12 , n C66 l + 21 , m − 12 , n ux l + 21 , m − 1, n
−
h2x
h2y






2
1
1
1
1
1
c2ref a l + 2 , m, n − 2 C44 l + 2 , m, n − 2 ux l + 2 , m, n − 1
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+

+
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